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PREFACE ,
 

Department of
As part of its collaborative activities with the 


Research and Specialist-Services (DR&SS) in Zimbabwe, ISNAR organized a
 

workshop on the Planning and Programming of Agricultural Research which
 

was held at Nyanga.in April 1986. The workshop was attended by the
 

the heads of the research institutes, stations,
Directorate of DR&SS and 


and other units in the Department. After considerable discussion, there
 

was widespread agreement among participants that the planning,
 

organization, and management of research and service activities in DR&SS
 

should be comprehensively reviewed.
 

P.G.N. Chigaru, Director of DR&SS,
In response to a request from Dr. 


.SNAR agreed in-June .1986 to -assist--DR&SS-in undertaking this-,review.. 
 .
 

The following terms of reference were agreed upon:
 

- to review the structure and organization of DR&SS and make proposals 
its mandate;that would enable the Department to respond optimally to 


- to review current mechanisms an. procedures for planning, priorities 

allocation, and suggest improvements;setting, and resource 


- to review the programming of research and recommend mechanisms for 

impr, iement; 

to examine existing linl.ages between research and the client/user
 

organiz-tions arid communities, and make recommendations for
 

strengthening these linkages.
 

the review process the Director als3 appointed a
 

departmental task force charged with the responsibility of systematically
 

examining key planning, organization, and management issues in DR&SS and
 

ISNAR team during their visit to Zimbabwe. The
 

As part of 


working clrfsely with the 


following staff were members of the task force:
 

Mr. T.J.T. Madziva (Chairman)
 

Mr. R. Fenner (Deputy Director, Crops)
 

Miss RN. Mugabe (Deputy Director, Research Services)
 

Fir. 0. Mufandaedza (Deputy Director, Li,-estock & Pastures)
 

Dr-. C. McLaren
 

nr. T.M. Musa
 
'r. E.E. '4"hingwiri
 
Or. P. Tawornezvi
 

Dr. M. Avila
 

Prof. C.L. Keswani
 

Mr. B.M. Taguta (Secretary)
 

http:Nyanga.in


The Departmental Task Force held several meetings and consultations
 
in the period between June and November 1987. In preparation for the
 
main review, it designed and executed a series of questionnaires which
 
pooled valuable information and reactions on management issues from
 
managers and policymakers at different levels in the Department, the
 
Ministry, and associated institutions. The analysis of these
 
questionnaires resulted in the identification of major issues of concern
 
and helped to focus the terms of, reference more sharply on discussions
 
that would lead to recomnendationsfor improved management of research
 
and services.,
 

The. lSNAR review..team..visited.-Zlmbabwe dur.ing the period-of.November...
 
15 to December 5, 1986. They held intensive discussions with members of
 
the local task force; visited a number of DR&SS research institutions and
 
also the University of Zimbabwe; and held discussions with senior
 
officials from AGRITEX, the Ministry of Lands, Agriculture and Rural
 
Resettlement, other relevant ministries, client groups, and the
 
Agricultural Research Council.
 

The ISNAR team comprised:
 

Dr. }[.K. J&in.-	 Deputy DirectorGeneral, ISNAR
 
Collaboration with National Research Systems
 
(Team Leader)
 
(Agricultural Research Planning, Organization
 
and Management, Crop Production)
 

Prof. T. Ajibola Taylor: Senior Research Officer, ISNAR 
(Agricultural Research Organization and 
Managenent, Crop Production and Protection, and 
Research Services) 

Dr. P. Bennell: . Research Officer, ISNAR 
(Planning, Policy, Organization, and 
Socioeconomics) 

Dr. V. O'Donovan: 	 Consultant, ISNAR
 
(Livestock and Pastdres)
 

The members of the departmental task force independently and
 
collectively contributed in a large measure to the analyses, discussions,
 
and the conclusions and recommendations inrthls report. ISNAR, however,
 
takes full responsibility for the preparation of the report and the major
 
views and recommendations contained in it.
 

A) 



CHAPTER ONE
 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Agriculture in Zimbabwe
 

There are three main characteristics of the;agricultural sector in
 
Zimbabwe which profoundly influence the role and nature of agricultural
 
research activities: the overall national importance of agriculture, the
 
agroecological diversity of the country, and the marked segmentation of
 
the aaricultural sector into distinct groups of producers.
 

1.1.1 National development
 

While, in African terms, Zimbabwe has a relatively sophisticated and
 
diversified economy, agriculture continues to remain the most important
 

sector. Agriculture and forestry constituted only 11.6% of gross
 

domestic product (GDP) in 1983, a significant decline from 17.6% in
 
1974. Nonetheless, approximately 75% of the total population derives its
 
income from agricultural activities, 50% of manufacturing industry is
 
dependent to some degree on agriculture, and 46% of total exports in 1984
 
were agricultural products. Over one-quarter of formal wage employment
 
is accounted for by agricultural enterprises. The annual growth rates of
 

agricultural output and GDP for the period 1980-1985 presented in Table 1
 
reveal quite clearly the dependence of the Zimbabwean economy on the
 
pertormance of agriculture. This will continue to be true for the
 
foreseeable future. Consequently, agricultural research in providing the
 
new technologies for agriculture will be a primary engine of growth on
 
which all national development efforts will ultimately hinge.
 

Table 1. 	 Growth Rates of Agricultural Output and Gross
 
Domestic Product, Zimbabwe, 1980-1985
 

Year 	 4gricuitural Output G.D.P.
 

1980 	 3.1 11.3
 

1981 	 8.3 13.0 

1982 	 1.0 0.0
 

1983 	 -6.4 -3.4
 

1984 	 12.8 1.0
 

1985 (est) 25.0 	 6.0
 

Source: M.J. Blackie. The Elusive Peasant - Zimbabwe Agriculture Policy: 
[965-1986. Paper presented at Conference on Food Security Research in
 
Southern Africa, Harare, November 1986.
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11.2 Agroecological diversity
a 

The second dominant feature of agriculture in Zimbabwe is its
 

complexity which in large part Is due to the agroecological diversity of
 

the country. Five natural regions can be delineated on the basis of 
 . 

rainfall (see Table 2 and Figure 1). The best soils occur mainly in 

natural regions II and III which, coupled with their higher, more 

reliable rainfall, makes them the most productive rain-fed cropping 

• Lones.The remaining'two-thirds of the country is covered with sandy,,
' 
'soils characterized by low natural fertility and poor water-retention
 

capacity. - a 

Such agroecologicai divcrsity has given rise to distinct types of
 

farming production systems in each of the main natural regions. In
 
be grown............................
 additican 


The ability to cater effectively to the technological needs that arise
 

from such a complex agriculture represents a major challenge, especially
 

for a national agricultural 'researchsystem in a relatively small,
 

resource-por country such as Zimbabwe.
 

1.1.3 Sectoral segmentation
 

The agricultural sector in Zimbabwe is segmented into three distinct
 
groups of producers:
 

Approximately 6000 large-scale commercial producers on 15 million
 

hectares under freehold title. During the colonial period,
 

agricultural land was formally allocated alorg racial lines with the
 

result that European agricultural settlement was concentrated in the
 

high-potential areas of the country in Natural Regions I, II, and
 

I1. Backed by excellent support services and favorable price
 

support policies, European commercial agriculture developed rapidly
 

after the Second World War. Utilization of advanced agricultural
 
in high yields in the main crops cultivated,
technology has resulted 


namely maize, tobacco, cotton, wheat, coffee, and soyabean
 
(see Table 3).
 

on 1.5 million hectares
 

under tenancy and freehold title. These farms, known as African
 

Purchase Areas prior to Independence, were created by the Land
 

Apportionment Act of 1931. Farming systems and crop rotations are
 

similar to those in the larger scale commercial sector but the area
 

cropped is considerably less and yields are lower.
 

8500 small-scale African commercial farms 


850-950,000 African smallholder family farms on 16-, illion:hectares
 

in the cummutial areas (formerly the Tribal Trust Lands) based on
 

traditional rights assigned by local chiefs. Over 70%,of the rural
 

population live in the communal areas, 90% of which are located in
 

the low rainfall natural regions III, IV, and V. Largely ignored by
 

government prior to Independence, yields of the major crops grown in
 

the communal areas continue to remain generally low (see Table 3).
 

There are substantial differences in the production systems within
 

the Communal Areas. While agro-pastoral production predominates in
 

Matabeleland, the production system in Mashonaland is agricultural.
 

-.- at .
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Table 2. , Main Characteristics of Natural Regions 

Region I: Specialized and diversified faming Region IV: Semi-extensive farmino 

Rain: More than 1000 mm per annum in areas Rain: 450f650 nipper annum. Periodic 
lying below 1700 m altitude and'more seasonal droughtand severe dry 
than 900 m per annum at greater spells during the rainy season 
altitudes, -

Production: Livestock production, drouqht-
Production: Afforestation and production of fruit resistant crops, 

and intensive livestork. In frost-free 
areas tea, coffee, macadamia nuts, and Area: 147,800 sq km (38% of the total 
other plantation crops. area of Zimbabwe). 

Area: 7000 sq km (less than 2% of the total Faming: 62% is communal land, 34% is 
-area of Zimbabwe%, 

-  -_-_  - _-- 1 1-1 14- _1-- :- ....... 
large scale commercial land and 

smal l -scale. 
Farming; 74% is large-scale commercial land, 

24% communal land and 2% small scale Region V: jqtvye farmtn 
commorcial land. ,. 

Rain: Too low and erratic for production 
Region II: Intensive farqgi of even drought-reslstant fodder 

grain crops. 
Rain: 750-1 000 mm per annum. !n part of the 

region crop yields in certain years Production: Extensive'cattle ranching or game 
will be affected by relatively short rahching. 
rainy seasops or dry spells during the 
season. Area: 104,400 sq km (27% of the total area 

of Zimbabwe). 
Production: Crops and intensive livestock 

production, Faming: Apprcximately 45% is communal land. 
35% large-scale commercial land, and 

Area: 58.600 sq km (15% of the total area of ' less than 20% national parks. 
Zimbabwe). 

Faming: Almost 74% is large-scale commercial 
land, 22% is communal land, and 4% 
small-scale commercial land. 

Region III: Semi-intensive farmin 

Rain: 650-800 mm per annum. Fairly severe 
mid-season dry spells. 

Production: Livestock production together with 
fodder crops and cash crops. Marginal 
production of maize, tobacco, and 
cotton. 

Area: 72,g00 sq Pm (19% of the total area 
of Zimbabwe). 

Faming: Appro1imat)ly 49% is large-scale 
commercial land, 43% is communal 
land, and 8% is small-scale 
commercial land. 

Source: Statistical yearbook, 1985, Central Statistical Office, Harare.
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0 * ,, 1 r p a-r,,ductici i r Zimlabrwe . 1951 to 1955 and 1976 to 198" 

a r5k?--,,ilIe cc( ,;ivrci , r maI*I -scale ccn, vrcial farmS Peasant Farms 

Area Product. "eId Area Product. Yield Area Product. Yield
 

ha t Kg!ha ha t Kg/ha ha t K9ha 

a;ze 	 1951-55 145,000 207.068 1.421 628.751 217.103 342
 

1976-80 212.450 1.008.136 4.726 29.825 53.263 1.786 738.400 514.800 65
 

97.853 52.233 531M11ngjl 1951-55 
878 339.800 130.'190 3351976-80 	 1.444 606 


Iunr 3.017 568 149.673 45.995 107 

IV76-O 6.476 16.124 2.499 1.282 861 682 152.40C 77.400 419 
ig 5' 	 1.678 

190-,5 91.347 55.368 (05 
;' 2.995 2.238 762 116.500 50.340 191 

- 49'4 634 1.235 
2.454')'6-r E' 37.2.34 163.165 4.396 440 248 571 383 942 

291 35)2 1.202 
119 299 2.280
4.655 2.798 4.905 

Ig11 ; 709 21.6/0 35
 

?5.091 ;1.5 .i06 103
 

1.79 12. 018 6.709
 

- ./ 1.507 21.1 ,. 604 94 235 2.557
 

. I H 2 908 1.50, 560 175.604 45.462 258 

- I 'h 3.3941 7.9 0 2.335 11.811 6.559 551 250.000 123.400 481 

1 'j:55 2 3 1 9 7 4 7 0 

16 2.700 6 .656 2 011 611 378 675 7.462 5.156 624 

.. 912 "15 291 	 39.780 12.417 312 

1.05, ,159 421 991 579 589 29.500 8.300 304 

Vi I-l 2,i95 929 432 

. -H 3.074 1.68F 545 4.733 2.593 530 29.400 11.800 401
 

1, 1 5 5,102 1.428 256 

1976- 80 71.055 1/5,5518 1.709 6.693 5.510 829 33.800 24.000 722
 

.jrc R.. Tattersfield. The role of research in increasing food crop potential in Zimbabwe. The Zimbabwe 

Scionce 	 News. 16,1, January 1982 



It is -urrent government policy to eliminate the pronounced
 
segmentation of the agricultural sector in Zimbabwe. Resettlement of
 
African smallholders and landless people on commercial farms is the main
 
policy'initiative in this area., However, progress to da.e strongly
 
suggests that the segmentation of the agricultural sector will persist
 
for some time to come which in turn will mean that DR&SS will have to
 
continue to serve markedly different clienteles.
 

1.2 T partment of Research and Specialist Services
 

Established in 1948, the Department of Research and Specialist
 
Services is the most important agricultural research organization in
 
Zimbabwe undertaking research in all commodities and disciplines (with
 
the exception of tobacco, sugar, forest products, fish, pigs, and animal
 ......... diseases')-; I loh s-rso siif s t -p r6 ,.de-'various- se rviect to ... - ..
 

the agricultural industry, 'including major regt,'.tory -functions such ,as 
plant and dairy inspections, meat and cattle grading, seed certification 
and pesticide registration. It is a departmenL of the Ministry of Lands, 
Agriculture, and Rural Resettlement (MLARR) and, as such, its 
administrative procedures are governed by central government rules and 
regulations. 

The Department is organized Into three main divisions: crops,
 
livestock and pastures, and research services. Each division is headed
 
by a deputy director who reports directly to the director. A separate
 
executive branch deals with administrative and financial matters. The
 
organization chart of DR&SS is presented in Figure 2. The locations and
 
main responsibilities of DR&SS research and service institutions are as
 
follows:
 

Crops Research Division
 

- Cotton Research Institute, Kadoma (agronomy, breeding, pest research);
 

- Horticulture and Coffee Research Institute (including the Coffee
 
Research Station, Chipinge; the Horticultural Research Center,
 
Marondera; and the Nyanga Experiment Station);
 

- Crop Breeding Institute, Harare (maize, oilseeds, potatoes, small
 
grains, winter cereals);
 

- Agronomy Institute, Harare (crop ecology, physiology, production,
 
farming systems, weed research);
 

- Lowveld Research Station, Chiredzl (irrigated and dryland crops).
 

Research Services Division
 

Chemistry and Soil Research Institute Harare including the Soil
 
Productivity Research Laboratory, Marondera (agricultural chemistry,
 
crop nutrition, pedology, soil productivity, fertilizers tfnd feeds
 
registration);
 



Figure 2. Present Structure. Organization and telatiunship. f DI&SS 

Ministry of Lends, Agriculture and Rural Resettlement
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'he Farming System ic atrch Unit dir-ctly responsible tu the DirecLLtr uf D)R SSS. 



- Plant Protection Research Instit'ue, Harare (entomology, nematology, 

pathology, pesticide registration, phytos&nitavy services); 

- National Herbarium and Botanical Gardens, Harare; 

Biometrics Bureau, Harare;
 

Seed Services Unit, Harare (seed labora'tory and inspectorate, plant
 

breeders rights);
 

- Information Services, Harare; 

- Technical Develapment Unit, Harare;, 

The Livestock and Pastures Division
 

- Matopos Research Station, Matopos (livestock breeding and production, 

veld management); 

- Grasslands Research Station, Marondera (livestock, veld improvement);
 

- Henderson Research Station, Mazoe (animal nutrition, dairy, pastures, 

physiology, poultry); 

- Makoholi Experiment Station, Makoholi (livestock breeding and 
production); 

- Dairy Services; 

- Meat and Cattle Grading, various locations. 

The Farming Systems Unit, Harare, is the direct responsibility of the
 

Director and is not therefore part of the present divisional structure.
 

The research stations and institutes in DR&SS serve one or more
 

specific agroecological zones (unlike the main agricultural extension
 

service, The Department of Agriculture Technical and Extension Services
 

(AGRITEX), which is organized on a provincial basis). Furthermore,
 

nearly all are located in large-scale commercial farming areas which is a
 

direct legacy of the colonial period when DR&SS served almost exclusively
 

this group of producers., Twelve of the seventeen main institutions are
 

located in Natural Region II.
 

During the financial year 1986/87, DR&SS had a total staff complement
 

of 1826. The main staff categories are shown in Table 4. Combined
 

development and recurrent expenditure by DR&SS amounted to Z$13.22
 

million during the financial year 1985/86. In 1984 (the latest year for
 

which national account data are available) DR&SS expenditure amounted to
 

1.38% of agricultural gross domestic product. However, this figure
 

increases to over 3% if government expenditure on all types of
 

agricultural research in Zimbabwe is also included which is considerably
 

higher than the recommended World Bank target of 2%.
 



Catugty Numbe r 

ProIes s mii, j it ( c I itig XiIit tr i ates ) 142 
Res. ,Irh tioxcthf i : i IS 106 
Agrivul tuil a bistain s 91 

' ,'h it: ! lxx "i:;t ,!x'; ( !.:I ) 30 
Etxti On x, ISA tM 9 
Ptt;I jil f 'o il . i ;s til]ts 2 

lit I,'I ,-1i :1 A..lsi, i nta ilt s 67
(%tlL t Il' A,[lA ,'I iiPi 'int i : i! 4 

'i ill [ i . Ini 6 

A rii u In.ur,tI ipo v i so rs 15 
i -ot c-,- ,I 11
 

IC t, i V; I tyI is ts t I Uti:hOIis Ls 46
 
: i ., - /h.tndyiixi;u 
 18 

xl; cx r,';ir iumd lab. hands,,, 'th 
ardor!l os, watthmxn, drivers, etc. 1253 

mi ,, 11in ous 11 

Total 
 1826
 

Source: Computerized salary sheets. 
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CHAPTER TWO
 

AGRICULTURAL RESLARCH POLICY
 

The raison d'1tre of DR&SS as the main publicly 
funded agricultural
 

research institution in Zimbabwe is to 
produce new agricultural
 

the government's overall
 
technologies which most effectively serve 


The key question therefore is to what
 agricultural development policies. 


extent DR&SS has managed, particularly 
in recent years, to translate 

these policies into a coherent set of agricultural research activities 

which have,generatedt chnologica I solutions to priority problem areas in 

This in turn requir anaysis

sector in Zimbabwe.
the agricultural 


of the main constraints encountered by 
DR&SS in formulating and
 

implementing viable agricultural research policies.
 

There has been a fundamental reorientation 
of agricultural policies
 

Before considering these policies and the
 
since Independence In 1980. 


to them, it is first necessary to
in responding
performance of DR&SS 


review briefly the situation prior to Independence in order to comprehend
 

the change in the agricultural policy
the full significance of 


environment after 1980.
 

Period
2.L The Pre-[ndeP.en ce 


Agricultural policy during the colonial 
period focused almost
 

the vigorous and sustained development of 
the large-scale


exclusively on 

commercial farming areas which were owned 

by European farmers and
 

The racial segregation of land ownership became the key
 
companies. 

factor in the development t.fthe agricultural 

sector in Rhodesia,
 
large numbers of white
 

especially during the 1950s with the arrival of 


The economic and political power of the
 settlers in the country. 
 that by the 1960s it
 
farming community increased rapidly so 
commercial 


the dominant force in the entire political 
process. Agricultural
 

was 

producer associations, most notably the 

Commercial Farmers Union and the
 

Rhodesia Tobacco Association, were also 
established and were directly
 

farm lobbies of Europe and North America. 
As a
 

modelled on the powerful 

of government agricultural policies were
 result, a comprehensive set 


developed which were highly supportive of 
the commercial farming sector.
 

to assist in financing

Thus, new institutional structures were created 


and marketing of agricultural commodities 
and the generation and
 

diffusion of new agricultural technologies. 
The combination of favorable
 

agricultural policies and the capacity of commercial 
farmers to utilizef
 

a rapid transformation of the commercial
 
advanced technology resulted in 


the UDI period, total marketed
 agriculture. Between 1965 and 1980, 


agricultural output increased nearly fourfold.
 

Agricultural research and DR&SS in particular 
played a key role in
 

to expand the role
The need to institutionalize and 
this transformation. 

of agricultural research increased rapidly after the Second World War
 

when the 
focus of agricultural development shifted 
from the simple
 

land frontier to the intensification of agricultural
expansion of the 

production, requiring yield-increasing and cost-decreasing
 

::.i:: : \-S ' ; .
" " ;; . 
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technologies. Consequently, government commitment to the direct support
 
of agricultural research activity increased considerably during the 1960s
 
and 1970s (see Table 5). This allowed DR&SS to develop a highly skilled
 
and experienced group of research scientists with excellent physical
 
facilities. The rapid increase in the yields of the major agricultural
 
crops, in particular maize, and the emergence of a highly sophisticated
 
and successful livestock sector from the 1960s onwards testifies to the
 
success of Dk&SS in producing first-rate agricultural technologies.
 

Table 5. Indicators of Government SupporttoDRSS . 1965-1986 

. . .. DR&S . I)R&SS .. .DR&SS ..
 

Year AGDP Total govt. MOA/budget
 

L965 1.30 19.4
 
1970 1.33 20.6
 
1975 1.23 0.75 18.0
 
1980 1.75 0.56 12.7
 
1985 1.19 0.36 7.7
 
198 2- 1.23 0.37 5.7
 
1983 1.51 0.29 4.0
 
1984 1.38 0.32 3.8
 
1985 0.34 4.9
 
1986 0.33 4.7
 

The relative neglect of African smallholder agriculture by the
 
colonial state in Rhodesia was in marked contrast to the support given to
 
the European commercial sector. Consequently, the productivity levels of
 
the two farming communities steadily widened, especially during the war
 
years of the 1970s when agricultural production deteriorated seriously in
 
the African farming area. In accordance with government policy, DR&SS
 
concentrated on the technical problems of commercial farmers and, while
 
there were some relevant research spillovers which African farmers were
 
ablc to benefit from (particularly new crop varieties developed for more
 
marginal rainfall areas in Natural Region III), no major research
 
programs were initiated that systematically addressed the special
 
problems of predominantly subsistence, low-productivity, mixed farming
 
systems in the communal areas. This persistent neglect of the research
 
needs of African smallholders was a direct consequence of the European
 
domination of the state and the overtly racist ideologies which
 
underpinned the colonial regime in Rhodesia. However, more sophisticated
 
arguments were also forwarded which were essentially based on the
 
assertion that sociological and economic rather tLan technological
 
factors were the moist serious constraints to increasing the productivity
 
of African agriculture and that these were best tackled by more direct
 
extension and development initiatives.
 

!p . . l 



2.2 The Post-Independence-Period
 

2.2.1 The policy environment
 

The Zimbobwe government's policies for agricultural development are
 

based on the following set of objectives set out in the National Economic
 

Policy of Growth with Fquity in 1982:
 

- effect an acceptable and fair distribution of land ow- rship and use; 

- dtri o achieve a rapid reduction in the levels of absolute poverty 

in rural areas together with an accelerated improvement in the 

standards of living of the rural population; 

increase both land and labor productivity in all forms of agriculture; 

- achieve substantial increases in employment for the rapidly growing 

labor force; 

- achieve and maintain food self-sufficiency and regional food security. 

- increase the role of agriculture as a major foreign exchange earner
 

and as a source of inputs to local industries;
 

- integrate the conimierclal and communal farming sectors; 

- promote regional balance in agricultural development; 

- develop human reao.rces in the rural areas to their full potential; 

Of particular importance has been the government's firm intention to
 

farmers but with special emphasis being given to redress
work with all 

the imbalance in access to public services and infrastructure on the part
 

of the communal areas and at the same time promoting rapid increases in
 
Clearly,
the productivity of existing smallholder mixed farming system~s. 


therefore, agricultural research as a primary service to the agricultural
 

industry has a critically important role in fulfilling these objectives.
 

In one key respect there has been continuity between the colonial and
 

post-Independence periods with respect to'agricultural pqlicy, namely,,,
 

government recognition of the paramount role of the agricultural sector
 

in sustaining national development with the corresponding need to provide
 

an appropriate, highly supportive policy environment. This has been
 

recently reaffirmed with the publication of the First Five Year
 

Development Plan 1986-90 whera it is stated that "meaningful development
 

must place the agriculture sector in the center of the development
 

strategy." Growth in agricultural output is targeted at 5.0% per year
 

during the plan period with specific growth rates of 7-8% per year for
 

communal and resettlement areas, 5-6% per year for the small-scale
 

commercial areas, and 3-4% per year for the large-scale commercial
 

areas. Production targets for specific commodities are also enumerated.
 

These will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
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The implementation of the Growth wi-th Equity objectives for
 

agricultural development was seriously ampered by the three consecutive
 

years of drought in Zimbabwe between 1982-1984., owever, as is clearly
 

evidenced by the recordi harvests for many of Zimbabwe's major crops
 

during 1985 and 1986, some progress has beenimade towards meeting these
 

objectives. Probably!)e most notable achievement has been the rapid
 
widening in the provisicurbf services (most notably credit, extension,
 

and transportation) to farmers in the communal areas which has resulted
 

in major p.toduction increases, particularly in maize and cotton. As yet,
 

however, significant increases in agricultural productivity in the
 
communal areas have not occurred.
 

The most controversial area of agricultural policy since T,,lependence
 

(which is also of direct relevance to DR&SS and other agricultural
 
oresearch organizations inZimbabwe) has been in determining the relative
 

.1poriance -tobe6 a t a hted"by'jv iiiernmur-- toac Ievng e64ui1ty -And ... 

production objectives given that there are significant trade-offs bet'ieen 

the two sets of objectives, at least in the shorter term. This has 
tended to focus on the size of the resettlement program. While on equity 
grounds the merits of resettlement are clear, it is likely that if 

pursued too'rapidly, agricultural production and productivity could be 

seriously undermined for decades to come. The Zimbabwe Government, being 

acutely aware of this problem, has decided to moderate the speed at which 

the reaettlement program is implemented, thertby ensuring that a core of 

intensive, large-scale farms will continuLlto play a major role in 
agricultural development for a least the next two decades. 

2.2.2 Responding to the challenge
 

The fundamental reorientation of agricultural policies in Zimbabwe
 
since Independence has presentad DR&SS managers and professional staff
 
with a major new challenge. From catering to the research and service
 

needs of fewer than 8000 large-scale, relatively sophisticated commercial
 

farmers prior to Independence, the Department's primary mandate is now to
 

generate viable agricultural technologies for nearly one million
 
resource-poor African smallholders in the communal areas while at the
 

same time maintaining the productivity of the laige-scale commercial
 
producers.
 

In general terms, DR&SS has responded positively to the new
 

challenge. After some initial ambivalence, mainly on the part of the
 
older g.,neration of managers and researchers, a broad conser.sus now
 
exists on the role of DR&SS in relatior.i to its major clienteles, in
 

particular, in the communal areas. This in itself is a major achievement
 

in such a relatively short period of time.
 

The Department's commitment to reorienting its research activities to
 

the problems of the communal areas has been clearly demonstrated in the
 
increased emphasis which has been given to on-farm adaptive and systems
 

research, mainly carried out by the Farmitig Systems Research Team and the
 

Agronomy Institute. Other research stations and institutes are also
 

currently undertaking extensive surveys of the communal areas in addition
 
to specific research projects that focus on smallholder agriculture in
 
the marginal rainfall areas of the country. By 1986 nearly 20% of the
 
total research effort (measured in researcher person years) was being
 

devoted to on-farm research activities. The new research programs
 
currently being proposed for agroforestry, crop reqidues, and goats are
 
also indicative of this commitment.
 

l
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While recognizing the achievements of DR&SS in responding to the new
 

agricultural policies, its response still remains limited in scope. Of
 

particular concer, is the livctock research program which continues to
 

remain of only marginal relevance to the problems faced by producers in
 

the communai areas (see Chapter 5). Furthermore, most of DR&SS's major
 

client groups in their replies to the Task Force questionnaire expressed
 

some dissatisfaction with the Department in meeting their research
 

needs. This is so despite the fact that DR&SS represents one of the best
 

organized research services in Sub-Saharan Africa'and has won wide
 

acclaim from the international scientific commaunity.,
 

A number of specitic problem areas can be identified which have
 

constrained the effectiveness of DRk'SS in recent years. While each of
 

the main problem areas will be analyzed in detail in subsejuent chapters,
 

it is usefulto summarize them here.
 

Researc~h piannirgnadrgramln4g Faced with such a new and complex 
agricultural policy environment, it is essential that DYI&SS develops a
 

comprehensive research strategy which sets out the min objectives of
 

carefully delineated research programs and makes precise allocat!ons of
 

existing and futuru resources to them. DR&SS management recognize the
 

need for such a strategy but have not yet managed to develop one mainly
 

because the Department has not created the capacity to undertake such an
 

exercise. In the absence of a clear research strategv, it has been
 
difficult to "sell" agricultural research because politicians, senior
 

policymakers Lnd clients have not been suffticiently well informed of the
 

Department's on-going research activities and its current and future
 
obj ctives and priority areas. Equally important is the fact that
 
research managers and scientists located in the various research stations
 
and institutes have lacked a clear sense of direction in formulating
 
their research projects and other activities.
 

Qganizat'lonal structure: DR&SS existing organizational structure is not
 

appropriately designed to meet the research needs of the Department's
 
major clientele in the co",munal farming areas. The major weaknesses
 
mainly concern the excessive centralization of research facilities and
 
activities in the higher pitential agricultural regions and the absence
 
of effective mechanisms fnr the coordination of research and
 
collaboration between researchers in different disciplines.
 

Financial resources: There has been a noticeable decline in the real
 
value of government resources committed to DR&SS since 1980/81 (see
 

Table 6). During the 1960s and early 1970s approxirmately 20% of the
 
Ministry of Agriculture's budget was allocated to DR&SS. By the mid
 
1980s this figure had fallen to below 5%. In short, therefore, at a time
 
when the research and service responsibilities of DR&SS have been
 

expanded enormously, there has been a contraction in the financial
 
resources available. An important consequence of this has been that Lhe
 

Vportion of DR&SS's total expenditure which is now devoted to staff
 
mciuments has increased markedly - from around 50% in the mid 1970s to
 

nearly 75% in 1986/87. The corresponding decline in the availability of
 

operating funds has adversely affected the productivity of the research
 
effort.
 



Table 6. DRLSS Expenditure 1980-1986 

Year Expenditure 
Z$2 million 

Current 
Prices 

Expenditure'ndex 
(1980=100) 

constant 1980 prices 

1980/81 8.07 
 100 
 100
1981/82 7.73 
 96 
 'a6
1982/83 8.24 
 102 
 77

1983/84 8.98 
 113 
 74
1984/85 
 10.85  134 

1985/86 1322 164 

78
 
85
 

- 1986/87 15.C4 . . . .86'
. .87
 

Financial contributions to 
DR&SS by the main commercial-sector

producer associations (most notably the Commercial Farmers Union and the
Cattle Producers Association) have also declined in real 
terms. This is
no doubt partly due to 
the emergence of private-sector agricultural
research organizations since 1980 (in particular the Agricultural
Research Trust) which have been strongly supported by these associations

and which make an important con ribution of their own. 
This points to
the need for a future strategy which must aim at strengthening both the
public and private sectors so 
that they develop synergistic interactions
 
in their research.
 

Human resources: The scientific perurnnel available to DR&SS have been
severely limited both in terms of quantity and quality. Independence in
1980 resulted in a transformation of staffing patterns in DR&SS. 
Within
four years nearly two-thirds of the mainly experienced cadre of European
scientists left 
to be replaced by generally inexperienced African

university graduates. This has seriously weakened the cappcity of DR&SS
to respond effectively in the short 
term to the new set of demands placed
 
on the Department.
 

Table 7 presents 1984 data on 
the allocation of available
professional research person-years to each of the main agricultural
 
commodities covered by DR&SS's mandate. 
 It can be observed that the
research effort for most of the major commodities is very limited.

problem is likely to 

This
 
be further aggravated by the growing proportion of
professional 
time that DR&SS commits to fulfilling its service and
advisory responsibilities which at present amounts to between 25-35% of
 

the total.
 

Research-extension linkages: Prior to 
Independence research-extension

lipkzges in the commercial 
areas were very highly developed. In the
communal farming areas, on the other hand, they were 
extremely weak.
While DR&SS and AGRITEX have been endeavoring to build up appropriate
research-extension linkages in the communal farming 
areas since
 
Independence, effective mechanisris for the dissemination of DR&SS
technologies are still 
teiatively weak.
 

4iI"" I-) 
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Commodity
Table 7. 	 Researcher P rbon-Years Directly Devoted 

to 

Research , DRSSS, Early 1984* 

Researcher

A. 


Person-Years
Plants 


Cereals 

Maize 

Wheat 

Barley 

Rice 

Sorghum 

Millet 

Other n.s. 


Oil-Crops
 
Soyabean 

Sunflower 

Groundnut 


Fiber Plants
 
Cotton 


Hortlculture and Grain Legumes
 

Fruit Trees & Crops 


Citrus Trees & Crops 


Green & Leafy Vegetables 


Bananas 

Leguminous Grains & Vegetables 

Horticulture n.s. 

Coffee 

Cassava 

Pastures 


Other crop 	research 


Sub-Total 


B. Animals
 

Beef Cattle 

Dairy Cattle 

Sheep 

Goats 

Poultry 


Other animal research 

Sub-Total 


C. Research n.s./general 


Grand Total 


41
 
0.5 

0.9 

0.3 

0.9 

0.9 

0.6 

2.1 


0.3
 
0.6 

1.3 


6.1 


1.3 

0.2 

0.4 

0.4 

2.0 

2.0 

0.9 

0.6 

4.8 


4.5 


35.7 


10,3 

1.9 

1.6 

0.8 

0.8 


1.9 

17.7 


16.0 


69.5 


12.6
 
2.5
 
0.8
 
2.8
 
2.5
 
1.7
 
5.9
 

1.6
 
3.6
 

17.1
 

3.6
 
0.6
 
1.1
 
1.1
 

5.6
 
5.6
 
2.5
 
1.7
 

13.4
 

12.6
 

100.0
 

60.4
 
10.7
 
9.0
 
4.5
 
4.5
 

10.7
 

1O0.0
 

100.0
 

100.0
 

7----------- ----------------------------------


Professional staff in the Directorate, farming 
systems research
 

unit, and those undertaking postgraduate 
degree training have not
 

All time spent on training, management, 
and
 

* 

been Included. 

administration and advisory and service 

activities has been .xcluded.
 

/
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. 2.3 The Future Role of DR&SS
 

DRLSS played a critically important role in the transformation of
 

European commercial agriculture after the Second World War. It is now
 

fared with new challenges, namely to provide the agricultural
 
the communa1l
technologies that will transform the productive capacity of 


areas. 
Without these new technologies, this transformation will not be
 

possible and other interventions by government will ultimately founder.
 

Ndmerous reports and studies have highlighted the serious situation
 

in the communal areas. As the 1982 Commission on the Agricultural
 

Industry emphatically stated:z"The existing'farming systems currently
 

followed in large areas of Zimbabwe are simply not sustainable at today's
 

Unless Zimbabwe plans nowfor major increases in
 

national agricultural productivityi the trend towards declining food
 

self-sufficiency will continue" (pp.4-6). Approximately 60% of the
 

communal areas are of poor to very poor agrlcultural potential: over 65%
 

population levels. 


of these areas are cureitl~ ssf ippul atird-arying 

capacities and this pressure is considered to be "excessive" in 40% of
 

the communal areas. Serious soil degradation is widespread and worsening
 

at an alarming rate.
 

Meanwhile, the demand for foo' anliother agricultural commodities
 

continues' to grow rapidly. Total population is expected to increase from
 

7.5 million in 1982 to between 12.5-13.0 million in 2002 and 20-25
 

million by 2032. It is estimated that the population in the communal
 
15 years.
 

areas will double during the 
next 


DR&SS is in a fragile condition at present. It is confronted with
 

the dilemma of having to rebuild and expand its institutional capacity to
 

undertake ressarch, which is a loilg-term process, while at the same time
 

being expected to produce very quckiy new technological solutions for
 

the primary problems of the communial farming areas.
 

While DR&SS has mide considerable progress in adjusting its research
 

effort to meet the needs of the communal farming areas, the technologies
 

that are needed to transform these areas are still not available. It
 

must be recognized that it will take at least another 10-20 years of
 

considerable and sustained effort in order to produce the,necessary
 

technologiral advances. It is essential therefore that the capacity of
 

DR&SS to undertake high-quality agriculture research is increased
 

substantially. In this regard, the recent downward trend in real
 

resource provision to DR&SS is worrying. 
The team strongly recommends
 

therefore that governmen. support for DR&SS is accorded the highest
 

priority during the coming decades. To achieve the increase in
 

agricultural research capacity that is urgently needed, we recommend that
 

the Depart,lent;s budget should be increased (in real terms) by 51 per
 

year for at least the next 10-15 years. It should be pointed out that
 

the same rate of growth as has been targeted for the agricultural
this is 

a whole during the present five-year National Development Plan
 

1986-1990.
 
sector as 
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ORGANIZATIONAL ISSUES
 

The structureof any organization can he defined as the institutional
 

forms and mechanisms through which human, physical, financial, and
 

inforTation reqources are brought together in order to achieve certain
 

ta., and outputs. With regard to DR&SS, therefore, the primary concern
 

is to assess the appropriateness of the current organizational
 

arrangements in relation to, on the one:hand, agricultural development
 

'and research objectives and priorities and, on the other hand, the
 

capacity of DR&SS to plan and manage the necessary agricultural research
 

and service activities.
 

There are two main aspects of organizational appropriateness which
 

- need-to be--examined,---Firat, -the organizational-status-of-DR&SS.-a a. 

ministerial depa4'tment and, second, the internal organizational structure 

of DR&SS. While both are clearly interrelated, it is important that they 

are treated separately. 

3.1 Organizational Status
 

The desirable organizational status if DR&SS as a public research
 

institution has been the subject of periodic debates and investigations
 

during the last twenty years. The fundameital Issue has been whether
 

agricultural research should be organized as a ministerial department or
 

whether there are alternatives, more appropriate types of organization,
 

most notably the autonomous or semi-autonomous statutory organization.
 

Accumulated evidence from a large number of both developed and developing
 

countries shows quite clearly that different organizational arrangements
 

have had markedly different consequences for the effectiveness of the
 

agricultural research effort. It is essential, therefore, that in a
 

comprehensive review of this kind, the issue of the future organizational
 

status of DR&SS be directly addressed.
 

Prior to independence, the pressure to establish an autonomous
 

agricultural research organization grew with the p.-ogressive development
 

of the large-scale commercial farming areas (and the political power of
 

the producer associations) coupled with a growing awareness of the
 

importance of agricultural research. In 1966 the Plessis Report
 

concluded that DR&SS should remain under direct government control.
 

However, the establishment of the Agricultural Research Council (ARC) as
 

a statutory body in 1970, was largely in response to demands by
 

commercial farmers for more participation, and thus influence, over DR&SS
 

activities and agricultural research undertaken elsewhere. Almost
 

immediately, in 1971, the ARC established a special subcommittee to
 

consider the overall organizational status of DR&SS. Itl report
 

recommended the creation of an agricultural research organization with
 

its own council to which would be affiliated a number of autonomous
 

research institutes and which in turn would have their own governing
 

boards. The report also recommended that DR&SS branches and stations
 

should be reorganired into commodity-based research institutes (cotton,
 

other crops, livestock, soils, and pasture) wih "research and technical
 

L n I!
 



services" as a separate institute. While this proposal for full-scale
 
reorganIzation was not accepted by government, the internal
 
reorganization of DR&SS in 1973 (see below) where separate crops,
 
livestock and pastures and research services divisions and a new cotton
 
research institute were established was consistent with.many of the
 
subcommittee's recommendations and as such represented a compromise
 
arrangement.
 

In 1975 the ARC was given direct control over the operational funds
 
for research in DR&SS. Producer associations played a major role - via
 
their participation in the ARC itself, in the Technical Committee and
 
commodity subcommittees which had already been established earlier, and
 
also as a result of their direct financial contributions to research in
 
DR&SS. Although these never amounted to more that 20% of the available
 
resources, there was a close correspondence between the breakdown of
 
these contributions among the different producer associations and the
 
overall allocation of total resources to the various areas of
 
agiclrl research........................
 

The Child Report of 1979 represented the most concerted attempt by
 
the ARC to transform DR&SS into a semi-autonomous statutory research
 
organization. Once again, the report recommended the establishment of a
 
new, autonomous agricultural research organization to which in due course
 
all existing agricultural research would become affiliated. The Report
 
noted that "the evolution towards greater control over agricultural
 
research through greater authority vested in the ARC, had led to a number
 
of paradoxes," the most notable being the division of responsibility
 
between the Ministry of Agriculture, the ARC, and DR&SS itself for
 
planning and managing the activities of the Department. The Report
 
presented a number of arguments in support of the creation of a new
 
autonomous agricultural research organization. The most important of
 
these related to the need for flexible planning dnd management policies
 
and procedures which could not be incor .rated within the existing civil
 
service structure. A strong recommendation was also made to transfer
 
most regulatory and advisory services undertaken by DR&SS to another
 
department within the Ministry of Agriculture, since it was argued that
 
the new organization should confine itself exclusively to agricultural
 
research activities.
 

Apart from the commercial producer associations and DR&SS itself, the
 
response of many of the most important agricultural organizations to the
 
proposal to create a new statutory research body was largely negative
 
since it was feared that "much of the pressure for an agricultural
 
research organization comes from the commercial farming community which
 
equates such control with commodity orientated research regulated by
 
producers." This fear was also shared by the immediate post-Independence
 
government which rejected the main recommendations of the Report in
 
1981. In 1982, the statutory power of the ARC to allocate the
 
agricultural research grant was withdrawn and the ARC reverted to its
 
original, purely advisory role.
 

Since 1981 there has been no further serious discussion within DR&SS,
 
the ARC or elsewhere concerning the organizational status of DR&SS. In
 
large part, this has been because there have been other more pressing
 
institutional development and research priority issues which have had to
 
be confronted since Independence.
 

i :... , 4.,. . .. :. 



Tt is recognized that there are several arguments that can be 
advanced in support of the creation of an autonomous or semi-autonomous 
agricultural research organization. However, at the present time we do
 
not believe that there is a sufficiently strong case for the
 

establishment of this type of agricultural research organization in
 

ministerial department, it nevertheless
Zimbabwe. Although DR&SS is a 

enjoys considerable autonomy with regard to both the planning and
 

execution of its research and service activities. It is true that there
 

are a number of administrative regulations and procedures which are
 

particularly restrictive for an organization like DR&SS which needs to
 
We would recommend,
have considerable flexibility in its operations, 


therefore, that the management of DR&SS, with backing fror4 its parent
 

ministry, make concerted attempts to modify those regulations which are
 

particularly onerous on the basis of submissions and representations to
 
But on the whole, however, DR&SS is.
the appropriate government bodies. 


not unduly constrained by the civil service bureaucratic environment in
 

which it has to operate.
 

' ht-e 7thti oldnwb
appropriate to establish a new semi-autonomous research organization in 

Zimbabwe is because there are more serious problems with the internal 

organizational structure of DR&SS which should be given highest 

The other maiTn -reas-o wn. 

(These will be discussed in the next section.) Although we do
priority, 

not recommend that a semi-autonomous research organization should be
 

established now, the creation of such an organization may have to be
 
10-20 years as the agricultural sector
reexamined during the next 


continues to grow rapidly and become increasingly sophisticated.
 

3.2 The Oranizational Structure of DR&SS
 

The present internal organizational structure of DR&SS is almost
 

exactly the same as at Independence in 1980. Given the fundamental
 

change in the policies and priorities of DR&SS since then, it is
 

important to assess the appropriateness of the inherited organizational
 

structure from the pre-Independence period.
 

With the progressive development and sophistication of large-scale
 

commercial agriculture after the Second World War, DR&SS priorities and
 

activities became increasingly focused on more applied, component
 

research. In organizational terms, this resulted in a number of
 

important changes which collectively led to a decisive shift away from
 

crops and livestock, research undertaken at regional research stations
 

towarls a more "vertical" organizational structure based on (I)
 

disciplinary specialization in separate crops, livestock and research
 

services units and (2)greater centralization of effort with considerably
 

less focus on regionally specific research activities. As noted earlier,
 

the demand by commercial producer associations for national commodity
 
research institutes was symptomatic of this.
 

In 1948 when DR&SS was established, there were 1l dietinct
 
By the mid 1960s this somewhat fragmented organizational
"branches". 


some extent with the grouping of branches
structure had been reduced to 


into research services and specialist services. The number of branches
 

was reduced to 7 in 1968 - crop production, animal' production, biology 

Pr 



and ecology, chemistry and soils, plant protection, biometrics, and 

agricultural education, This process of consolidation culminated in 1973 
- of crops,in the establishment of the present-day divisional structure 


livestock and pastures, and research services, In effect, the three most
 

important regional research stations, Matopos, Henderson, and Grasslands
 

became livestock research entities. Some crops research did continue at
 

these stations but this was effectively downgraded (in the form of "crop
 

productivity units (CPUs) and the Weed Research Unit at Henderson") and,
 

in general, crops research became increasingly centralized in Harare,
 

especially with the growth of the Agronomy Institute which was also
 

responsible for the CPUs and off-station trials. The Research Services
 

D-ivi Is-I 	 Harare-9 which was- a "rational--Iow-was alIso hiAghly-6cEralieii6_i 
arrangement given the concentration of its farmer and research clierteles 

in Natural Region II. 

3.3 	The Organization of Agricultural Research: General Considerations
 

These then are the historical forces which have shaped the present
 

organizational structure of DR&SS. But In Zimbabwe more than in any
 

other developing country, subsistence agriculture with its low level of
 

productivity exists in large areas of the country along with a commercial
 

sector which is very modern. Following Independence in 1980 the
 

scientific transformation of agriculture has become the major
 

agricultural policy goal of the government. In many other developing
 

countries of Asia, Latin America, and Africa, important policy decisions
 

to bring about this kind of transformation were taken during the early
 

1970s. These decisions were respcnsible for giving a lead role to
 

research in spearheading Lhe process of agricultural modernization and
 

reorganizing arid strengthening it for this purpose.
 

The fundamental change has been in respect to the institutional
 

framework in which research is organized with a strong focus on
 

developioint and with the mobilization and integration of all of its
 

resources. 
Three levels of integration have been particularly important
 

in evolving this new research focus. The first of these is achieved by
 

clearly defining the mandates of the different research stations so that
 

their work becomes highly complementary.
 

Four main types of agricultural research can be delineated:
 

a) 	basic research - that designed to generate new understanding (e.g.,
 

how the partitioning of assimilates is influenced by plant height);
 

b) 	strategic research - that designed for the solution of specific
 

research problems (e.g., technique for deteting dwarfing genes in
 
wheat seedlings);
 

c) 	applied research - that designed to create new technology (e.g.,
 

breeding new varieties of dwarf wheat that can respond to high levels
 

of nitrogen without lodging);
 

d) 	adaptive research - that designed to adjust technology to the
 

specific needs of a particular set of environmental conditions (e.g.,
 

incorporating dwarf wheats into farming systems of specific rain-fed
 
areas).
 



In many ddveloping countries characteri:ed by a great deal of
 
agroecological diversity, a larg part of research has to be organized on
 
a regional basis to respond to the location-specific needs of the farming
 
community. It is not considered necessary, however, that applied and
 
strategic research for technology generation be carried onit independently
 
in each cf the different agroecological zones of the country. This type
 
of research is blest organized for the country as a whole in a few K
 
selected national institutions which can be equipped with all the needed
 
resources for this purpose. The regional institutions build on their
 
materials and techniques through a process of adaptive and on-farm
 
research and transform them into production packages relevant to the
 

. tlqcalconditions;-The-organization of-these-two types--ofs-s.ations--has 
been favored in recent years by many countries for optimum use of their>-2-.. 
limited scientific resources. For countries whose resources are very 
limited, the international agricultural research centers have attempted ) 
to meet their needs with respect to applied research, and national 
scientists, in turn, have concentrated on adaptive work, 

The division of responsibility between the institutes and research
 
stations serves its purpose only if their research work is built into a
 
fully coordinated program structure. The concept of the nationally
 
coordinated research programs which help to achieve this has been widely
 
adopted. The coordinated programs involving the participation of
 
scientists from the institutes and research stations have been conceived
 
as an instrument to mobilize the country's available scientific resources
 
for focusing attention on urgent problems of agricultural production.
 
The programs help to gnerate close inter-institutional collaboration,
 

ensure complementarity in the work of different stations, provide a
 
mechanism for joint evaluation of the new technologies, and arrive at
 
collective recommendations for the release of these new technologies to
 
farmers.
 

The second level of integration of scientific resources is achieved
 
for the different disciplines. The fundamental approach to the
 
transformation of traditional agriculture has been the creation of high
 

genetic potential for crop yields and expression of these potentials on
 
farmers' fields through the manipulation of the agronomic environment.
 
In this latter process, a key role is played by the agronomists and soil
 
ncientists. The plant pathulogists, entomologists, and other scientists
 
help both in creating the higher genetic potentials and in protecting
 
these against pests and pathogens. The multidisciplinary approach
 
becomes even more important in stress environments where genetically
improved varieties will be able to make their contribution only when new
 
management practices are developed through research in soil and water
 
conservation, weed control, and development of farm tools. This kind of
 
applied and adaptive research, calling for an integration of efforts from
 
different disciplines, is very different from theoretical or pure
 
research in which the role of the individual scientist is more important.
 

Recognizing this need for multidisciplinary support(, the
 
'xinternational agricultural research centers have built their
 

aistitutional organization around commodity programs rather than the
 
disciplines. Most developing countries have not followed this model.
 
They have opted for a departmental structure so that scientists from
 
different disciplines located in the different departments of an
 

-*:,I , - 



experimental station can be brought together around major programs of
 
research. This kin' of institutional organization serves two important
 

purposes. First, i helps to generate the needed multidisciplinary
 
suppotc, and second,l the departmental structure offers the scientists
 

belonging to a parti ular discipline a focal point to interact with one
 

another and in thistay promote their professional growth.
 

The third level of integration is achieved through ' clear definition
 
of program priorities. The national agricultural research systems
 

committed to providing support to the country's programs of agricultural
 

development must evolve priorities in their work. In 'practice, the head
 

few specific reference points in the development plans of the government
 
to which they can relate in evolving their own priorities. Most
 

developing countries do prepare development plans for agriculture because
 
the objectives are often stated in general terms such as the achievement
 
of self-sufficiency, import substitution, and export promotion. The
 
research systems have attempted to respond to this situation by carrying
 
out an analysis of their own on the basis of the available data. Many of
 
them create a special unit for an analysis of this kind. The senior
 
management of the research system, thus, has to assume important
 
responsibilities in this area of agricultural research policy, leaving
 
most of the day-to-day management of the research programs with the 
scientists in the research stations.
 

3.4 InternalOrkiizationalWeaknesses of DR&SS 

Five main problem areas in the present organizational structure of
 
DR&SS can be clearly identified.
 

- Research and service institutions are too geographically 
centralized. Almost 80% of professional staff employed by DR&SS are 
based in Natural Region II. Centralization of crops research 
activities is particularly serious with the four main research 
ifstitutes in Harare (crop breeding, agronomy, chemistry and soils, 

and plant protection) accounting for nearly 75% of all crops 
researchers. This high degree of centralization is a direct legacy
 
of the colonial period when crops retearch in DR&SS focused on
 
European farmers concentrated in Natural Region II.
 

- The disciplinary divisional structure and arrangement of research and 
service institutions hampers effective coordination and collaboration
 
between researchers working in the various disciplines. This has
 
been particularly serious at the regional level. The location of the
 
chemistry and soils and plant protection research institutes in the
 
Research Services Division has also frustrated the development of
 
multidisciplinary crop research teams.
 

- Adaptive and systems-based research undertaken at well-defined 
regional research units is inadequate, especially for crops. This is 
a result of the gradual process of specialization and centralization 
of DR&SS research activities prior to Independence with tle major 
emphasis being given to applied research. 
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- DR&SS is required to undertake a much higher proportion of service 
and advisory activities than iw normally expected of a research 
organization. The rapid expansion in demand for these services and 
advisoryiactivities since Independence has had an adverse impact on 
research undertaken by "service" units. However, provision of advice 
and services has erasured that researchers are well informed of 
farmers' problems. 

- There is no uniform research program structure in DR&SS. Where 
research programs are specified, they generally have only a 
single-discipline, single-commodity focus, e.g., the maize agronomy 
program. 

3.5 Reorjanizln_ DR&SS 

The effectiveness of DR&SS in meeting national agricultural development
 
objectives is seriously constrained by its present organizational
 
structure. This structure evolved during the colonial period in response
 
to a set of needs and objectives which have little relevance in
 
Independent Zimbabwe.
 

There is an urgent need, therefore, for a comprehensive
 
reorganization of DR&SS which will provide the basis for significant
 
improvements in the effectiveness and efficiency of the Department's
 
research and service activities. In addressing this problem, the team
 
have endeavored to devise an appropriate organizational structure for
 
DR&SS which will fulfill the following objectives:
 

- provide strong managerial attention for the expanded regional
 
mandate; in particular, to facilitate the direction and coordination
 
of research aimed at the communal farming sector;
 

- enhance planning and administrative capacities within the directorate;
 

- increase management decentralization with a greater leadership role 
for heads of research and service institutes and centers; 

- lead to greater geographical decentralization of research and service 
activities; 

- result in a more precise distinction and balance between applied and 
adaptive research; 

- encourage considerably more cross-disciplinary collaboration and more 
effective coordination of reqearch activities; 

- improve information and communication flows within DR&SS and between 
it and its major clienteles. 

On the basis of a detailed examination of a wide range of possible
 
organizational changes, the team recommends that the reorganization of
 
DR&SS should be comprised of three major components: the establishment of
 

a network of national and regional research and service institutions, the
 
phased introduction of national research programs, and changes in the
 
functions and responsibilities of the directorate.
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3.5.1 The Directorate
 

As noted earlier, the senior management of the DR&SS located in the
 

Directorate at the Agricultural Research Center, Harare, consists 
of a
 

It is the Assistant Directorswho
 Diector andi three Deputy Directors. 

.Igementof the research station
 

have responsibility for the direct mi,. 


network in their capacity as divisional hads of the 
Crops, Livestock and
 

Their role at present is as
 Pastures, and Research Services divisions. 


much in the direct administration and managemest/of 
the institutes and
 

The result is
 areas of policy-making and planning.
stations as in the 

this
 

that their roles as policymakers and planners suiffer because of 


preoccupation with administration and management.
 

The present organization of the Directorate and the functions which-

the senior management staff perform provides an example of another kind
 

This centralization of authority does
 of centralization in the DR&SS. 


not promote the building up of scientific leadership at the research
 

Also, it isolates the Director of DR&SS from
 
institutes and stations. 

more direct contacts with the scientific 	work and 

the leadership of the
 

research institutes.
 

The other important problem concerning the Directorate is that
 

inter-institute research coordination and 	collaboration 
is very much more
 

to different

difficult with institute and station heads reporting 


Clearly, a strong directorate is
 divisional assistant directors. 


essential, especially as DR&SS's research and service 
activities continue
 

increase in scope and complexity. However, a more effecttve
 to 

to comprehensively redefine the
 

organizational arrangement would be 

t: focus more specifically on
 responsibilities of the deputy directors, 


regions, and to strengthen the
 
research for the various natural 


Directorate in the management areas of planning, 
finince and
 

administration, human resources, information, and 
research support
 

services. Iore specifically, the review mission recommends 
that there
 

would be the following three assistant director positions:
 

- Assistant Director (Crops, Soils); 

- Assistant Director (Livestock and Pastures); 

- Assistant Director (Regional Research); 

- Assistant Director (Regional Services);
 

as a senior
 
The Director and the Assistant Directors 	would operate 


responsibility for policy,
management and supervisory team with overall 


planning and evaluation of all research and service activities within
 

This would Involve the development of a comprehensive research
 DR&SS. 

strategy with specialist inputs from their broad subject 

areas and
 

management expertise, and the formal approval of all research programs
 

They would be assisted in performing
and projects on a regular basis. 


these tasks by a small planning unit which would 
be an integral part of
 

In view of the critical importance of
 senior management (see Chapter 4). 

in DR&SS, it is
 

policy formulation, planning, and evaluation functions 


essential that senior management of the Directorate 
be able to devote
 

themselves exclusively to undertaking these planning, management, and
 

operational responsibilities.
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An important objective of this reorganization of the Directorate
 
would be that, by dividing the responsibilities of the Assistant
 
Directors on a functional (rather than strictly disciplinary) basis,
 
close working relationships between the Assistant Directors and the
 

Director as a genuine and productive management team would be stimulated
 
and encouraged.
 

Some of the functions which the Director and his senior colleagues
 
would commonly perform in helping to evolve the national) research policy
 
and in implementing it are:
 

a) 	plan the national strategy for a~ricultural research in support of
 

government's program of economic' and social development;
 

b) 	evolve research priorities for major crop commodtties, animal
 
production programs, and development and conservation of the resource
 
base of the country's agriculture, taking into consideration the
 
needs of different natural regions, groups of farmers, and the
 
emerging needs of the country in relation to the projected population
 
growth;
 

c) 	assist research institutes and stations in translating national
 
research priorities into scientific programs and projects and review
 
thcm for their relevance and scientific content;
 

(1) monitor and evaluate the performance of the research institutes and
 
stations and take corrective action at appropriate stages;
 

e) 	organize national research programs around important commodities and
 

factors of production which would build up the national and regionalr
 

research stations;
 

f) 	improve the productivity and impact of the work of DR&SS scientists
 
by creating institutional links with other research bodies and
 
organizations, including the University, the private sector, and
 
above all, the Extension Service;
 

g) 	plan the development of research station infrastructure, keeping in
 
view the future needs of the research service;
 

h) 	coordinate research at inter-institutional and interdisciplinary
 
levels;
 

i) 	prepare the budget of the research service for its total investment,
 
its balance in respect of different institutions and national
 
programs, the needs of the different sectors of the farming
 
community, and the regions; "
 

j) 	project the imag and needs of the research service in the higher
 

counsels of the government.
 

3.5.2 	 Justification for the reorganization of the Directorate and the
 
creation of an additional post of ALsistant Director
 

At present, there are three Assistant Directors in the Department of
 
Research and Specialist Services. These are Assistant Director (Crops),
 
Assistant Director (Livestock and Pastures), and Assistant Director
 
(Research Services).
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The proposed reorganized structure which aims at higher priority
 

focusink on research for the various natural regions (regional research)
 

and the strengthening of .he Directorate in the management areas of
 

planning, policy formulation, finance and adminittration, human
 

resources, and information management will require an additional post of
 

Assistant Director. This position would restore the situation that
 

existed when there was a post of Deputy Director and should not involve
 

extra financial provision.
 

The reorganization proposed will involve both an increase and
 

redistribution of responsibilities in the Directorate in order to
 

strengthen policy formulation and direction, scientific leadership,
 

regional focus,,and efficient administrative and services support. The
 

main justification is based on the following advantages which will accrue
 

to the system%
 

a) 	the strengthening of DR&SS response to the increased mandate stemming
 

from added emphasis on communal farming and the increasing importance
 
of the horticultural industry;
 

b) 	greater attention to the considerably expanded mandate for research
 
systems which will be required to cater directly to farming
 

communities in various agroecological regions (Regional Research);
 

c) 	improved llaisen and coordination of the major portion of research
 
activities which would shift to regional research stations in the
 

conceived national programs of research (Regional Research);
 

d) 	the forging of effective li,.kages between DR&SS and AGRITEX through
 
the network of research stations located in the agroecological
 
repions and provinces served by the technical and extension services
 
(Regional Research);
 

e) 	the functions of financial and administrative management would be
 
spfecifically assigned to an experienced senior officer who will
 

establish and maintain effective linkages with the Ministry and other
 
Government agencies on these matters; this would relieve the other
 

Assistant Directors of being overly involved in administrative duties
 
and enable them to devote time to technical research planning,
 
supervision monitoring, and evaluation (Research Services);
 

I) 	the need for the generation of data, methodology and mechanisms for
 

planning, priority setting, and resource allocation would be met by
 
the development of a research p~anning unit under the Assistant
 

Director (Research Services); this would facilitate the development
 
of a medium-term strategy for the Department and provide the basis
 
for more effective allocation of resources and more effective
 
response to the priority objectives of Government and the farming
 
community. Such planning would involve socioeconomic as well as
 

techrilsal considerations, with Research Services initiating basic
 
Oata and analysis for strategic for considerations (Research
 

Services).
 

g) 	the upgrading and strengthening of the training unit into a Human
 

Resources Development and Management Unit under Research Services.
 
This would enable the Department to address issues such as
 
recruitment,and staffing policies, pruductivity, basic and continuing
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training, professional development, absorption, analysis of human
 
resource requirements, compensation, and evaluation procedures more
 
comprelensively and with special expertise; The strengthening of the
 
directorate in this regard would enable the appropriate division to
 
produce and continually update a comprehensive medium-term plan for
 
human resource development geared to the overall strategy of the
 
department in research and services.
 

h) 	the improvement of information resources and information management
 
as a service to both resarch and the clients of research (see
 
Chdpter 4) where ppecifiek recommendations are made for the upgrading,
 
reorganization, and strengthening of information and publication
 
services. A management information component i this unit would
 
further strengthen decision-making in the directorate (Research
 
Services).
 

i) 	the evaluation and monitoring of agricultural research which has been
 
noted as weak in most developing countries of sub-SahAran Africa,
 
including Zimbabwe, would be strengthened by the development of the
 
capacity for this function of research accourtability in Research
 
Services. A monitoring and evaluation unit would contribute to
 
efficiency in the deployment of resources and in ensuring that goals
 
and objectives are kept constantly in focus in the execution of
 
programs (Research Services).
 

j) 	the recognition, support and develop.nent of the essential research
 
support services such as the Biometrics Bureau, which provides
 
assistance to research in experimental design, data processing, and
 
other forms of analysis; the Physical Plant Services, comprising the
 
present Technical Development Unit and maintenance, which would be
 
upgraded to provide for the essential maintenance of research
 
infrastructure, facilities, and scientific equipment for the entire
 
research network; and procurement services which would take care of
 
the development of long-term procurement policies and plan various
 
aspects of resource procurement in line with approved strategy and
 
programs (Research Services).
 

In view of the above, we strongly recommend the creation of an
 
additional post of Assistant Director (Regional Research) and the
 
redistribution of functions as indicated in Fig. 3. This we believe will
 
be In the best interest of the agricultural industry and agricultural
 
research.
 

3.5.3 	 Responsibilities of Assistant Director (Research Services
 
Division)
 

The proposed reorganized structure of the Department of Research and
 
Specialist Services (DR&SS) calls for redefinition of the
 
responsibilities and mandate of each of the Assistant Directors. The
 
expanded 	and redefined responsibilities of Assistant Directors are aimed
 
at improved efficiency of agricultural research output for DR&SS, mai' .y
 
in view of the shift in government policy of redirecting agricultural
 
research 	from comercial sectors in the country.
 

In order to achieve the above objectives, the Assistant Director
 
(Research Services Division) will have mainly the following functions:
 



I) 	produce and updatefrom time to time thi overall rese rch strategy
 

for DR&SS;
 

2) 	produce and maintain a financial plan for DR&SS,
 

3) 	manage and administer hunan resource development program for DR&SS;
 

4) 	monitor the allocation and use of resources;
 

5) 	manage Information Services, including reports, journals, pamphlets
 

and manuals, media presentations, and public ,relations;
 

6) 	manage rerearch services, including biometrics, physical plant
 
d	 .
..
 . . ics, and procurement. . . .
 

In order to facilitate these functions and coordinate the research
 

pJ/nning proceqs, the Assistant Director (Research Services Division)
 

sould be the Chairman of a Technical Advisory Cominttee (TAC) (see
 

require the services of the following units and
,,apter 4) and will 

istitutes which will comprise the Research Services Division.
 

a) Res,ch Planning Unit;
 
b) Finance and Administration Unit;
 

c) Human Resource Development, Unit (including training);
 

d) Monitoring and Evaluation Unit;
 
e) Information Management Unit;
 
f) Biometrics Bureau;
 
g) Physical Plant Services;
 
h) Procurement Services.
 

This unit will be mainly responsible in
a) 	Research Planning Uniti 

a
assisting the Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) in the planning of 


national strategy for agtlcultural research in line with government's
 

program of economic and social development. The unit will develop
 

research priorities for major crop commodities, animal production
 

programs, development and conservation of a resource base of the
 

country's agriculture, keeping in mind the needs of the different
 
farmers, and projected population
agro-ecological zones, groups of 


growth.
 

The planning unit is expected to play an important and vital role in
 

the organizatinn of nationally coordinated researchiprograms around
 

important commodities and to assist in the strengthening of research
 

atations around the country, while keeping it%view the needs of the
 

research services.
 

b) Finance and Administration Unit: Presently, the finance and
 

administration unit reports directly to the Director of DR&SS and has
 

practically uo appreciation of agricultural research and its
 
to the
importance to the national economy. Probably, this is due 


level of staff,' training, and supervision. This has caused some
 

inefficiency in agricultural research output.
 

Therefore, it is proposed that the Finance and Administration Unit be
 

brought under a technical Assistant Director, namely AD (Research
 

Services), who could lead this unit in the efficient performance of
 

its duties and responsibilities. The main functions of this unit
 

.,,_ 	i~ . . .. , , - i 4,....... ,, 4.,.
,.
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would include the preparation of budget estimates, upkeep of
 
day-to-day revenue and expenditure records, internal audit, salary
 
leave, and promotion records. Additionally, it is envisaged that
 
this unit will actively assist the institutes, stations, as well as
 
individual researchers, in the preparation of internally and
 
externally funded research projects.
 

c) -an Resource Development Unit (including training): Human
 
resources are generally a scat-ce commodity in most developing 
 I 

countries, and Zimbabwe is no exception in this respect. Presently,
 
most of the technical personnel in DR&SS are young and inexperienced,
 
and at the same time, there is a hi&h turnover of staff due to
 
various reasons. This issue will be duly dealt with in Chapter 6 of
 
this report. It is obvious that issues in human resource development
 
in DR&SS are a priority.
 

Therefore, it is envisaged that this unit will assist the senior
 
management of DR&SS in developing short- and long-term ztrategic
 
human resource development plans. Specifically, this unit will
 
prepare and update the roster of technical and nontechnical staff in
 
various institutes and stations, plan staff requirements, and
 
establish levels of required qualifications and experience, in view
 
of the nationally coordinated research programs and anticipated
 
future development of research stations. Obviously, staff
 
reauirements will change according to departmental and national
 
research priorities (so will the human resource development plans)
 
thus, the anticipated process of human resource development planning
 
would be dynamic.
 

This unit will also have the responsibility for planning short- and
 
long-term training of DR&SS and AGRITEX staff (in order to strengthen
 
the linkages). Training development should include the liaison of
 
this unit with institutes of higher learning in Zimbabwe and
 
overseas, as well as the international agricultural research Centers
 
(IARCs) such as ICRISAT, IITA, CIAT, ILCA, ISNAR, IRRI, and other
 
organizations such as FAO, Rockefeller and Ford Foundations, SACCAR,
 
USAID, DANIDA, NORAD, GTZ, IAEA, British Council, etc. Again, the
 
unit needs to be headed by an experienced person, well acquainted
 
with training requirements of staff and the available opportunities
 
for agricultural research and administration, training and
 
development.
 

d) Monitoring and Evaluation Unit: In view of the scarce human,
 
financial, and physical resources available in developing countries,
 
especially for agricultural research, this aspect of overall
 
agricultural research administration is gaining importance.
 
Therefore, it is expected that this unit will monitor and evaluate
 
the performance of research institutes, stations, and nationally
 
coordinated research programs on a regular basis. These monitoring
 
and evaluation recommendations to the senior management of DR&SS
 
could be vital in making short- and long-term research policies and
 
plans as well as for taking corrective measures at appropriate stages.
 

It should be emphasized that at present, DR&SS does not have any
 
formal monitoring and evaluation machinery for its research and
 
development activities. Therefore, monitoring and evaluation
 
procedures and methodologies will have to be developed, which may
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vary from 	program to program, institution to institution, and/or
 

project to project. In this respect, some external assistance may be
 

necessary, at least in the initial stages, until the Zimbabwean staff
 

are made conversant with the procedures. 
In order to carry out this
 

activity, a group of experiencedresearchers within and outside the
 

department (AGRITEX, UZ, TRB, etc.) may be co-opted. The
 

coordination of the Monitoring and Evaluation Unit would be under the
 

overall direction of the Assistant Director (Research Services).
 

e) Information Manaement Unit: The information Management Unit will
 

mainly consist oflibrary, publications, public relations, etc. At
 
a small library
present Information Services of DR&SS consists of 


containing books and annual reports on general agriculture. It is
 

also responsible for photocopying, publication of three journals
 

(Zimbabwe Agricultural Journal, Zimbabwe Journal of Agricultural
 

.Research, and-KirKia),.and,publicationQOf,departmen tal _annual
 

reports. Specific recommendations are made for its strengtheniiig
 

organization and responsibilities in Chapter 4.
 

f) 	Biometrics Bureau: The Biometrics Bureau is an institute of DR&SS,
 

which undertakes the following functions:
 

I) 	 assisting researchers in other institutes of DR&SS with the
 

statistical design of experiments and surveys;
 

2) 	 providing monitoring and advice on the execution and data
 

collection phases of the projects;
 

providing advice and facilities for the statistical
3) 

analysis of research results;
 

4) 	 assisting researchers with the interpretation and
 

presentation of statistical analysis;
 

5) 	 operating and maintenance of Scientific Computing
 

facilities for the department;
 

6) 	 training researchers in computer use and statistics;
 

7) 	 conducting research on statistical methods for design and
 

analysis of agricultural experiments.
 

In addition, the Biometrics Bureau provides some administrative
 

computing assistance to the head office, information services, and
 

Chemistry and Soils Research Institute. The Bureau is headed by a
 

Chief Biometrician at the level of Branch Head II and has six
 

additional research officers and three 
technicians.
 

The team's recommendations on the reorganization of DR&SS has several
 
consequences for the Biometrics Bureau. For example', regionalization
 

training requirements of staff
and 	decentralization will increase the 


in statistics and computer use. Organization of research on a
 

program basis will provide opportunities for biometricians to become
 

more closely involved in research projects. Regionalization and
 

program-based research would permit the Biometrics Bureau to better
 

account for the services rendered. Lastly, formalization of planninj
 

and monitoring functions will require the technical design and
 

analytical services of the bureau in the same way as any other
 

research project.
 



(g) Physical Plant Services: This service unit, presently known as the
 

Technical Development Unit, will continue to provide maintenance
 

services for equipment, farm machinery, buildings, glasshouses, and
 

'rounds at the Harare Research Station. However, there is a serious
 

deficiency in the unit In the sense that it has no store of its own.
 

In order to get satisfactory services, itiititutes are required to
 

purchase their own raw material, such as nails, paint, wood, wire,
 

iron (sheet or rods,, glass, spare parts, etc., resulting in a
 

wasteful draLn on technical manpower. It is recommended that
 

Physical Plant Services should have a small store containing the
 

basic necessities for day-to-day operation; thus relieving the
 
institute staff.
 

This unit also requires the services of an electronic technician, who 

could service electrical and electronic equipment located in the 

institutes and stations, except the equipment and instruments which 

aeude arranty-t~d6 -eiviced-bytheiiimAuficiiik. --- n ai---
long-term basis, the DR&SS management may wish to expand the role of 

physical plant services to include in-service training of physical 

plant service artisans and technicians based at different research 

stations in the country. 

(h) Procurement Services: In the present organizational structure of
 

DR&SS, the procurement of various items required for smooth conduct
 

of research is the responsibility of individual institutes and
 

stations. These items include seed, fertilizers, chemicals,
 

pesticides, equipment, etc. This has resulted in undue pressure on
 

the time of technical and professional staff at the cost of research
 

activity. Therefore, it is recommended that under the Assistant
 

Director (Research Services), a procurement service unit be
 

established, so that all purchase requisitions from various
 

institutes and stations could be directed to this unit. In addition,
 

this service would be responsible for the conduct of a movable-asset
 
inventory undertaken by each institute/station each year. It is
 

envisaged, that the acquisition and replacement of transport at
 

periodic intervals would be the responsibility of this unit.
 

3.5.4 Institutes and research stations
 

The main responsibilities of the reorganized research institutes of
 

the DR&SS would be to generate and test improved technologies for key
 

commodities, factors of production, and production systems as a whole and
 

to undertake specialized services and advisory functions. They would,
 

therefore, be mainly er.gaged in applied research activities.
 

The team considered the option of divesting DR&SS of its advisory and
 

service responsibilities. It has been proposed in the past that a new
 

service div ision be created within AGRITEX or elsewhere. Such
 

organizatioiial separation of research and service.exists in many
 

countries. However, given the serious resource constraints (in
 

particular of skilled personnel), the task force does not consider the
 

option to separate services from DR&SS to be realistic at the present
 

time. Nevertheless, the need for separate service organizations will
 

become more pressing as the agricultural sector in Zimbabwe continues to
 

develop. Consequently, the feasibility of such a separation will need to
 

be seriously reconsidered, probably within the next 10-15 years.
 

, .r ' • 
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The Task Force recommends hat In order to insure effective coverage
 
of the most important areas of research, the Department of Research and
 
Specialist Services (DR&SS) be reorganized as presented in Fig. 3. A
 
brief description of the mandate of each institute and station is given
 
below.
 

Agronomy Institute
 

The Agronomy Institute will provide technical lntuts into nationally
 
coordinated research programs such as maize, millet, wheat, rice, oil
 
seeds (sunflower, soyabean, groundnut, castor bean, etc.) In the long
 
term, the InstiLute will be expected to provide agronomists at various
 
research stations located in different parts of the country. The
 
proposed mandate of the Agronomy Institute does not in any way preclude
 
individual agronomists from conducting basic or applied research in their
 
areas of interest and expertise. In addition, like all other institutes,
 
the Ins1tIItute_ nue-1t esponsibl,e- for tipJiinini,of tiwil1 11 conti, o-be -1r 

career development of its staff and the recruitment and performance
 
evaluation of its agronomists. The Institute will also be expected to
 
contribute to the planning of both short- and long-term strategic
 
research in agronomy.
 

Crop Breeding Institute
 

The main responsibility of CBI will be to conduct research on the
 
improvement of food and oil seed crops by genetic manipulation of germ
 
plasm through conventional and mutation breeding as well as by means of
 
plant tissue culture. The crop Breeding Institute is expected to provide
 
plant breeding inputs into the national crop improvement research
 
programs. The Institute would be expected to assist the various research
 
stations in their respective plant breeding experiments and in the
 
evaluation of improved materials for the natural regions and systems of
 
ptoduction
 

Plant Protection Research Institute
 

The Plant Protection Research Institute (PrRI) is expected to conduct
 
research on the entomological, plant pathological, and plant
 
nematological problems of crops of economic importance in Zimbabwe,
 
except tobacco and sugarcane. The Institute will continue to provide
 
advisory services to different categories of far ers on plant protection
 
aspects of crop production. This service will b)available from the
 
Harare Research Station and through its newly e~rtablished substations in
 
various parts of the country. The institute will also provide plant
 
protection inputs to nationally coordinated research programs. In
 
addition to research and advisory services, PPRI will continue to assume
 
responsibilities for pesticide screening, registration, and plant
 
quarantine services.
 

Chemistry and Soils Research Institute
 

The Chemistry and Soils Research Institute (CSRI; will mainly'be
 
responsible for the conduct of research in the areas of soil chemistry,
 
plant nutrition, pedology, and soil surveys. It will continue to provide
 
services in the areas of fertilizer recommendations and foliar, soil, and
 
water analyses. In addition, CSRI will also provide analytical services
 
in the area of analysis of pesticides and aflatoxin) in food, feed, sol
 
and water. The Chemistry and Soils Productivity Research Laboratory
 
(SPRL) will be located at Grasslands Research Station in Marondera. The
 



Institute will also be responsible for research on and production of 

bacterial inoculum for ;egumlnous crops (an, ' in the future, for cereals) 

at the Inoculum Factory, also located at G!iasslands Research Station. 

Cotton Research Institute
 

The Cotton Research Institute (CRI)J'will continue to carry out both
 

applied and adaptive research 'lrall aspects of cotton production. In
 

the future, it is expected that cotton-based cropping systems research
 

-will.be.carried out at CRI, Kadotna.. ................................
 

Horticulture Research Institute
 

In view of the increasing importance of horticulture (vegetables,
 

fruits, flowers) to the country, especially in terms of nutrition and
 

domestic and export markets, it is proposed that a Horticulture Research
 

Institute be established. The primary responsibility of the institute
 

will be to contribute to horticultural research policy planning and to
 

execute research programs designed to carry out these policies. The
 

research in the area of horticulture will continue to be conducted at
 

Nyanga, Chiredzi, and Marondera, and members of the Institute will be
 

involved In basic, applied, and some adaptive reseti:c'h.
 

Seed Services
 

Seed Services, located at the headquarters of the Department of
 

Research and Specialist Services in Harare, would be expected to continue
 

to carry out duties such as seed certification and seed production field
 

inspection. In addition, it is expected that Seed Services would expand
 

its research activities on seed-borne organisms, the development of
 

improved methodologies for seed health testing, as well as research on 

the control and elimination of seed-borne pathogens, pests, and nematodes. 

Natlonal Herbaritun and Botanic Gardens 

The national Hetbarium and Botanic Gardens, located adjacent to the
 

Harare Research Stations will continue to serve the community and
 

researchers on the identification of plants, compilation of flora of
 

Zimbabwe, conservation and multiplication of indigenous and exotic plant 
species, and in the exchange of germ plasm. In addition, it will provide
 

training facilities in taxonomy of plants to colleges and schools. The
 

National Herbarium and Botanic Gardens will undertake research in the
 

area of phytoecology in various parts of the country.
 

The Institutes and services whose functions are briefly described
 

above will be under the direction of Assistant Director (Crops and
 

Soils). In addition, the Assistant Director (Crops and Soils) will be
 

responsible for policy planning of nationally coordinated programs on
 

food, oil, fiber, and horticulturcl crops.
 

Livestock Research Institute
 

The Livestock Research Institute (LRI) would be located at Matopos.
 

Its main mandate will be to conduct basic and applied research in the
 

area of animal production, especially in the breeding of large and small
 

ruminants. The choice of Matopos as one of the main livestock breeding
 

stations is primarily based on its suitability for livestock breeding and
 

its long-established tradition of animal br-eding research. In order to
 



decentralize livestock research, it is, further envisaged that part of the
 
research on range ecology, animal nutrition, veld, and pasture w4,ll also
 
be carried out at Matopos. In addition, LRI at Matopos will be
 
responsible for cattle and meat grading services in the south and
 
southwestern parts of the country.
 

Since the Department of Research and Specialist Services intends to
 
move towards multidisciplinary research, facilities will also be
 
available at LRI, Matopos, for Crops and Farming Systems Research,
 
especially o4 crops such as sorghum,.millet, and food legues........
 

Animal Nutrition Institute
 

The Animal Nutrition Institute (ANt) is proposed tG be based at the
 
Grasslands Research Station, Marondera. It will deal with nutritional
 
aspects of animal research, including cattle and goats. The Animal
 
Nutrition Institute's further mandate will include screening and breeding
 
of veld and pastures suitable for different parts of the country. In
 
addition, ANt will also be responsible for carcass evaluation and
 
grading, as well as training of meat inspectors. Grasslands Research
 
Station is well equipped and has full facilities for this type of
 
research and service activity. These facilities include laboratories and
 
veld and pasture experimental and production units.
 

Fa rming Systems Research Unit 

Farming Systems Research (FSR) was initiated in the Department of
 
Research and Specialist Services (DR&SS) in 1980. In recognitlcn of the
 
important catalytic, interInstitute rote it could play in focusing
 
technology development, adaptation, and testing on the problems of
 
small-scale and communal farmers, a semi-autonomous FSR unit, headed by a
 
team leader, which reported directly to the Director of DR&SS was created.
 

The 	specific objectives of the FSR unit were:
 

a) 	to study the maize crop and livestock production systems in communal
 
areas and Identify the production constraints to improved crop and
 
livestock production;
 

b) 	to adapt, develop, and test improved crop and livestock production
 
technolngies and systems;
 

c) 	to train and involve DR&SS personnel in on-f&rm research;
 

d) 	to provide information for the formulation of agricultural
 
development policies and programs for communal areas.
 

The FSR perspective and approach, which alto involved the assessment
 
and 	verification of the socioeconomic and technical feasibility of
 
technologies developed by the research programs has proved to be largely
 
successful. It has validated the urgent need for interdisciplinary
 
research and intensive interaction with communal farmers in the
 
development and testing of appropriate technologies., The wider
 
application of such interdisciplinary research and Intensive interaction
 
with communal farir-rs is envisaged through the development and
 
strengthening of a network of regional research stations as proposed. 
However, in order to respond to the needs of the total research system,
 
the nationally coordinated research programs, and the regional research
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follow the section on the Animal Nutrition Institute.
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stations as they evolve to full status, it is proposed to retain a
 
Farming Systems Research Unit under the reorganized Assistant Directorate
 
(Regional Research). A unit such as FSR would have the following
 
objectives:
 

a) 	assistance to research stations in the natural regions in the further
 
development and application of farming systems strategies in their
 
programs;
 

b) 	collaborative resear . in the development and refinement of farming
 
systems methodQlogies....................................................
 

c) 	coordination of trainP g of DR&SS personnel in the tools of farming
 
systems and on-farm research;
 

d) 	initiation of interinstitute and interstation nationally coordinated
 
production systems research programs.
 

The intention is to ensure that the Unit continues to play a
 
stimulating role in the process of stabilizing the FSR perspective and
 
strengthening on-farm research in the Department.
 

Research and Experiment Stations
 

There are at present seven research stations and five experiment
 
stations in the country. The differences between research and experiment
 
stations are mainly those of size, number of staff, and in some cases
 
restricted mandates such as coffee, cotton, horticulture, etc. Most of
 
these research and experiment stations are located in Natural Regions I
 
and 	1I, perhaps a past Legacy of where research focused principally on
 
the 	commercial agricultural sector. At present these experiment and
 
research stations are headed by an officer in charge orhead of stations
 
whose overall responsibility is the operation and administration of the
 
station. In addition, the head of station or officer in charge conducts
 
resgarchin his/her area of interest and expertise in line with national
 
prloriL~es based on the agoecology of the location.
 

Some of these stations have well equipped laboratories, irrigation
 
facilities, ample land, and fairly well-established libraries. Others
 
are poorly equipped with meager infrastructure. One common denominator
 
for almost all stations is the lack of critical masses of trained
 
manpower in organized multidl'sciplinary teams. This situation is mainly
 
due to overcentralization of staff at various institutes based at Harare
 
and the high turnover of staff in the post-Independence era.
 
Cotisequently, the research output of many of these research/experiment
 
stations has not been very beneficial to the farmers, especially the
 
communal farmers in the areas in which they are situated.
 

It is hoped that the reorganization of DR&SS research and research
 
direction proposed in this review, and the creation of the post of
 
Assistant Director (Regional Research), would overcome these shortcomings
 

and focus attention on the priority needs for technology development and
 
adaptation for the regions served by these stations. In order to
 
Initiate the setting up of multidisciplinary teams, which would build up
 
to a critical mass of scientists per research station, it would be
 
necessary to place at least one agronomist, one plant protectionist, one
 
livestock scientist, and, if possible, a socioeconomist at each regional
 
station. However, as the research programs develop and critical needs
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for technological inputs are identified, additional staff such as soil
 
Initially
scientists, breeders, irrigation scientists may be necessary. 


research officers with B.Sc. or M.Sc. degrees should be able 
to cope with
 

well-articulated programs mainly of adaptive and, in some cases, applied
 
fully
research. It is estimated that it would take between 5-10 years to 


staff, equip, and develop the infrastructure for these stations. Since 

this regioiiai researcl focus would be based on existing research 

stations, there should be little or no additional costs at the beginning, 

but in the long run and as the research activities of the Department and 

research stations increase, it is expected that more resources would be
 

needed.
 

In any case, it is anticipated4, that with the reorganization of the
 

structure and management of DR&SS, the research and experiment stations
 

would progressively be better equipped, the infrastructure developed, and
 

the programs staffed to undertake the broad-based multidisciplinary
 

research needed to meet the technology requirements of communal farmers
 

in their respective areas.
 

The proposal in this review represents a modest approach to research
 

and services for the main natural regions of the country, and especially
 

for the strategy to focus on increasing productivity in the small-scale
 

and communal farmers' sector. The research stations in the natural
 

regions cover fairly wide agroecological areas and there may be the need
 

for these research stations to develop substations where the diversity of
 

the broader agroecological zones require them. Future policy would need
 

to consider these, especially in relation to the largely neglected
 

northern and northwestern parts of the country. Some of the existing
 

research activity units established in these areas might serve as nucLei
 

for experiment/substations in the future. 

Chiping Reseach Station 

Chipinge Research Station, which is at present a coffee research
 

station will have its mandate broadened to serve the specialized and
 

diversified farming of Natural Region 1. While it will continue to
 

conduct and coordinate coffe3 research, research activities for the
 

development and testing of technologies involving horticultural crops,
 

agroforestry, and intensive livestock production and management will be
 

Initiated and developed. The ultimate objective will be to research
 

introduce, and apply technologies that would focus on the management of
 

the natural resources of the region for increased agricultural,
 
productivity on a sustainable basis.
 

Makoholi Research Station 

It is proposed that Makoholi Experiment be upgraded to a Research
 

Station with specific mandate for production systems research and
 

technology development for Natural Regions III and IV. The present
 

station although located in Natural Region IV, is well placed to 
serve
 

Natural Region III, and the proposed experiment station outside Kweke is
 

likely to further facilitate this role in the future. The mandate of
 

Makoholi, while retaining a major livestock input, should focus on the
 

semi-intensive to semi-extensive farming practices in the arid to
 

semt-arid areas with emphasis on crop/livestock production systems and
 

soil and water management for increased production of crops such as
 

beans, sorghum, sunflowers and large and small ruminants.
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X_&!!research Station 

Nyanga Research Station which is presently charged with research
 
responsibility for temperate fruits will have its mandate expanded to
 
include research on vegetable crops and floriculture and the production
 
aystems associated with these crops in Natural Region Ilb. In addition,
 
it will cater to production systems research on field crops such as
 
wheat, oats, and barley, adapted to the natural region.
 

Grasslands Research Station 

Grass .ands Research Stat1 n0!wii .serve Natural Region I [a in the
 
development and testing of technologies for the intensive crop and
 
livestock production systems of the region. Special emphasis will be
 
accorded animal nutrition, veld and pastures research, soil fertility and
 
soil productivity research (SSPRL), and horticulture research. The
 
station will be the location of the Animal Nutrition Research Institute
 
and will continue work on symbiotic nitrogen fixation and the maintenance
 
of the legume inocuhm-u factory service. 

Henderson Research Statf'.)n 

Henderson Research Station at Mazowe will focus on research and
 
services for the natural region and clients around Harare and Mazowe. In 
addition to housing the Dairy Research Institute, it will undertake 
research in apiculture, fisheries, poultry, sheep and goats, and some 
aspects of plant protection. The station will continue to serve as a 
reference poiat for research and service to the large- and small-scale 
cornuercial farrli.ng communities. It is envisaged that in the near future 
the National Plant Quarantine Station would be located at the station. 

Chiredzi Research Station 

This station is presently known as the Lowveld Research Station. It 
is the major station on which tropical crops research is conducted. The 
mandate of the station will in future focus on the development and 
testing of improved technologies for increasing the productivity of
 
crop/livestock production systems in Natural Region V. These systems
 
will include such crops as tropical fruits, vegetables, rice, oilpalm,
 
and animal production. It will focus on the management of low and 
erratic rainfall for improved field crop and fodder productivity. In 
addition, it will continue research and development work on small scale 
irrigation and provide training facilities in this area. In view of the 
diversity of the agoecology of the region, the two substations now
 
established at Chisumbanje and proposed for Sabi Valley will be
 
maintained, and providing an opportunity for expanded programs of
 
multidisciplinary research addressing the problems of the natural region
 
on a broad basis. 

M!t.os Research Station 

Matopos Research Station toc.ated in the southwestern part of the
 

country will be mandated to research and test technologies suitable for 
improving the productivity of the farming systems in Natural Region IV.
 
Its focus will be on drought-resistant food and fodder crop/livestock
 
production systems and the improvement of veld and pasture productivity 
through ecological range research. Specific emphasis will be given to 
the breeding anti management of communal farmers' crops, such as 

http:farrli.ng
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sorghum, millet, marginal soils, and environment for sustainable
 

production. In addition, Matapos will be the location for the Livestock
 

Research Institut-* which will focus on cattle and small ruminant breeding
 

and improvement and the development of livestock production systems
 

compatible with resource management in the natural region.
 

All the Research Stations in the report are referred to by the names
 

of places at whlch thy are located. This is deliberate in order to move
 

away from the association of stations meant to concentrate on developing
 

and testing technologies for natural regions with specific crops or
 

commodities. The staffing of these stations would be multidisciplinary
 

and would interact closely with AGRITEX and other extension field staff
 
,.........


-and the FSR-Unit in systems-analy&sI development, testing,-and ........
 

verification of technologies. The AD (Regional Research) would ensure
 

complementarity ir.all these research and service activities.
 

Harare Research Station
 

The central laboratory and services facilities at the Harare Research
 

Station will continue to be available to all programs. It will also
 

respond to the needs of research and services in the Harare area and
 

provide facilities for such crop improvement programs as maize, wheat,
 

barley, sunflower, soyabean, and groundnut. As the home of some major
 

research and ser'ce institutes, attempts will be made to emphasize the
 

efficient sharing and utilization of capital and equipment resources and
 

to assist in the maintenance of essential scientific equipment throughout
 

the system.
 

3.5.5 National research programs
 

The development of national research programs comprising
 

multidisciplinary teams of researchers which focus on specific
 

commodities (or groups of commodities), factors of production and
 

production systems would considerably improve the capacity of DR&SS to
 

generate viable agricultural technologies. At preset.t, practically no
 

effective organizational mechanisms exist in DR&SS ensure that
 

researchers from different stations and institutes who are undertaking
 

research on the same commodities, factors of production, or production
 

systems pursuelcommon, well-defined research objectives and adequately
 

coordinate their separate activities. By establishing national research
 

programs, researchers would be formally obliged to become members of
 

multidisciplinary research teams whose membership would be drawn from the
 

relevant national and regional centers. Program members would be
 

expected to work together as a team in order to formulate the research
 

priorities and objectives of the program, determine the precise
 

contributions that each member will be expected to make towards achieving
 
these objectives, and evaluate periodically the results of their
 

coordinated, collaborative research activities. Working in program teams
 

in this manner not only improves the planning, programming, monitoring,
 

and evaluation of agricultural research but enhances the individual
 

productivity of each member who benefits from having clear research
 

objectives, strong collegial support, and from the overall synergy of
 

team work.
 

The proposed national research programs should have complete
 

responsibility for undertaking the full range of both applied and
 

adaptive research activities. Normally, however, applied research will
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tend to be concentrated at the national research institutes while more
 
adaptive research (including on-farm experimental trials) would be the
 
responsibility of program members at the relevant regional research
 
stations located in various parts of the country.
 

Research on maize is a good example of the. benefits which would
 
accrue from a national research program. Program members would be drawn
 
from institutes and experimental stations covering the major disciplines

of crop breeding, agronomy, chemistty, soil science, plant protection,

and socioeconomics. Each member would continue to be attached to his/her
 
own research/station but would participate as required in the maize
 
program. They are also likely to be involved in other national research
 

..........
programs-Thus-the national programs 
can be viewed as an additiohal...
 
organizational dimension which overlies the research institute and
 
central network. This matrix organizational structure, which is now a
 
common feature of research organizations throughout the developed and
 
developing worlds, promotes focused, multidisciplinary, problem-oriented

research on specific commodities or other well-defined research areas
 
while allowing researchers the benefit of continuing to belong to
 
specialized disciplinary or regional institutions. Table 8 lists the
 
national research programs which, on the basis of the present and likely
 
future agricultural research priorities and research capacity of DR&SS,

the team recommends should be established during the next five years.

Suggested commencement dates are also given. The rationale for these
 
programs is discussed in Chapter 5, which focuses on 
research priorities
 
and resource allocations.
 

3.6 Reo rganiza tion Perspective
 

The team recognize that the first component of the proposed
 
reorganization of DR&SS, namely the creation of research institutes and
 
regional research centers, has the most far-reaching consequences. It
 
could be argued, therefore, that only the implementation of the second
 
and/or third reorganization components should be contemplated at this
 
stage. However, the team strongly believes that all three components are
 
essential for the future viability of DR&SS as a research and service
 
organization. There are three main reasons why we feel that this is the
 
best course of action. First and foremost, the rationalization of
 
existing DR&SS institutes, stations, and other units into national
 
institutes and regional centers is the most 
important organizational
 
change that needs to be undertaken since it will allow DR&SS to serve the
 
needs of the smallholder farmers in 7imbabwe most effectively. And,
 
without this rationalization, the proposed changes in the organization of
 
the directorate and the introduction of national research programs will
 
have much less impact and may even founder. In other words, each of the
 
components of reorganization change that have been proposed are
 
complementary and mutually reinforcing.
 

Second, the proposed relocation of the agricultural research center
 
in Iarare in the next few years will provide an excellent opportunity to
 
undertake much of the proposed rationalization without incurring

significant additional costs. 
 This would mean that the proposed national
 
crops and soils research and institutes and the central service units
 
could be built at appropriate new locations.
 

And third, with the exception of Makoholi Experimental Station which
 
will. need to be upgraded in order to serve as a regional research and
 
service center for Natural Region III, the proposed rationalization will
 
not require any major capital development of the existing research and
 
experimental station network.
 

• - . .= =._ 
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CHAPTER FOUR
 

RESEARCH PLANNING AND PROGRAMMING
 

No agricultural research system or organization, however large and
 
well organized, can hope to solve all problems affecting agricultural
 
production in a country. Consequently, it is essential that a research
 
strategy is formulated which clearly specifies research priorities and
 
objectives and allocates existing and future resources to each main area
 
of research. Once this strategic planning exercise has been undertaken,
 
.. theeearchorganization must. thendecide.upon. a.specific set -of,.
 
activities which will most optimally fulfill the overall objectives of
 
the research strategy. These two separate but closely related aspects of
 
the planning process are referred to as strategic planning and
 
programming, respectively. Both are on-going functions of any research
 
organization and are impossible without efficient methods of reviewing
 
research results and monitoring resource allocation.
 

In this chapter, the existing planning and programming procedures in
 
DR&SS are reviewed, structural and functional changes to facilitate the
 
planning process are proposed, and the means of instituting these changes
 
are suggested.
 

4.1 Traditional Procedures
 

Prior to independence, the overall research strategy of DR&SS was
 
largely defined by the Department's most important clientele, namely
 
producers in the large-scale commercial agricultural sector. In general
 
terms, these demands were precisely articulated and confined to a
 
relatively limited range of commodities and subject areas. During the
 
1970s, the ARC also played an active role in strategic planning. A
 
Technical Committee was established with overall responsibility for
 
research priority setting and was assisted in this task by a number of
 
commodity subcommittees. However, a comprehensive strategy document as
 
such was never produced.
 

Since Independence, with the major changes in agricultural policy,
 
DR&SS has been faced with an extremely complex task in effectively
 
planning its research and service activities. With a dramatic increase
 
in the size of its research clientele in very different agroecological
 
zones and complex farming systems but no major increase in resources
measured in real terms, the need for more systematic, disciplined

planning has Increased accordingly.
 

As was discussed in Chapter 2, MLARR has provided DR&SS with general
 
policy guidelines for agricultural research. These however are not
 
sufficiently elaborated to constitute an operational agricultural
 
research strategy for DR&SS. It would be unrealistic to expect MLARR ts)
 
do this. The responsibility to translate overall policies and prioritiis
 
into a comprehensive research strategy must therefore be the
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.
have to be developed in clo
Department's, although clearly this will 


collaboration with senior offlcials In MLARR and other relevant
 

ministries and institutions.
 

During the period immediately after Independence, strategic planning
 

largely confined to developing the capacity of the

in DR&SS was 

Department to conduct high-quality research rather than focusing 

on the
 

formulation and implementation of a comprehensive research 
strategy
 

per se. The National Agricultural Extension arid Research Project has
 

focused therefore on institution-building in DR&SS and AdkITEX. 
More
 

formulate a "blueprint" for DR&SS
 
recently, some attempt has been made to 


In part this has been due to
 but 	this has not yet progressed very far. 


the 	limited capacity of DR&SS to undertake the required analysis coupled
 

with a lack of appropriate organizational mechanisms to develop such a
 

... .ttegy o-nan--ongoing-basi s.-.........
 

In the'absence of a comprehensive, operational research 
strategy for
 

larger extent,
DR&SS as a whole, the separate divisions and, to an even 


the research units themselves are responsible for nearly all aspects of
 

this has mainly invotved
As before Independence, 


the preparation of research projects and annual work plans by 
individual


the 	planning process. 


researchers and the submission of annual budgets and establishment
 

The stages in the annual project/work plan
requirements by unit heads. 

Projects are
and 	budgetary cycles are presented in Tables 9 and 10. 


developed in consultation with section and unit heads and must 
be
 

formally approved by unit heads and the appropriate divisional 
assistant
 

director. These procedures are well established and understood by
 

researchers and managers.
 

A number of major weaknesses in the existing planning and programming
 

procedures in DR&SS can be identified:
 

a number of DR&SS units, they
a) 	While research "programs" do exist in 

research
 are generally very narrowly defined both in terms of 


priority areas and the disciplinary Lomposition of researchers.
 

Furthermore, these programs are not consistently defined among the
 

various DR&SS units.
 

rather than program or research
b) 	Resources are allocated by unit 

there has been
priority area. As can be observed in Table I 


relatively little change in the percentage allocations of operating
 

to units in DR&SS during the last ten years. This is
 

indicative of the dominant role of the precedent budget criterion in

resources 


increases in resources
the 	allocation of resources in DR&SS, i.e., 

units on an equal percentage basis across
have tended to be made to 


the 	board.
 

c) 	The planning and budgeting activities at the unit level are separate,
 

unrelated activities since budgets have to be submitted well in
 
Nor 	is any
advance of the program/projectr formulation process. 


specific budget attached to eich project, which means that 
it is not
 

to ascertain the preise allocation of resources to
possible 

individual projects and, at 4 higher level of aggregation, to major
 

research priority areas on a commodity, factor, and locational 
basis.
 

-* u .S 
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d) 
Primary emphasis on research projects does not generally encourage
 
sufficient Interdisciplinary interaction among researchers,

particularly at the program formulation and evaluation stages. At
 
present this interaction is confined to the annual planning meetings

which researchers from other units are invited 
to attend. In general

this is too limited, especially where planning meetings are primarily

"show-and-tell" events for outside clients.
 

e) 	Given the absence of a broader program-based framework, research
 
projects often appear to be ad hoc 
and based on the research
 
preferences of indiviluat'lresearchers rather than directly emanating

from predeterminec. program objectives. 
 In other words, the planning
 
process is too bottom-up and individualistic, resulting in
 
excessively fragmented and often 
poorly coordinated research
 
activities. While the team is impressed,by the awareness and
 

. ..
comitmeit- of-researchers-in-DR&SS--to.-the -government's-'agricultural.....
 
poltcies, particularly as these concern the communal areas, the lack
 
cf a comprehensive, systematic program framework has resulted in
 
serious imbalances in research activities, as evidenced by excessive
 
dispersal of the research effort, coupled with both gaps and
 
duplications in research activity. 
 f 

f) 	Evaluation of research has been relatively weak, with thie 
result that
 
a considerable number of projects have been allowed to continue long

after they should have been terminated. Again, with so much
 
fragmentation of activities, it is considerably more difficult to
 
assess the overall performance of DR&SS. Client groups have only

been marginally involved and in many cases 
this has resulted in a
 
lack of understanding of DR&SS's research objectives and some
 
dissatisfaction with research outputs,
 

4.L.1 The Committee for On-Farm Research Extension
 

In 1986, the Committee for On-Farm Research Fxtension (COFRE) was
 
established to alleviate some of these weaknesses in the planning process
 
as well as to promote linkages with AGRITEX. The committee operates

through subcommittees responsible for groups on agricultural commodities;

they evaluate proposals for on-farm research and demonstration projects

and monitor their progress. These subcommittees have functioned
 
increasingly like program committees although limited to un-farm
 
research, and this experience provides a starting point for the
 
improvement of planning and programming throughout the Department.
 

4.2 	ImpfXovitgthe Planning Process and Mechanisms
 

In view of the above weaknesses in the planning process, the Team
 
believes that there is an urgent need to improve the planning procerss in
 
DR&SS. 
 In this section, improved planning and review processes and
 
mechanisms are described, based 
on the concept of research programs

defined 
in Chapter 3. We also describe the organizational structure
 
required to operate research activities by programs.
 

4.2.1 Technical advisory committee
 

At present, there is no formally constituted committee of managers
 
and other senior research personnel in DR&SS responsible for advising the
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Directorate on on-going and future research 
and service activities.
 

While meetings for this purpose are held occasionally, they tend to be
 

The team recommends therefore that a
 somewhat ad hoc and irregular. 


Technical-Adisory Committee (TAC) should be established in DR&SS which
 

should meet at least every six months in 
order to review research
 

programs and other research and service activities 
so as to ensure that
 

DR&SS's overall objectives are being fulfilled 
as effectively as possible.
 

4.2.2 Research and service programs
 

The basic assumption of the planning mechanism 
to be described is
 

raie.b rgas

actitvitiers of- the,-department wlb"that aill 


Research programs were discussed in Chapter 
3, and there is no reason why
 

as programs so
 
eventually service activities could not 

also be organized 


resource allocation, monitoring, and reporting 
can be
 

that planning, 

standardized for all activities.
 

The fundamental implications of this assumption for DR&SS are:
 

specific

a) 	Research activities would be organized 

according to 


scientific or development objectives 	related 
to commodities, systems,
 

to scientific disciplines.
factors of production rather than 
or 


to multidisciplinary resources for both
 b) 	Projects would have access 


planning and execution.
 

c) 	Resource allocation to institutes and stations would be through
 

programs and based on the cost of activities 
carried out by those
 

institutes for specific programs.
 

d) 	Budget allocation and monitoring would 
be carried out by programs,
 

allowing justification or redistribution of resources 
according to
 

priority objectives and facilitating negotiations 
with funding
 

in resources,
organizations for increases 


research results and service activities 
would be
 

e) 	Reporting of 

focus reports according to
This should
according to programs. 


specific objectives and target clients and 
facilitate evaluation of
 

returns from the research efforts.
 progress and 


f) The program structure should greatly simplify linkages with outside
 
participate in all phases of
 organizations which would be able to 


interested without having to deal with
 projects in which they are 


several institutes.
 

the 	Technical Advisory Committee
 4.2.3 Composition and functions of 


The central planning and review body of the Department 
would be a
 

committee of senior members of DR&SS including the following:
 

a) The Director;
 
b) The Assistant Directors;
 

c) Head of the Planning Unit;
 

d) Two senior program coordinators;
 

e) Two other senior researchers drawn from institutes, 
stations and
 

units;
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f) 	The Director of ACRITEX or his senior representative;
 
g) 	Information Management Officer as Secretary (ex officio).
 

The Committee should be able to co-opt other members as necessary.
 

The TAC will be appointed for a period of two years and members will be
 

eligible for reappointment by the Director,
 

The 	function of the TAC would be as follows:
 

a) 	Draw up and periodically revise the research strategy for DR&SS, 

This should clearly set out the research priorities and objectives of 

the Department, together with the corresponding resource requirements 

and allocations........................ 

b) 	Solicit and interpret research requirements from political,
 

development, extension, and farming sources.
 

c) 	Define the research programs of the Department, including their
 

obJecties, time-tables, resource requirements, and allocations.
 

d) 	Monitor progress of the research and service programs and identify
 
and rectify bottlenecks and constraints.
 

e) 	Formulate and monitor strategies for linkages within the Department,
 
with client groups, other research organizations, extension agencies,
 

and the Agricultural Research Council.
 

f) 	Formulate and advise on strategies for the effective dissemination of
 

research results.
 

The first specified function Is the major objective of the TAC, and
 

it assumes the remaining functions to a large extent. It also means that
 

the 	TAC is responsible for advising the Directorate on the interpretation
 

of government policies and directives in terms of 4gricultural research
 

objectives as well as translating requirements of different farming
 

clients Into these objectives. Close contact with the Ministry, AGRITEX
 
and 	farmers' unions will obviously be essential for this. The productior
 

of a medium-term research strategy is required not only for internal
 
technical purposes but, equally important, to demonstrate to government
 

and client groups that the Department has a clear sense of direction and
 

thus can serve as a powerful tool for development planning and the
 

generation of political and financial support.
 

4.2.4 Program committees and program coordinators
 

Each research or service program would have a program comnittee to
 
plan and review the program. The program cormittees would comprise
 

senior scientists i the department as well as members of outside
 

organizations, research or client groups such as AGRITEX, or the
 

University of Zimbabwe, who have a technical interest and input into the
 

specific programs.
 

One!;ember of DR&SS would be the program coordinator. The program
 
coordinators are appointed by the director for a period of three years.
 

I • I i•• 	 n / I • I I I 



The responsibilities of the program coordinators supported ly the
 

program committees would be as follows:
 

a) 	 Define the technical objectives of the program and the expected
 

products. This involves the translation of the research strategy put
 

forward by TAC, in light of the technical capacity of the Department
 

and the availability of resources.
 

b) 	 Define the technical content of the programs in terms of projects.
 

This involves proposing projects and research teams designed to meet
 

program objectives as welt as solliting, evaluating, and
 

prioritizing project proposals from researchers and other interested
 
.....
 .groups - - ...................--	 .... 
.............. 


c) 	Identify the institutes, stations, and staff who will responsible for
 

carrying out all activities in the program, thus enabling the
 

designation of multidisciplinary teams to tackle specific projecIts.
 
It also allows cooperation with outside research organizations And
 

inclusion of outside scientists in the program committee. 7
 

d) 	Prepare resource requirements of all activities in the progralps.
 

This includes manpower and operating costs broken down by actitvity or
 

project and by institute or station to facilitate resource allocation
 

by the TAC. These must be prepared in close cooperation withlheads
 

of institutes and stations.
 

e) 	Monitor the progress of program research and service activities.
 

f) 	Prepare annual reports covering all activities of the progran. based
 

on analysis of data provided by the different officers responsible
 

for the program activities.
 

g) 	Specify other reports, publications, workshops, or seminars required
 

by different audience's and arrange for their publication or
 

presentation through the Information Management Unit. In particular
 

where applied research is involved, it is the responsibility of the
 

program coordinator to draw up production recommendations from the
 

scientific and experimental results of the program.
 

h) 	 Identify manpower requirements for the program and make
 

rec-mrnendations on program needs for training and manpower
 

development.
 

The program coordinators should be senior scientists and will
 

probably be'heads of Institutes or stations in most cases. The
 

coordination responsibilities are likely to account for as much as 50% of
 

their time, and this must be allowed for. In cases where a program
 

coordinator is not a head of institute or station, he should be
 

compensated for the extra responsibility and work involved through some
 

mechanism such as the Control Post Allowance. Program coordinators would
 

not 	handle any operational resources except those allocated for the
 
coordination function. Resources would still be allocated to institutes
 

or station heads but now in line with program budgets and according to
 

the activities undertaken by each Institute for the various programs.,
 

t
 
I
tI 	 I
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4.2.5 Head of institutes and stations
 

A major consequence of the program structure is to separate the
 

program and administrative responsibliities of heads of institutes and
 

stations.
 

Staff in the department will still be directly responsible to their
 

institute or station heads and it becomes part of the heads'
 

responsibilities to see that staff fulfill their commitments to various
 

programs. The head would stilt be responsible for annual staff reports
 

and career development for his/her staff but should consult with and
 

receive inputs from program coordinators on these matters.
 

The main new responsibility of heads- i to work with program
 

coordinators in the identification of staff and facilities required for
 

various project activities. The heads must also submit cost estimates to
 

program coordinators for all activities they are to undertake and then to
 

monitor expenditure on these activities.
 

The separation of program and administrative responsibilities also
 

allows heads of institutes to be relieved of some burden so that they may
 

undertake specific important research projects and thereby maintain their
 

professional interests.
 

4.2.6 Support services for planning and evaluation
 

The TAC and program committees will require some support services to
 

enable them to carry out their functions efficiently. Such support would
 

be provided by the Research Planning, Information Management Finance and
 

Administration, Human Resources Development, and Monitoring and
 

Evaluation Units, and other Research Support Services from the Assistant
 

Directorate (Services).
 

a) Research Planning Unit
 

The Team recommends the establishment of a small research planning
 

unit as soon as possible. This unit would have the following
 

responsibilities:
 

1) Operation of a resource management information system. This
 
would be the main information system on the activities,
 

products, and costs of the department. The basis of the system
 

would be a set of data sheets for each activity in each program,
 

containing detailed information about research objectives,
 

anticipated impacts, estimates of human, physical, and financial
 
resource inputs. Examples of such data forms rare given in Annex
 
B.
 

This information would be computerized into a data base so as to
 

be available for analysis in various summaries, such as
 

expenditure by program, commodity, objective, etc.
 

This system will provide information to TAC to enable it to make
 

r commendations on the allocation of resources and to monitor
 

progress and costs. Examples of resource breakdowns which could
 

be obtained are given in Table 12. For the system to work
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effectively, it Is imterative that all activities in all 
programs are entered into the rystem before approval, funding, 
and executton, 

2) Production of the research strategy. The Head of the planning 
unit is the member of the TAC who would be responsible for 
producing the research str.ategy paper from TAC deliberations and 
interaction with Ministry, other research organizations, 
AGRITEX, and client groups. 

3) Periodic evaluation of completed research activities with the 
particular objectives of assessing impact, cost effectiveness, 
and adoptiou of technologies derived from the research. These 

......... would provide vaIuable Information for- TAC--to help.with priority,...... 

setting and resource allocation and should provide important 
inputs Into the Information Management Unit and services. 

4) Economic analysis of national agricultural production with a 
view to anticipate changes in the production pattern which will 
require research and development. 

5) Assessment of probable outcomes of future research activity. 
The planning unit would have to develop methods for this ex ante 
evaluation as information about research and its impact becomes 
available. This would be an important input for the TAC 
priority-setting function, and the planning unit would be 
reaponsible for developing more objective methods of performing 
this task. Initially a method of scoring activities according 
to a set of criteria would be the most suitable. Some examples 
of relevance factors are given in Table 13. 



Table 12. 	 Major Resource Breakdowns Using a Computerized
 
Program Budgeting System
 

I. 	Time and Financial Budgets Breakdowns
 
By operation/projects
 
By program aggregotions
 
By commodity or group of commodities
 
By thematic or systemic programs
 
By discipline of specific fields of specialization
 
By natural, agroclimatic, or adrinistrative regions
 
By research stations in the natural regions
 

2. 	Manpower Time or operation Costs
 
By scientists, technicians, or any category of personnel
 
By groups of categories of personnel (same discipline)
 
By comparative groups or categories of personnel
 
By specific research or development objectives
 
By target groups 

3. 	Overloaded or Underemployed Personnel
 
Identification of overloaded personnel by individuals, by category, or
 
by discipline or field of specialization
 

List of personnel and profile of specialization requested
 
Identification of underemployed personnel by individuals, by field
 

of specialization, or category of personnel
 
List of personnel overemployed by different breakdowns (degrees,
 

staff categories, staff grade, etc.)
 
List of personnel underemployed and free for other activities
 

4. 	Ag_ ejation of Any Variable Data
 
By development objectives
 
By research objectives
 
By target groups
 
By types of users
 

5. 	Breakdowns of DirectOpeatinA Costs
 
By bookkeeping items
 
By programs/projects
 
By discipline
 
By research station in a natural region
 

6. 	Liuta _sor Associated Institutions
 
By program/projects
 
By discipline
 

7. 	Any other combinations of variable inputs expressed in actual
 
figures, relative percentages, or graphic representations (block
 
diagrams)
 

Source: R. Devred and B. Solinger. A Program Budgeting System
 
Using Microcomputers, ISNAR, September, 1986.
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Table 13. Key Relevance Factors Used in Evaluating
 
Proposed Agricultural Research Activities
 

- value of production (national, regional) 

- area harvested 

- agroecological suitability 

- trends in total production 

- yield trends 

Relvane to ta ragdtP-odLer a m oytment rp 

- numbers directly and indirectly involved 

- nutritiontl factors (protein, calorie contributions) 

- on-farm consumption and monetary income 

- food security 

- regional balance 

Relevance to target consumer Kroup8 

- numbers 

- constunption (percent household budget)
 

- future consumption patterns (demand elasticities) 

Relevance to nation's foreign excha nge position 

- current and potential export earnings 

- current and potential expenditures on imports 

Relevance to national food self-sufficiency 

- current imports 

- future growth in national consumption 



.;nitially the Planning Unit should be staffed by an experienced
 
economist, preferably with some experience in agricultural
 
research. Such a person will need to work closely with the
 

Economics and Market Branch of MLARR, the Central Office of
 
Statistics, the Management Services Branch of AGRITEX, and the
 
relevant faculties and departments of the University of Zimbabwe.
 

b) Information Manaxerment Unit 

There is an urgent need to improve communications and publications in
 

DRgSS. The team recommends therefore that information services in DR&SS
 

be upgraded to an Information Management Unit. Information services at
 

present haG only one research officer and a research technician assisted
 

by three junior administratL'e staff. It has no facilit'es of its own
 

for the design and production of publications and therefore depends
 
largely on the government printer fOr the- production-of the -annual.
 

reports of DR&SS institutions and other miscellaneous publications. The
 

result is that many publications are held up in production even when they
 

have been processed and edited in time. The team noted that most of the
 

annual reports of the institutes and services are behind schedule and
 

there is very little flexibility for publications. In addition, the
 
service has no qualified person in communications and information, and
 
has little or no facilities for the acquisition, management, and
 

dissemination of information for both internal and external use.
 

It is suggested that the proposed Information Management Unit should
 

have an establishment of three senior staff:
 

-	 a Con-munications and Publications Offi'er (trained in 
Information sciences and/or agricultural journalism);
 

-	 an Editor; 

-	 a Production Officer or Assistant 

The functions of the Unit will be:
 

I) 	 to organize the materials produced by the research officers and
 
research technicians into suitable comirunication literature and
 
to publish these;
 

2) 	 to produce and publish the annual reports and other scientific
 

articles produced in the Department (it may be possible for it
 
to also publish the Zimbabwe Agricultural Journal);
 

3) 	 to organize and produce some training materials for the joint
 
training activities in which the Department will participate;
 

4) 	 to provide scientific illustration services to research and
 
research-related activities;
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5) 	 to serve as a repository for reports and other scientific
 
publications and to circulate these or extracts of them to
 

research officers and technicians.
 

In the dischare of these functions, the Unit will require modest
 

facilities for the preparation and production of publications, e.g.,
 

word-.processing equipment, type-setting equipment, and a printing
 

machine. Some capital outlay for equipment would therefore be required
 

in setting up the upgraded Unit, but that requirement is more than fully
 
'Justified by the potential Improvement in communication and information
 

that 	would result for the Department.
 

c) 	Human Resources Developmient and Management Unit
 

Humn resources development and-management is a-major function-of-the
 

department; this is dealt with comprehensively in Chapter 6. It is
 

propoed that in view of the importance of the planning, management, and
 

monitoring aspects of this function, a special unit for Human Resources
 

Development and Management be created from the present Training Unit.
 

The 	Unit will address major issues in recruitment, staffing, training,
 

absorption, analysis of human resource requirements, compensation, and
 

evaluation. It will also advise the Directorate on strategies and
 

programs for strengthening human resources development in the
 

department. It is envisaged that the Unit would be staffed initially
 

from 	the present establishment of training officer but would grow as
 

departmental and program needs develop.
 

4.2.7 The Agricultural Research Council
 

The Agricultural Research Council made up of client groups and other
 

members with their valuable perspectives from outside the research
 

service should continue to play its important advisory role concerning
 

agricultural research activities in Zimbabwe as a whole. It has certain
 

statutory responsibilities to report on agricultural research to the
 

MiniFter, but should also be used as a valuable resource by the TAC and
 

the 	Directorate in defining research requirements, monitoring progress,
 

and 	evaluating results.
 

The 	main functions of the Council would be:
 

a) 	to provide guidance in evolving the country's research priorities by
 

providing feedback on problems affecting agricultural production both
 

In the smallholder and commercial sectors;
 

b) 	to review periodically the progress of research programs and projects
 

and 	make an assessment of developments at the different research
 

stations as regards relevance to the needs of the farmers in the
 

different agroecological regions and farming sectors;
 

r) 	 to promote close linkages between the research and extension services
 

of the Ministry;
 

I K1
 



d) 	 to recommend to ',he government improved personnel policies for
 

improving the productivity for research work in the DR&SS;
 

e) 	 to generate funding support for the work of DR&SS both within the
 

government and outside it.
 

The team recommends that in order to strengthen its role, the ARC 

should set up a number of national review committees. Each committee 

would periodically review major areas of commodity, factor, and systems 

research. The following committees are proposed: cereals, oilseeds, 

horticulture (including root crops), coffee and tea, cotton, beef cattle, 

dairy and small ruminants, veld and pastures. Membership of each 

committee would include the appropriate program.coordinator(s) from DR&SS 

and subject matter specialists from ACRITEX, representatives from 

large-scale commercial and smallholder producer associations, and other 

interested individuals and institutions. The committees should probably 

m.eet. t le-4at twice-' year--and eubmit- formal annual -reports toARC.............. 

4.2.8 Medium-term strategic planning
 

OR&SS urgently needs to develop a medium-term strategy which clearly
 

sets out its main research priorities and objectives and corresponding
 

resource requirements and allocations. This strategy statement is
 

required not just for internal technical/scientific purposes but, equally
 

important, to demonstrate to government and its clientele that the
 

Department has a clear sense of direction and thus serve as a powerful
 

tool in generating both political and financial support. Furthermore,
 

the 	strategy should not be regarded as a rigid blueprint but rather be
 

sufficiently flexible to accommodate changes as they are required in the
 

future.
 

The 	proposed improvements to the planning process will collectively
 

greatly facilitate the elaboration of a comprehensive medium-term
 

strategy. In particular, the establishment of national research programs
 
with clear objectives and priorities are the building blocks of the
 

research strategy to which can be added carefully reasoned estimates of
 

future resource requirements. The proposed resource management system
 

will enable DR&SS to make precise breakdowns of existing and future
 

resources to each major research priority area, and the program
 

coordinators along with the Planning Unit will be able to provide support
 

to the Directorate in formulating the research strategy., It is the
 

absence of these skills and of management and organizational mechanisms
 
that have effectively prevented a research strategy being developed to
 

date.
 

4.3 	Attainment of the Improved Planning Mechanism
 

As outlined above, the identification of the weaknesses in the
 

present planning process have already prompted sevrral changes in certain
 

areas of research planning. These changes could be formalized and
 

expanded without undue demand for new resources and the resulting
 
structures would go a long way towards meeting the specifications of the
 

impruved planning mechanism.
 



4.3.1 Establishment of the TAC
 

The Committee for On-farm Research and Extension (COFRE) should be
 

.asked to continue its functions until the TAC is formally established.
 

When TAC is established, COFRE, includingfits AGRITEX members, should be
 

reconstituted as a subcommittee of TAC and charged with the
 

responsibility for research-extension liaison (Research-Extension Liaison
 

Subcommittee - RELSCO). The Subcommittee would have the functions
 

outlined in Chapter 7.
 

The planning officer should be appointed as soon as possible as he
 

will have a key role to play in the establishment of the program
 

structure and the initiation of the deliberations of TAC.
 

The 	first tasks of TAC should be:
 

.a - to,-update. the-existIng -Project Index- for. DRLSS -(PIRSS) to reflecL-all 

current work being conducted by the department; 

b) to review the current work being conducted, draw up a list of
 

programs, and allocate all activities to them. This would provide an
 

initial program structure which would be the raw material for its
 

initial deliberations. In this process the TAC must establish a
 

mechanism for verifying recommendations emanating from research work
 

as regards their applicability, economics, risk, and adaptability.
 

It also must involve close AGRITEX participation and could be
 

assigned as an initial task to the Research-Extension Liaison
 

Subcommittee.
 

c) 	advise the director on the appointment of program coordinators for 

cacti program.
 

The 	next tasks to be undertaken by TAC should be as follows:
 

a) 	define a mechanism whereby the coordinators can estimate the costs
 

(human, physical, and financial) of all activities of the present
 

research and service programs in the current year. This involves
 

careful consideration of the data forms to be completed by all
 

personnel responsible for each activity;
 

b) 	draw up detailed specifications for a computerized resource
 

information management system to incorporate and expand the old PIRSS 

system and make arrangement for its implementation; 

c) 	 recomiend the appointment of program committees; 

d) 	collect and consider the cost information for present activities
 
through the programcommittees; 

e) 	prepare a summary of the present activities of the department
 

according to program objectives and resource allocations.
 

Following these activities, TAC will be in a good position to
 

commence its major task of producing a research strategy. A preliminary
 
strategy could be produced by an internal review and evaluation of
 



present activities; this should be formally submitted to the ARC and
 
Ministry for comment and contributions. An improved strategy document
 
should then be subjected to wider circulation and discussion before a
 
final version is produced.
 

4.3.2 Program committees
 

As soon as the program counittees are established, they should
 
undertake the following tasks under the direction of the TAC:
 

a) 	collect cost data on all activities' in the current research and
 
service programs and prepare a report for TAC summarizing the human,
 
physical, and financial costs of the program according to various
 
criteria specified by TAC;
 

b) 	prepare a report detailing the problems being tackled and the
 
objectives of all activities in the program, highlighting strengths

anid 	weaknesses.
 

IL. 	 ..
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CHAPTER FIVE
 

FUTURE RESEARCH PRIORITIES AND RESOURCE ALLOCATIONS
 

Given the large number of agricultural commodities that can be
 

produced in Zimbabwe, coupled with the increasingly complex policy
 

environment for agriculture, DR&SS is faced with a major challenge in
 

developing an appropriate set of research priorities and resource
 

allocations. The following discussion sets out some of the major
 

team believes must be comprehensively
research priority areas which the 

However, given both time and data constraints, it is
tackled by DR&SS. 


this stage to make general observations aud
only possible at 

It will be the task of senior management in DR&SS,
recommendations. 


assised by the66ropoised Plarnihg Unit' to provide more-detailed-nalyses.
 

and proposals which collectively will constitute a comprehensive
 

agricultural research strategy for Zimbabwe.
 

its research activity on developing
DR&SS will need to focus most of 


viable production technologies for the main smallholder farming systems
 

In the country even as it helps to maintain the high levels of
 
infrastructure of its
productivity in the commercial sector, which has an 


own. The importance of the large-scale commercial farming areas will
 

decline in relative terms over time as 
the resettlement program is
 

implemeoted. Furthermore, private-sector crops research in Zimbabwe
 

should be able to satisfy many of the most pressing research needs of
 

producers in the commercial sector, although this is unlikely to be the
 

for livestock production unless appropriate steps are taken to
 case 

The nature of the
 encourage more private-sector research in this area. 


two sectors of research working in close collaboration cannot be
 

overemphasized.
 

As was briefly discussed in Chapter 4, a research strategy for
 

DR&SS must be based not only on a priority assessment of what is
 

improving the agricultural productivity of crops
desirable in terms of 

and livestock systems but, equally important, the capacity of the
 

research organization to develop viable technological solutions, Given
 

limited capacity of DR&SS, and the modest increases in
the still 

resources that are proposed, careful consideration must be given to how
 

As a general rule, the
research personnel are to be deployed over time. 


overall objective must be to ensure the optimal build-up of critical
 
It is
 masses of disciplinary and commodity expertise within DR&SS. 


a
unlikely that this capacity-enhancement process will correspond in 


fulfillment of all research objectives. What
simple fashion with the 

is the excessive dispersal of researchers,
must be avoided at all costs 


especially those who are better qualified and experienced over a wide
 

range of commodities, disciplines, and geographical locations.
 

5.1Apled and Adptive Research
 

DR&SS's research strategy must be based on careful assessment of the
 

correct balraice between applied and adaptive research activities. There
 

is a danger that undue emphasis may be given to adaptive research,
 



especially as DR&SS comes under increasing pressure from government and 
farmers to produce research results that can be adopted as soon as
 

possible. While this pressure is healthy, it must be recognized Lhat
 

most of the technological advances that are required in the communal
 

farming areas (n particular those in the low-potential regions) can only
 

be achieved by sustained, long-term applied research. Clearly, adaptive
 

research based on client-oriented, farming systems methodologies have a
 

critically important role to play but to devote too large a proptrtion of
 

available resources to this type of research activity would undermine the
 

On the other hand, however,
viability of the entire research effort. 


DR&SS as a small research organization, does not, and will not, have the
 

capacity to undertake applied research in all the required priority
 

areas. DR&SS will need therefore to delineate clearly what applied
 

research it will focus upon, while at the:same time, taking the necessary
 

steps to ensure that it can draw upon applied research in other key areas
 

undertaken by other research organizations in Zimbabwe and overseas. Of
 

particular importance in this respect will be the role of the Southeri
 

African Center for Cooperation in Agricultural Research (SACCAR) whlc/ 

has been established un'der-,the auspices-of" SADCC-to --d~velopa--c-okilinaited 
approach to agricultural research and to ensure effective inputs from and 

linkages with the CGIAR agricultural research centers and other national
 

and international agricultural research organizations. It will be the
 

task of the research institutes and stations in DR&SS to assess the value
 

of the research undertaken elsewhere.
 

The overall breakdown between applied and adaptive research in DRgSS
 

will clearly depend on the nature and type of research program objectives
 

and the allocation of resources to meet them. Since this has not yet
 

been undertaken in a comprehensive fashion, it is not possible at this
 

stage to ectimate what this breakdown should be. However, glven;-the need
 

to build up the capacity of the regional research stations (where'the
 

bulk of adaptive research will be conducted) as quickly as possible,
 

probably around 35-40% of all research scientists in DR&SS should be
 

working at these stations by 1,995, with the remainder engaged in mainly
 

applied research activities at the research institutes.
 

Available data on past and projected production and consumption of
 

the main agricultural commodities in Zimbabwe are presented in Annex 3.
 

The following discussion will outline the main priority research areas
 

which should be pursued by DR&SS on the basis of the three main types of
 

national research programs (commodity, factor, and system) which have
 

been proposed.
 

5.2 Cropn Research Priorities
 

Cereals 

Maize is comprehensively supplanting traditional crops, most notably
 

sorghum and millet, in the communal farming areas, although with this
 

high degree of monocropping, environmental degradation has become a
 

serious problem. Despite drought conditions between 1982 and 1984,
 

production has grown rapidly in the communal farming areas as a result of
 

the increased availability of hybrid seed and other inputs andimproved
 

marketing arrangements since Independence. However, this has largely
 



been attributable to Increases in cultivated area (as opposed to yield
 
increases) and, with existing technology, present levels of'production
 
are not likely to be sustained in the future.
 

Currently, Zimbabwe ts faced with a serious oversupply of maize (an
 

expected 1.7 million-ton carryover for 1986/87) with very limited export
 
opportunities given low international prices., The need therefore to
 

diversify out of maize production into other food and export crops is
 

; becoming increasingly urgent. Nevertheless it is clear that maize will
 
continue to be the most important agricultural commodity in Zimbabwe
 

, 7 	during the next 20 years. Target production under the 1986-1990 Five
 
Year Development Plan has beew set at 3.5 million tons for 1990, which is
 
considerablyfinexcesscioCexp-c donsiosp~i.....
 

The outstanding success of maize research conducted by DR&SS during
 
the last forty years is well known However, thcre is still considerable
 
scope for increased productivity which would, by reducing producer
 
prices, result in large gains in consumer surplus (given the
 
price-inelastic domestic demand for maize) and reduce the level of
 
government subsidy. DR&SS must continue to undertake research into all
 

aspects of maize production but, in view of the need for diversification,
 
the team recommends that the resource commitment to the proposed maize
 

research program should be maintained Itthe present level for at least
 
the next 5-10 years.
 

Wheat is grown as an irrigated sufme )crop in the large-scale
 
commercial farming areas. On the basis .Bf a very successful research
 
program started in the 1960s, a number of dwarf and semidwarf varieties
 

have been released. Zimbabwe was self-sufficient in wheat up until the
 

1970s but production has been unable to keep pace with rapidly increasing
 
domestic demand since Independence in 1980. With the present cost and
 
price structure, wheat is not very attractive to farmers, and with high
 

domestic resource costs, Zimbabwe does not have any apparent comparative
 
advantage, at least for the foreseeable future. However, government
 
attaches high priority to achieving wheat self-sufficiency. Domestic
 
consumption is expected to at least double by the year 2000. Under the
 
Five Year Development Plan, target production for wheat has been set at
 

275,000 tons for 1990. Average annual production between 1980-1985 was
 

only slightly more than half this level.
 

Given the high priority attached to wheat production by the
 
Government, the team recommends that DR&SS immediately establish a
 

national wheat research program which will undertake comprehensive,
 
multidisciplinary research with particular emphasis on breeding,
 
pathology, economics, and water management. This will require a
 
significant increase in research personnel during the next five years 

from around 1.0 reiearcher person-year in the mid 1980s to 4-5 
person-years in the early l990s. 

Sorghum and millet have traditionalLy been the two most important
 
crops in the peasant smallholder sector, especially in areas of low,
 
erratic rainfall in Natural Regions III, IV, and V. For mainly economic
 
reasons, they have been increasingly supplanted by maize despite the fact
 
that maize production is high risk in the marginal rainfall areas.
 
However, both crops are still extremely important, and given their
 
suitability for production in the low-rainfall areas, a sustained
 
research effort will be required in the future.
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Prior to Independence, only a very Limited amount of research was
 
undertaken by DR&SS on sorghum, and virtually nothing on millet. While
 
the research effort has expanded since 1980, it is still relatively
 
small. DR&SS will benefit considerably from the SADCC/ICRISAT Sorghum
 
and Millet Improvement Program which is now well established at Matopos
 
but will still need to considerably enhance its own research capacity.
 

Like maize, Zimbabwe currently has an oversupply of sorghumand,
 
given current consumption patterns, future growth in demand for both
 
sorghum and millet will remain sluggish. This highlights the need for
 
increased research emphasis on the processing and utilization of these
 
crops, in particular sorghum.
 

In spite of fairly serious demand constraints, improving sorghum and
 
millet production will continue to be a first-order research priority for
 
DR&SS. The team recommends therefore, that DR&SS establis' , national'
 
sorghum and millet research program w! i a strong emphas' in the ,
 
development and testing of new varieties and hybrids; insect, disease,
 
and weed control; and food processing/utilization. A realistic target
 
size for this program for the early 1990s would be at least 5
 
person-years. Given the presence of the SADCC/ICRISAT group of
 
researchers at Matopos, DR&SS should concentrate more on adaptive
 
research in these crops.
 

Rice
 

Rice production is very limited in Zimbabwe, being roughly equally
 
divided between the large commercial and smallholder sectors and communal
 
farming areas. Annual outputs have been declining in recent years.
 
Production costs remain high.
 

Projected demand for rice will remain limited during the coming
 
decades, although, in percentage terms, the expected increase is high.
 
However, given other research priorities and likely resource
 
availabilities, rice should not be considered a priority crop for DR&SS
 
for at least the next decade. Instead, DR&SS should rely primarily on
 
applied rice research undertaken elsewhere, in particular within Southern
 
and Eastern Africa, and develop enough capacity io conduct a small amount
 
of adaptive research and the testing of promising improved varieties.
 

Oilseeds
 

Groundnut is grown mainly as a subsistence crop in Zimbabwe. In
 
terms of area of production, it is the fourth most important crop in the
 
conunal farming areas. However, overall production has fallen
 
dramatically during the last five years, mainly because of the low
 
profitability of groundnuts vis-a-vis the other major crops, most notably
 
maize, and the general unavailability of seed for planting.
 

No major government research was undertaken by DR&SS prior to
 
Independence. The scope for improvements in productivity are significant.
 

Soyabean is grown mainly by large-scale commercial farmers. With
 
cotton seed, it rapidly replaced groundnuts as the major source of
 
vegetable oil and meal from the mid 1960s. Unlike maize and sorghum, the
 
local production of oilseeds for processing is currently well below local
 
requirements.
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SSunflower production is concentrated in the communal farming areas
 

and, since becoiqjng a centrally marketed "controlled" crop in 
1984,
 

from 8.3 thousand tons to an estimated
production ho'expanded rapidly -

The outlook for sunflower is generally very promising.
18.3 tons in"1985. 

The team recommends that the proposed oilseed research program'be
 

accorded high priority with a target size of 7 researcher person-years 
by
 

1992 as compared with around 2-3 in 1985.
 

Fruit and Vegetables
 

The scope for the expanding production of fruit and vegetables
 
The
 

-(including-field beans and.root crops) .in.Zimbabwe,is considerable. 


limited but it is estimated that 80-857 of vegetables
available data are 

Citrus and
 are produced by farmers in the communal farming areas. 

the
on the other hand, is mainly confined to
deciduous fruit productior, 

Citrus research is undertaken by the
large scale commercial sector. 


private sector.
 

Only a limited amount of research has been undertaken on 
fruit and
 

This needs to be
 vegetable production in the communal farming areas. 


as quickly as possible with the establishment of a national
rectified 

fruit and vegetable research program and a rapid build-up of
 

multidisciplinary research expertise to around 10 person-years by the mid
 

1990s, The UNDP Horticulture Project which is expected to start work in
 

1987 should be of considerable assistance to DR&SS during the next 4-5
 

years. In addition to undertaking research on crops that are mainly
 

consumed domestically, attention should also be focused on 
high value,
 

low volume products which could be developed into major 
foreign exchange
 

earners in overseas markets.
 

Fiber Cropq
 

Cotton has been another major research success story during the 
last
 

It is of major importance for both commercial and
twenty years. 

smallholder farmers with production in 1986 being roughly equally divided
 

between the two groups. Target production has been get at 460,000 tons
 

1990 on 275,000 hectares with the communal farming areas expected to
 by 

contribute 50% of total output.
 

Cotton research has been of consistently high quality nnd has 
played
 

a critically important role especially in the development of new
 

varieties and pest control strategies. The team recommends that the
 

cotton research program be maintained at the present levels 
of support at
 

least until the erly 1990s. With regard to the other major Fiber crops
 

(jute, kenaf, sisal), however, future demand will not be sufficient to
 

justify any significant research o-her than limited adaptive 
research
 

trials.
 

Coffee")and Tea
 

Coffee and tea are relatively minor crops in Zimbabwe in terms of
 

area planted but are of considerable economic significance 
because of
 

their high unit value and export earnings. In 1986, of all the
 

financially self-supporting.
controlled crops, only coffee was 
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DR&SS needs 
to develop a small coffee research program. At present
 
only one expatriate researcher is in post. 
 This is clearly
 
unsatisfactory and, as a matter of priority, a counterpart should be
 
appointed as soon as possible and the number of researchers gradually
 
increased to 3-4 by 1992. With regard to tea, while DR&SS should
 
continue to rely mainly on the research undertaken at the Central Africa
 
Tea Research Board in Malawi, it is important that Zimbabwe develop a
 
limited national research capacity for this important commodity.
 

5.3 Livestock Research Priorities
 

j£yes and Contributions of Livestock
 

While estimates of livestock populations vary considerably, it is
 
clear that there has been a significant do nward trend in cattle
 
numbers. There was in excess of 6 million cattle during the 1960s but
 
the figure had declined to about 5.6 million'in 1983/84. The 1985
 
estimate was L.9 million, and with the current trend in high slaughter

rates (which includes female stock), the population may reach as low as
 
4.5 million head by the end of 1986. 
 Of the 5,6 million cattle in
 
t983/84, 2.2 million head were in the commercial sector, with the
 
communal sector having the balance of 3.4 million or slightly in excess
 
of 60%. The 1982/83 livestock census enumerated four main cattle
 
populations:
 

- cattle on communal areas (3.1 million head);
 

- the commercial cattle herd (2.2 million head), mainly beef cattle,
 
plus some 105,000 dairy cattle (adult cows + young stock) owned
 
primarily by large-scale commercial farmers;
 

- small-scale farming herds (200,000 approx.);
 

- resettlement area herds (slightly in excess of 80,000).
 

Most of the current meat and milk production comes from the
 
large-scale areas. Animal offtake from commercial fare ;is about 20%;

with 2.2 million cattle, this means that 440,000 head ai.Je
slaughtered for
 
beef annually. Offtake estimates for the communal 
sector are 2-4%,
 
resulting in a mean offtake of 93,000 head annually. The 1986 estimate
 
of milk production from commercial farms is 200 million liters; as much
 
as another 65 million liters is produced within communal areas,
 
practically all of which is consumed locally.
 

Figures for sheep and goats arE less readily availabre and vary

widely. The 1980 estimates of the Central Statistics Offiice were 573,000
 
head of sheep, 400,000 of which were owned by communal farmers. Goats
 
are confined essentially to communal farms, with about 50,000 of, the
 
total goat population of 1,350,000 goats being owned by commercial
 
farmers. 
 Data which emerged from a survey of Chibi communal area
 
revealed that 5% of the farmers had sheep, with an average of 7.7 head
 
per family; 52% of the farmers had goats, with an average of 6.2 head per

family. Goats are both well suited to the lower rainfall communal 
areas
 
and constitute an important means of livelihood in the form of goat meat
 
and cash income (sold at strategic times, when money is In short supply,
 
to'buy essential food items).
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Livestock ProducLti9,!j-_S #J 

As wilth crops, livestock production systems in 
Zimbabwe differ
 

areas.
 
markedly between the large-scale commercial and communal 

farming 

two main beef production
Within the commIercial sector, there are 


In the marginal cropping regions, particularly 
Matabeleland,


systems. 

This type of beef production entails pen
cattle ranching is prevalent. 
 the other
 

feeding and winter feed supplementation. In Mashonaland, on 


hand, much of the beef produced comes from good-quality sown species of
 

grasses and legumes, supplemented by pen feeding.
 

Milk production in the commercial farming areas is based on
 
600 cows (largely


specialized dairy herds, ranging from 15-20 to 

About
almost 550 producers. at present.


Frieslan/Iolstoin),, and.there are. 

the Harare milk...
 

one half of total milk production is delivered to 


This and the other 5 plants located at Chipinge,

processing plant. 

Mutare, Bulawayo, Kadoma, and Gweru are operated 

by the parastatal Dairy
 

Average milk yields are reportedly 4,500 liters 
per cow
 

Marketing Board. 

12,000 liters per lactation
 per lactation, with some individual yields of 


having been recorded.
 

is based on mainly

Livsstock production in the communal farming areas 


Consequently the major roles of
 
subsistence, mixed farming systems. 


cattle are draught power (both oxen and cows are 
used), milk, manure, and
 

meat production. Conununal grazing of livestock is the other major
 
Overgrazing of these lands
 characteristic of these production systems. 


has become progressively serious over the years.
 

there are, on average, 5 head of cattle
 
Survey figures reveal, that 


75% of farmers have fewer than
 
per household in the communal areas; some 


3 oxen, I cow, and 2 calves. As noted earlier,

6 cattle consisting of 


goats are also of great economic importance, particularly 
in the drier
 

arid parts of Natural Regions IV and V.
 more 


Current Livestock Research Activities
 

A representative sample of 17 major research projects undertaken at
 

in DR&SS was evaluated
 
the four livestock and pastures research stations 


by the Team. In Table 14 the relevance of each project in meeting the
 
Of
 

needs of the commercial and communal farming areas has been 
rated. 


found to have no relevance to the needs
 the 17 projects, 5 (29.4%) were 

Another 6 (35.3%) were of low or medium priority.
of communal farmers. 


the projects can be classified as being of high 
priority in
 

While 6 of 

terms of their subject matter area, inappropriate 

research approaches are
 

two of them and are unlikely to generate
being pursued in at least 

Even for the large-scale commercial
 meaningful and applicable results. 

the sampled research projects is
 livestock sector, the relevance of 


the 17 projects being classified
 hardly satisfactory, with only 3 out of 


as high priority.
 

Within the Livestock and Pastures Division as a whole, 
certain
 

(with correspondingly

disciplines have a disproportionate number of staff 


high allocations of financial and physical resources) 
in relation to
 

their potential impact on production, while others 
are seriously
 

underrepresented. This is particularly serious in the following
 

disciplines:
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Animal breed!in: investigations at the four main livestock research
 

stations, but particularly at Matopos and Makoholi, have received undue
 

attention. The relevance of much of this work to communal farming areas
 

is minimal and probably of only,moderate relevance to commercial
 

livestock farmers.
 

Grazing aement: Studies both on sown pastures (grass and
 

grass/legume) and on native pastures have received inadequate attention.
 

Animal nutrition: The key discipline of animal nutrition is very weak.
 

The present geographical distribution of livestock researchers in
 

DR&SS is indicative of the continued bias in favor of the commercial
 

Matopos Research Station has the highest number of researchers
sector. 
(15), followed by Henderson (13), Grasslands (8), and Makoholi Experiment 

Station (2). The disparity in size bet;eenthese four regearch- stations 

(as measured by their professional scientific establishments) is almost 

in inverse relation to the needs for livestock research in the main 

agroecological and production systems in the country. 

Future Livestock Research Priorities
 

In accordance with government priorities, livestock research in DR&SS
 

must be effectively reorientated to produce viable technologies for the
 

time maintaining the
communal farming areas while at the same 

Four main
productivity of the commercial livestock production systems. 


priority areae for livestock production have been identified in the
 

National Five Year Development Plan 1986-1990:
 

- Improvement of livestock production systems in the communal farming 

areas with particular emphasis on better land management and stock 

control; 

- improvement of the role of small animals (in particular, sheep and 

goats) in the communal farm areas; 

- development of low-cost milk production from cheap home-grown feed 

(as opposed to concentrates) in order that retail milk prices can be
 

kept within the means of the main consumer groups;
 

- reversal of the decline in the number of breeding cows in the 

commercial farming areas.
 

The projected domestic demand for most livestock products in Zimbabwe
 

is expected to increase rapidly during the next twenty years (see Annex
 
to play in ensuring that
3). Livestock research has therefore a key role 


these demands can be met efficiently by domestic producers.
 

To achieve a more appropriate balance between livestock research for
 

areas will require a considerable change in
the commercial and communal 

research emphasis and corresponding resource allocations. The
 

recommended proportions of livestock research undertaken at the four main
 

centers for livestock and pastures research in DR&SS which should be
 

devoted to the research needs of the commercial and communal farming
 

areas are shown in Table 15. In aggregate terms, the Team recommends
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Table 15: 	 Suggested Proportions of Livestock Research for
 
the Commercial and Communal Farming Areas at Each
 
of the Main Livestock Research Stations in DR&SS
 

Research Station Commercial Communal
 

Henderson 	 40 60
 

Grasslands 	 30 70
 

Makoholi 	 20 80
 

Matopos 	 30 70
 

that at least 70% of all livestock research in DR&SS should be oriented
 
explicitly 	to improving livestock production systems in the communal
 
farming areas. This will require a significant increase in the numbers
 
of livestock researchers wor.ing at research stations in or near the
 
communal farming areas. The proposed regional research station at
 
Makoholi serving Natural Region III will have a particularly important
 
role to play and the team recommends therefore that the numbers of
 
livestock researchers at this center should be increased progressively
 
from the two at present to at least seven as soon as possible.
 

The team's main recommendations concerning the main livestock
 
research priority areas which should be pursued in the immediate future
 
are set out in Table 16. Also shown are the recommended allocations of
 
researchers to each of these priority areas, assuming no increase in the
 
number of livestock researchers currently employed by DR&SS.
 

In relation to the proposed national research program structure, the
 
team recommends that the following four main livestock commodity research
 
programs should be established: beef cattle, dairy, small ruminants, and
 
veld and pastures. In addition, livestock research activities will also
 
form key components of the production systems research program.
 

5.4 Production Factors and Resources Research
 

As Zimbabwe embarks on major plans of development of its agriculture
 
in the communal areas of Natural Regions III, IV, and V, the most
 
important factor affecting production will be the endowment of soils.and
 
water resources. With the limited and fragile nature of these resources,
 
research in soils and water management must receive the highest
 
priority. While the Chemistry and Soil Research Institute will continue
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S" Table 16: 	 Proposals for Future Livestock Research
 
Priority and Researcher Deployments
 

Proposed
 

Research Suggested future disciplines and areas of research number
 
Station 
 researchers
 

of work
 
with indigenous breeds; applied reprod, physiology work 2 15
 

2.,.imal Nutrition/Husbandry: Grazing management studies
 
Henderson rass/lngume pasture, beef and dairy cattle, dry-season
 

1. &oJNL1JreedqntAt -I--rhtg4e.Phslov:,.-0% 


feein and fattening 	 3 35
 

3. 110t.4ytArv Studies on feeding/manage
Prosti n 

mentiseas contra , etc. (service to commercial sector) 1 
 10
 

4. 	.ijt.14" fl jnlgge t: Grass/legume
 
evaluation grazing studies with staff of (1) and (2) above 3 
 30
 

5. -Jp1v coldu1tn: Feeding and management research, layers
 
and broilers, mainly geared to needs of comunal farmers 2 10
 

................. rnm~l 	 .............. ............
H 1lt :-Oisease Invett gatlon on farms and low- ...... 


cost co'ntrolmethods - I post can be added as funds/staff .. ..
 
are available
 

Subtotals 11 100
 

1. ~ J~jLfLLLRiteLf1iUr.h: Grass/legume evaluation, 
grazing management studies; range management/grazing
 

Grasslands work - some at grasslands and input at Makohcli 3 30
 

2. AnimlLredinq and Reord Phsio].oag : 70% + work
 
on indigenous 'reeds; input to and assist with Makoholi
 
work in these areas 1 10
 

3. Da e LY: Partore/rangv
based trials with these species, largely.,but not 
exclusively) with indigenous breeds 2 25 

4. Anii1 Nulltriion/Husbandry: Grazing vanagement work
 
in collaboration with pasture staff; dry season feeding,
 
crop residue usage, etc; support programs at Makoholl
 
and coordinate research projects
 

5. LIIVL a : Continue existin% work and extend
 
the service (crop + forage, rhizobial strains) to more
 
communal farmers 
 1 10
 

6. &njMALB&Ltt: Disease investigation on farms supported
 
by on-station research: also conduct program at
 
Makoholi t Matopos with vet. assts. - 1 post can be
 
added as funds/staff are available.
 

Subtotals 7 100
 

1. 	 _.L g. _ Phvsiolo_y: Breeding 1 15 

studies (mainly indigenous) with cattle, sheep
 
and goats; coordinate work in both breeding and
 

Makoholl physiology with Matopos Research Station
 
Range Research: Mainly (but not 30
 

exclusively) veld improvement and grazing.
 
Input of assistance from Grasslands staff
 

2. FAj .j~t.oand 	 2 


3. Dairy Beef and Sheeo/Goat Production: Largely 2 25
 
pasture- and range-based trials with these
 
species - mainly indigenous breeds
 

4. gJMJ&trition/Husbandrv: Grazing management 2 30 
jointly with staff of (2) and (3), dry-season
 
feeding, crop residue usage, etc.
 

Subtotals 7 100
 

1. 6_qjmI,_kml. - eproductive Phvsiologv: Breeding/ 2 20
 
Physiology studies, mainly indigenous cattle, sheep,
 
and goats; coordinate work with Makoholi
 

Hatopos 2. Nutrtion/Husbandry: (Prey. 3 
 25
 
Nutrition) veld grazing/management, dry-season and
 
crop residue feeding, etc.
 

1n.gjl 	 Range Livestock 


25
3. 	Dairy Beef and Sheen/Goat Produ,.~ti: Range-based 3 

and confinement rearing, management aspects
 

4. V2d na..emnt & Ecology: Veld improvement and 3 30
 
management studies, some jointly with above
 
disciplines
 

Subtotals 11 
 100
 



W be at the center of this research effort, multidisciplinary

collaboration throughout DR&SS and with other research organizations will

bd required. 
The basic approach would be to develop technologies which

will make it possible to place greater reliance on soil moisture
 
resources to increase crop production in lower rainfall environments and

in bad years. 
Tas will call for a great deal of applied research in the

field of watershed management, runoff reduction, improved tillage

techniques, moisture retention, crop and fallow sequences, water balance,

and crop agronomy. Close collaboration with the Institute of

Agricultural Engineering will be necessary in"'planning and executing

these programs.
 

Closely related to 
research in soil and water management would be

studies in the field of soil fertility. Declining soil fertility as 
the

intensity of agriculture increases in these communal areas could emerge

as a major factor contributing to low crop yields in smallholder
 
... .agriculture.. soil-fertility-shouldbean.....
Indeedmaintenanceof . --- ..
important problem even in 
areas of intensive agriculture with soils which
 
have traditionally supported less demanding crops. 
 The setting up of a

soil fertilirv network by linking together the institutes and regional
research stations should receive major attention. Similarly, priorities

should be given to coordinated agronomic experiments carried out on a
multilocation basis to generate suitable recommendations with respect to
the use of chemical fertilizers and other soil amendments. Some of these
 
experiments should help to 
identify the role of chemical fertilizers in

the dry lands where they may have an important role in increasing yields

with placement techniques. 
 The role of fodder and grain legumes in

building up soil fertility should receive particular attention in these
 
environments.
 

5.5 Progr'am Resource Allocations
 

Given the main research priority areas that must be addressed by

DR&SS, the target size of each national research program in 1992 have
 
been tentatively estimated (see Table 17). 
 This has been undertaken on

the assumption that (a)with a 5% per annum real increase in expenditure,

DR&SS will be able to employ 195 professional staff by 1992; this would
 
be less with the exclusion of the researchers from the Institute of
Agricultural Engineering. (b)Approximately one-third of profesnional

staff time will be devoted to advisory and service activities, leaving

135 Fersons-years available for research activities.
 

Itmust be stressed that these estimates are highly tentative and are

peeswited here mainly to illustrate the importance of deriving target

resource allocations for national research programs. 
 Clearly, this will
have to be done by DR&SS itself on the basis of the kind of detailed and
 
comprehensive analysis outlined in Chapter 4. It 
can be expected that a
better balance between resources allocated to crops and livestock ,

research should emerge in the closing years of the century.
 

5.6 Production Systems Research
 

Production systems research will have a major role to play in the
 
development of viable agricultural technologies, especially in Natural

Regions 111, iV,and V. The major objectives of systems research are as
 
follows:
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characterization of the key agricultural production systems; 
 ' i 

identification of key problem areas which can be taken up by the relevant
 
commnodity atid factor research programs;
 

- substantial applied and adaptive research activities which address the 
main production constraints which have been identified. The bulk of this
 
research activity will seek to 
integrate promising technologies produced

by the main commodity and factor research programs so that they can be
 
successfully incorporated into each production system. 
 In the communal
 
farming areas, 
the critical importance of crop-livestock interactions and
 
intercropping practices are two key1,areas where this integrative role of
 
systems research will be of primary concern.
 

The Team recommends, therefore, that a,national farming systems research
 
program be established as soon as possible. The program should be divided
 
I..nto.five,-subprograms..which.would-undertake-systems-research in:each-of-the-,
main natural regions in Zimbabwe. With the establishment of these
 
decentralized, regionally based teams, the present FSR Unit should be
 
reorganized. 
As noted earlier, while there would be obvious advantages in
 
establishing a centrally located socioeconomics unit in DR&SS, the team
 
believes that this degree of centralization would frustrate the effective
 
involvement of social scientists in the system's subprograms.
 

Given the natu-o of systems research, membership of these subprograms must
 
be multidisciplinary. 
This includes social scientists, who have a
 
particularly important role to play, especially in the areas 
of system

characterization and problem identification. 
The team strougly recommends
 
therefore, that DR&SSf take immediate steps to 
recruit 3-5 social scientists.
 
Along with the majority of the other production system program members, these
 
social scientists should be based at 
the research stations located in the
 
natural regions.
 

In view of the importance of the national farming system program, the 
team
 
recommends that a full-time program coordinator be appointed. Ideally, this
 
person should be a highly competent social scientist with considerable
 
scientific and management experience of production system research. 
He/she

will probably need 
to be based at the Farming Systems Research Unit at
 
headquarters of DR&SS.
 

4t,• 
 -
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CHAPTER SIX,
 

HUMAN RESOURCES PIANNING AND DEVELOPMENT
 

Past and Current Human Resource Situation
 

Prior to Independence, DR&SS had a relatively compact but 
highly
 

experiencedIcadre of professional and technical staff mostly serving 
the large
 

With Independence in 1980 there was a
 scale commercial agriculture sector. 

Within four
 

major transformation in the senior staff situation 
inIDR&SS. 


the European researchers and technicians employed 
in the late
 

years, 75% of 

to be replaced by mainly young African Zimbabweans. 

Whereas
 
1970s resigned 


this had leapt to 	115 by
 
there had been only 4 African researchers in 1977, 


1986. Given that 	the large majority of new recruits lacked 
any previous
 

professional research-experience and had not received specialized 
postgraduate
 

f . .
 
training, senior management in DR&SS has been faced 

with the majortas 


these staff. However, this is
 
developing as rapidly as possible the skills of 


clearly a 
long term process.
 

The grade and experience profiles of professionals and technicians
 

the main research and service units in DR&SS in early 1986 

employed at each of 


18 and 19. It can be observed that, in overall terms,
 
are presented in Tables 


the three divisions have
 
between 50-60% of national professionals in each of 


than six years of experience since graduating from 
the university and
 

less 
 the
 
figurip is particularly high in the Agronomy Institute (85%), 


(83%), and the Horticulture and Coffee Research 
Institute
that this 


Biometrics Bureau 

improvement in these
 

(75%). As would be expected, there has been some 

in Table
three years but, as can be seen 
experience profiles during the last 


20, this has been largely confined to the ranges of 3-5 and 6-10 years of
 

In the crops division, the percentage of researchers with more
 
experience. 


It has remained unchanged in
 
than 10 years of experience has actually fallen. 


the situation is still very

the livestock and 	pastures division. In short, 


paucity of experienced researchers. It is mainly for this
 
fragile given the 


foreign
 
reason that DR&SS has progressively increased the number of 


These officers have a
 - some 22 were employed in late 1986.
researchers 

to play in supervising and providing on-the-job training 

for
 
crucial role 


their mainly inexperienced counterparts.
 

now strongly committed to the need
 
After some initial hesitation, DR&SS is 


for focused postgraduate degree training during 
the early stages of the
 

The percentage qualification profiles of prnfessional
career.
researcher's 

recent data are not
 

staff in 1984 are 	presented in Table 21. While more 


available, the proportions of M.Sc. holders have increased considerably and,
 

late 1986. During the last three
 
in overall terms, 	had reached 40-45% in 


Major
 
years, 10-15 professionals have completed M.Sc. degrees 

each year. 


reliance has been placed on the 9-12-month degree 
courses offered by U.K.
 

the two
 
Where possible, researchers have also registered 

for 

universities, 
 The
 

research degree offered by the University of Zimbabwe. 
year M.Phil. 


Faculty of Agriculture at the university however has not yet been able to
 

offer master degree courses in the main subject areas.
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2 

Crcp Brec-ing 1 1 4 I 2 
h~rtiCult~- & Coffee R! 5 C 4 2 1 1 
h: !jve£5 5 0 0 50 

37 3 2 32 19 6 6 0 6 

6 0 1 5 1 1 1 3 1 
Grassl ai s '.S 7 0 0 7 3 0 0 2 2 
Matocps .S 8 1 9 7 2 2 2 0 2 
Mahla I 0 0 ! 1 0 
Dair Se r i e5 0 0 5 3 2 0 0 0 

S 30 1 1 28 10 6 4 6 5 

Plant Protction R! 11 0 0 11 5 3 2 0 0 
C-.istry & SoDils Pi 12 0 0 12 6 1 2 1 2 
Sinmetrics :ureau 3 0 0 3 1 0 1 1 0 
Herbarit:m & 53tanic Gdn. 3 0 0 3 0 1 1 0 1 
Scee Services 4 0 0 4 3 1 0 0 0 
InfcrmnatH-n Services 1 0 0 1 1 G 0 0 0 

Suttotals 34 0 0 34 16 6 6 2 

FSR Unit 3 0 0 3 2 1 0 0 0 

TOTALS 104 4 2 97 47 19 16 8 14 
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MA N 1, N 'r i. .:,x 1: r i no . Puo ilv, M I at.,nil ift t in 
! ,y , , ' 1 1946 

Experience (year:)
 
Divis itn Y'ar 0-2 3-5 6-10 11-15 16+
 

1984 48 16 I0 6 20 
Crops 1986 30 30 20 E 10 

Change --18 +14 +10 +2 -10 

Livestock & 	 1984 50 19 8 6 17 
Pas ture,; 	 1986 26 it) 14 9 14 

Chtnge -14 +17 46 +3 -3 

kesoarch 19,44 /2 32 13 4 9 
Services 1946 21 30 29 9 I1 

Change -21 -2 +16 +5 +2 

Table 21. 	 Percentage Qualification Profiles Anong Professional Staff by 
Division, 198H4 

B.Sc. M.Sc. Ph.D. 

Crops 52 38 to
 
Livtstock and PastLures 67 28 5
 
Ru:,earch Services 64 27 9
 

There arm still relatively few national rese,; ,lrcht r; with Ph.D. or 
r:quivalent dvgi,.n; in DR&SS . 1Ijleed, the perrcu' '' of rensirchers with 
this lev',] (i tnr'-i l training d':li:: in ti. craps -und re oarclh service 
d ivis ion; ,.tvw' 19M 1.'-- b and rinalI i n-I nI;unI in t.h- I i v,.n1c0 k and 

[);i5 ti r.:; Idivision. 

A crit ical 	 facl to(r iW k wnving tha r'it,.. im in ,x )d),mn v. 
andl~ qual if ication: prnti lt,,, of :;; ,n l o,-d:l(t,:ctn ic', i :t, ill N .SS 
is the lo.!;!; (or att~ it i () ) ()t t h+ , : ,a, ;mna:, ,, l )t , ir m ( t 

voluntary raiigrait iA!,, l I il i;i.-; l..i . A , ,' I.'.. in "im1an 22, 
the nlulhcr ,)1 protf,;i ii i t ,',-In ', s; t l;.'{vin1 ; iiiCh.S, ; /t-ah y.iar 
havf! fallen ': uh;i h gifhII y lrrmi th, v,ry hi 1 1 1;1 p: :va ling in iLh: , 
ar Iy 1 010s , hiI! tI y are,-st i II r ! - .1 .y hilh Wi Ih a lni;l t.'rcellhi.ge 

rates (it' attrition otf appr)ximia , y in,, I l 7,, ro,;p-!ct ivily, iIutr:ng 1985 
and l9mb .
 

http:t.'rcellhi.ge


Table 22. Appointments and Resignations of Professional and Technical
 

Staff, 1981-1986
 

Technicians
Researchers
Year 


---- Pts' Res ig_-.t.....Ap 2 s 

21 (6) 37 (32)
30 (28)
1981 	 25 (7) 

9 (7)
27 (20) -12 (2)
1982 	 13 (4) 


42 (6 22 (18) 17 (2) 16 (4)

1983 

20 (3) n.a. 5 (1)

1984 15 (2) 


(3) 10 (0) n.a. 10 (0)
14 

14 (2) 16 (3) n.a. 12 (3)


1985 

1986* 


* up to November. 
() =Europeans. 

In addition to the localization of professional staff since 1980, the
 

number of professionals employed has also increased from around 107 in
 

The percentage diptribution of
 1977 to 161 in early 1986 (see Table 23). 


professional staff among the three divisions in 1986 was crops 28.6%,
 

The corresponding figures for the
 
livestock 31.2%, and services 40.1%. 


mid 1970s indicate that the proportions, of livestock researchers has
 

of the total in 1974),
increased during the last ten years (from 23.1% 


while the proportions of crops and service researchers have declined
 

(from 35.9% and 41.0% respectively in 1974), and research services 
has
 

remained at approximately the same level.
 

Table 23. 	 Professional Officers and Research+ Technicians
 

Employed by DR&SS, 1970-1986
 

Livestock and Research
 

Total
Services
Year 	 Crops Pastures 


T 	 P T:P

P TT :P p - T:P P T:P T 


1.69 	 36 0.81 96 103 1.07

1970 29 28 0.96 23 39 44 


115
1.37 48 	 85 0.73 117 0.98
 
1974 42 43 1.02 27 37 


110 0.97
40 1.25 28 36 1.28 47 34 0.72 107
1977 32 

26 0.46 	129 86 0.67
 

1984 35 34 0.97 38 26 0.68 56 	
0.64
46 30 	 0.65 63 34 0.53 161 104


1986 42 37 0.88 


* excluding Director. 
+ includes 	nonnationals and FSR unit.
 



The disciplinary breakdown of national professional staff is shown in
 

Table 24, If the time devoted by professionals to purely service and
 

advisory functions is deducted, then the full-time equivalent commitment
 

of professional staff in DR&SS to research activities proper is unlikely
 

to exceed 100. :The absence of economists and other social scientists is
 

particularly noticeable as are the small numbers of researchers in some
 

of the main disciplines, in particular, crop breeding, pathology,
 

horticulture, pasture.j, and veld and range management.
 

Nearly 70% of the total of 1876 DR&SS employees are unsikil'led. 
National professional staff represent approximately 8% of the total labor 

force. The overall technIclan-tn-Pvofessional ratio is 0.64, which is 

considerably lower than the figure of approximatelyl.O that prevailed 

during the 1970s (see Table ,3). 

Table 24. Disciplinary Bre:akdown of National Researchers +, Early 1986
 

Discipline Number Number of units
 

Crop Breeding 9 1
 

Agronomy 21 4
 

Soil Chemistry/Biochemistry 13 1
 

Soil Microbiology 3 1
 

Pedology/Soil Survey 5 1
 

Entomology 8 2
 

Pathology 6 3
 

Nematology 3 1
 

Horticulture 5 3
 

Botanist/Ecologist 6 1
 

Seed Testing 8 1
 

Animal Breeding* 8* 3
 

Animal Production/Systems 15 3
 

Animal Nutrition 
 5 2
 

Pastures 4 2
 

Veld & Range Management 3 1
 

Dairy 9 2
 

Statistics/Computer 6 1
 

Information Services I 1
 

-
138
Total 


* excluding Directorate.
 
* including reproductive physiology. 



6.2 Human Resource Requirements
 

Much has been achieved In rebuilding the professi6nAl and technical
 

support cadres since Independence- However, given the central role that
 

agricultural research must play in the transformation of the agricultural
 

sector in Zimbabwe, it is imperative that the numbers of researchers and
 

support staff in DR&SS be expanded considerably during the next 10-20
 

years. The exact size of §thLs expansion needs to be carefully planned on
 

the basis of the likely human resource requirements of each of the major
 

.feaearch-program"activities-during-thisperiod,-, One-of-,the-main-......
 

objectives 	of a DR&SS research strategy would be to derive carefully
 

reasoned estimates of this type. However, as noted earlier, the Team
 

reconunends 	that government financial support for DR&SS should increase in
 

real terms by 5% per year, which is broadly in line with the target rate
 

of growth of the agricultural sector as a whole. This would result in
 

the following percentage increases in DR&SS's 1986/87 budget (measured in
 

constant prices) during the next 20 years:
 

Year % 	increase
 

1992 	 27.7
 
1997 62.8
 
2002 107.4
 
2007 165.3
 

Not all of 	these increases could be devoted to employing new research
 

personnel however because allowance must be made for the increasing real
 

costs of existing staff as a result of normal career progression. Taking
 

this factor into account, and assuming the same breakdown of resources
 

between emoluments and operational and capital expenditures as in
 

1986/87, it would be financially possible to approximately double the
 
15 years.
number of professional and technician staff during the next 


The average annual additions to professional and technical
 

establishments during this period would probably need to be gradually
 

increased, as shown in Table 25.
 

Table 25. 	 Annual Additions to Professional and Technical Establishments,
 
1988-2007
 

Period 1988-1993 1994-1998 1999-2003 2004-2007
 

8 8
Professionals 5 7 

Technicians 4 5 6 7 
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6.3 Human Resource Availabllij
 

The ability of DR&SS to achieve these increases in research and
 
technical cadres during the next 20 years will clearly depend on the
 
availability of recruits of the required quality. If the current annual
 
rates of professional and technical attrition of 9% and ll,
 
respectively, continue to prevail throughout this period, then DR&SS will
 
need to fulfill the annual recruitment targets presented in Table 26.
 

ets fr-- 'ro6f 7 
atd Technical Staff, 1988-2008 

Tnl AAnual1-n6 Reritmen6t""targ 6 e.ssional --- '-

Period 1988-1993 1994-1998 1999-2003 2004-2008
 

Professionals 20 25 29 33
 
Technicians 17 20 24 29
 

Projected annual outputs of university agricultuiral graduates from
 
the University of Zimbabwe are likely to be between'90-100 during the'
 
next five years and for agricultural diplomates from Gwebi and Chibero
 
agricultural colleages approximately 100. Detailed tracer studies of the
 
employment of graduates from these institutions have not been undertaken,
 
so we do not have a precise picture of the pattern of demand for their
 
services. However, DR&SS should be able to meet the proposed recruitment
 
targets, although the situation will need to be monitored closely in case
 
any expansion in outputs may be warranted in the future.
 

6.4 TrninLgRequirements
 

The availability of! ropriate formal and on-the-job training will
 
be a key factor influencl t the degree to which the capacities of
 
professional and technica''staff in DR&SS are effectively developed and
 
uLilized. The Team recommends therefore that DR&SS continue to pursue
 
its current training policies and provide detailed estimates of overall
 
training requirements for at least the next 5-10 years. In verybroad
 
terms, approximatelf' 15-25 researchers will need to embark on" ster's
 
degree programs each year during this period. In addition, considerably
 
more high-quality research, especially at the applied level, will need to
 
be undertaken. Therefore probably between 3-6 researchers each year
 
should also start Ph.D. degrees so that in 15-20 years time at least 25%
 
of researchers in DR&SS will have received this level of training.
 

In order to minimize disruption to ongoing research programs and
 
maximize the relevance and cost effectiveness of postgraduate degree
 
training, DR&SS will need to collaborate closely with the Faculties of
 
Agriculture and Biological Sciences at the University of Zimbabwe in the
 
development of local training capacity at this level. For at least the
 
next five years, however, DR&SS will continue to have to rely on overseas
 
institutions, and efforts to attract medium- to long-term donor
 
assistance to help meet the costs of this training should be given,:
 
priority.
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Until DR&SS has developed its own sizable group of experienced
 

national research/ers, the effective provision of high-quality on-the-job
 

training and supervision for newly recruited graduates and diplomates,
 

will continue to be a major problem. The Team recommends therefore that,
 

as an interim measure, DR&SS continue to employ a group of foreign
 

researchers with the appropriate experience and attitudes whose primary.
 

role witi be to provide assistance in these two critical areas of
 

While governments are
supervision and on-the-job training. 

to employ more expatriate staff, the team is
understandably reluctant 


a carefully selected group with precise job descriptions
convinced that 

are indispenable torr-the 'rapid development of DR&SS as a- research and. 

the next five to ten years. Thus, given the

services institution durin4 

recommended growth in scientific and technical personnel, the Team 

the number of expatriate researchers should be maintained
recommends that 

the total research cadre. The
at its present level of 10-15% of 


department needs, at regular intervals, to critically evaluate the
 

these expatriate staff to ensure effectiveness and to
performance of 

review its requirements vis-a-vis its training output.
 

With regard to the training of research technicians, technical
 

assistants, and agricultural assistants, the Department should continue
 

with the current policies of encouraging research technicians who lack
 

technical qualifications as quickly as
formal training to obtain full 


possible. In addition, greater opportunities should be provided for
 

to attend short cougses both locally and overseas.
research technicians 

to
The Department should consider specific short courses which lead 


research or service-related qualifications which should be strongly
 

recommended to the PSC for promotional purposes.
 

6.5 Conditions of Service
 

The ability of DR&SS to provide tne necessary agricultural
 
the skills of
technologies in the future is dependent not only on 


researchers and their technical and administrative support staff but,
 

commitment and overall motivation.
equally important, their levels of It
 

to develop an appropriate
is essential therefore that DR&SS is able 


reward structure that will maximize the productivity of its staff.
 

At present, the grading and salary structures in DR&SS are based on
 

rules and regulations issued by the Public Service Commission. In
 

considering these conditions of service for staff in DR&SS, there 
are two
 

sets of issues which must be addressed. (I) The system of grading and
 

the corresponding remuneration structure and (2) the overall levels of
 

two sets of issues are closely interrelated it
remuneration. While these 

is necessary to treat them separately.
 

limit our comments to the two most important groups of
We shall 

in DR&SS, namely researchers and research technicians and
personnel 


agricultural assistants.
 

6.6 Grades PromotiolnLand Salary Structure
 

Given the prevailing recruitment and advancement regulations laid
 

down by the Public Service Commission (PSC), the likely career
 

progressions and corresponding income profile of senior research 
staff in
 

++ I:+:Y+
+ , .+ki + +;+, ] +. 



DR&SS can be prudicted with a reasonable degree of certainty. With
 
regard to researchers, this exercise has been undertaken on the
 
assumption that each research scientlst fulfills al. the advancement and
 
promotion requirements in the minimum time periods stipulated in the PSC
 
regulations. The resulting grade and salary levels during the research
 
scientist's career with DR&SS are shown in Table 27 from which the
 
follcwing observations can be made:
 

Table 27. Exis~ting and ,Proposed Grading a SdSlry--.-

Structures for Researchers, DR&SS 1986
 

Years Present 

Employed Grade 


ARO 

2 

1 

4 

5 RO 

6 

7 

8 SRO 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 PRO 

is 


6
CR0 


17 

18 

19
 
20
 
21
 
22
 
23 


24
 
25
 
26
 
27
 
28
 

Salary (Z$) 


9576 

10056 

11496 

11976 

13632 

14220 

16572 

16572 

L7160 

17748 

18336 

18924 

19476 

20028 

20580 

21132 


21684 

22236 


Salary 

Index 


tO0
 
105
 
120
 
125
 
142 

148
 
154
 
173
 
179
 
185
 
191 

198
 
203
 
209
 
215
 
221
 

226 

232
 

Recommended
 
Grade Entry Points
 

RO
 

SRO
 

t2RO
 

CRO
 

(m -. mmm .mm m rm . m • :. 
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While there are 11 annual salary increments in the research officer
 - (RO) grade (up to and including the entry increment to senior 

n ts 

research officer), the granting of up to six additionalincreme to
 

two years of initial service,
assistant research officers (two for 


two for obtaining an M.Se. qualification, which is now expected, and
 

that the effective
two more for promotion from ARO to RO) means 


length of the research officer grade is reduced to just three years.
 

- The principal research officer (PRO) and chief research officer (CRO) 

grades are only two and three years, respectively. 

- the scale brers... 
. In: theory, an able researcher progessig 'through' 

as quickly as possible reaches. the-.end of the CRO grade (andJhus
 

receives his maximum salary) after only 18 years of service with
 

another 15-25 years of his/her career remaining.
 

The overall income-years of service profile is S-shaped, with the
 

highest percentage increases in salary typically awarded during the
 

early stages of the researcher's career and very small percentage
 
later stages of the career. The
increases awarded in the middle or 


income-years of service index 
in Table 27 has been plotted
 

This can be compared with the actual
diagramatlcally in Figure 5. 


median and upper quartile income-years of service values for DR&SS
 

As expected, the potential maximum
researchers employed in mid 1986. 


and actual upper quartile income-service curves are relatively close
 

together.
 

The grade and salary structures of research technicians are more
 

complicated to analyze mainly because there are multiple entry points
 

and the composition of this group generally more heterogeneous.
 
the core group of research
Thus, our comments are confined to 


technicians with formal agricultural diploma qualifications who
 

of all research technicians.
comprise around 70% 


seen that research technician
Comparing tables 27 and 28, it can be 


salaries compare favorably with those of research scientists. The
 
research technicians has, in
relatively attractive salaries paid to 


to attract and retain
he past, ensured that DR&SS has been able 


sufficient numbers of high-quality research support personnel.
 

The senior research technician (SRT) and principal research
 

technician (PRT) grades are only three and two years long,
 

respectively.
 

In theory, it is possible for an officer to reach the end of the PRT
 

grade after 21 years of service with at least another 15-20 years of
 

productive work before normal retirement. While, in practice, few
 

this, five PRTs employed by DR&SS
technicians advance as rapidly as 

in 1986 had been at the maximum scale level for some years.
 

Agricultural and technical assistants are the other main technical
 

support groups in DR&SS. Considerable concern has been expressed by
 

DR&SS management about the poor career and salary prospects for these
 

staff. 
 The starting salary for agricultural assistants is Z$ 5160
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per annum, which appears reasonable given their formal training
 
(after a two-year agricultural certificate course) but 
career
 

advancement thereafter is very limited, with a maximum salary of only
 

z$ 6540 per annum, with just seven increments.
 

6.7 Saiary Levels
 

While salary levels in DR&SS are relatively high compared with other
 

agricultural research organizations in developing countries, their value
 

in real terms has fallen considerably in recent years. Nominal salary
 

levels for researchers increased between 39-47% between 1982 and 1986
 

However, the consumer price index
depending on the grade of the officer. 


for higher income urban households increased by about 70% during the same
 
than
period so that as a result, DR&SS"researchers are 25-35% worse off 


four years ago. This situation is further exacerbated as a result of the
 

much higher salaries paid toiprofessional researchers and other
 
No detailed salary surveys have
agriculturalists in the private sector. 


been undertaken but typically this differential is now of the order of
 

50-100%.
 

6.8 ProppsedI_ !Rrvements
 

severe financial and equity constaints
The team Is fully aware of the 
However, there are a number of significant
faced by the Government. 


improvements that could be made to the prevailing grade and salary
 

structures for researchers and their technical support personnel which
 

would provide more attractive and logical career structures but do not
 

have major cost implications. In terms of the grade and salary
 

progressions presented earlier, the Team recommends that for researchers,
 

the starting points of the main grades should be designed so that the
 

average researcher will normally be promoted after 5-6 years in each of
 

the major grades (see Table 27). This will allow steady career
 
To achieve
progression for the researcher for at least 30-35 years. 


the salary scale will need to be extended considerably.
this, 


The resenrch technician of average ability should normally be
 

promoted to 6unlor research technician after 10 years, principal research
 

technician after 16 years, and to the proposed new grade of chief
 
There
research technician after 22 years of service (see Table 28). 


should not be any scale barriers within these grades nor should there be
 

any restrictions on the overall numbers or proportions of officers
 

employed in each grade as is the case at present.
 

With regard to the overall salary levels, the team strongly
 

recommends that these be increased substantially for researchers and
 

senior technical staff as soon as possible. Since the team was not able
 

to carry out a corriprehensive salary survey of professional and technical
 

personnel employed in relevant public- and private-sector organizations
 

in Zimbabwe, it is not possible to specify precisely what these increases
 

should be. However, it is clear that basic salaries need to be raised by
 
at least 30% in order to establish income parity between DR&SS and
 

equivalent university professional and technical staffs. In addition,
 



Government should encourage utilization of staff expertise in local
 
consultancies for which they should be accordingly recognized and
 
remunerated. While it is unrealistic to expect that income parity could
 
ever be achieved between agricultural research personnel employed in the
 
public and private sectors, a salary increase of the magnitude suggested
 
would help considerably in creating the stable staffing situation that is
 
absolutely essential if DR&SS is to develop the agricultural technologies
 
that Zimbabw' so urgently requires.
 

Sc ' " . . . . .. '; 7 . .. . . . . .. . .. . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . .. . . . . . . .. . . . . . .. . .. .. .. .... . . . . . . ..... . . . ..... .. .. . . . . . . . .. . . . .. . . . . 
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CHAPTER SEVEN -, 

LINKAGES WITH EXTENSION AND CLIENT COMMUNITIES
 

Agricultural research has major responsibilities not only in the
 
planning and execution of research in the priority commodities, systems,
 
and factors of production, but also in ensuring that the outputs of
 

research are made available to the client and user communities. The
 
organization and management of research, as has been shown in previous
 
chapters, require the careful translation of government policies and
 

Jfarmers' requirements into active and responsive research programs; the
 
development of req4ired physical infrastructure; the mobilization and
 

effective-utilization-of-human-and--financial1-resources;-and the-.
 
generation of appA-oprlate research output and information that contribute
 
to improved agricultural productivity. But the research process does not
 
and should not end in the generation of outputs, since these outputs are
 
not an end In themselves; they are a means to an end. The output must be
 
made to flow to and influence extension workers, farmers, and other
 
producers, private sector entrepreneurs, policymakers, the public, and
 
any other group of clients that have direct or indirect contributions to
 
make to the overall objective of growth and sustainability in
 
agricultural production and productivity. The research service therefore
 
needs to pay special and particular attention to its linkages.
 

Desired linkages for agricultural research broadly involve effective
 
two-way communication with policy-makero, technology transfer systems
 
(mainly extension), and technology-usbrs (farmers and producers). Since
 
research must generate and effectively deliver improved technologies
 
specifically developed for the circumstances of a country, it needs to
 
develop within the country effective linkages that involve these two-way
 
communications. These linkages must provide a rational basis for the
 
research priorities and programs selected and carried out, and generate
 
feedback on the performance of the technologies in actual production
 
situations. In addition, othtr linkages must permit access to relevant
 
external knowledge sources that would fuvther facilitate the effective
 
utilization of available resources and information. In other words,
 
research cannot internalize all aspects of its activities, it must learn
 
to relate out&ide the system, nationally and internationally, in the
 
process of planning and execution of its research and in the testing and
 
evaluation of its products. Research must therefore be seen as an
 
Integral part of the technology development and transfer system,
 
establishing appropriate survey and diagnostic methodologies, documenting
 
research results in forms appropriate for its principal clients and
 
users, and participating in interactive mechanisms to ensure the delivery
 
and application of its outputs.
 

The review of agricultural research in Zimbabwe shows that DR&SS's
 
principal clients and users can be grouped into six broad categories.
 
These are:
 

- policyakers; 
- extension and technical services;
 
- farmers and producers; 
- scientific community; 
- private sector/commercial companies; 
- public. 



The review trelt assess! th xsec n fecieeso R 

Sthe .se linkages, special- attention ' to the natur~ 'of,I ehansms 
~ requency and eftects of mmnnunati ,s,1jthe needs, and requirements' of 

bokth 'parties, ,and'thie ,overallbenfit'dif such linkages to agricul ture in '''~ 
the country',;",, Rcommxendation 'aretased ontheneeds for'lmproveme'nt, ~"" 
taking~ nto acciont the 'oals ad bjtivs''fgth Govrnmnt the, 

S as'piiationa ofth rese~arch service~i$.nueting these 'objectives, anidl the " "" 

d'"esfe~sofithe end-usesa of researQhi~res'ult ini proving their 

Te category pplJicynakers boradly 'covers enior-public-s'ctor 
offiil charged with ,the. responsibility,for foimula ting Government 
agriciittural anddvlpetpoies This group isresponsbe foe'. 
crystallizing' Government goals,, objec'tivesg and pronouncements into '
 
concrete policy guidelines for agricultural"research. 'Itis this group,


~k"'~ 	 that produces .the raw~materials on which agricultural research bases or'' 
should base its translation of Government policies into scientific' 
research programs. .. . '~ 

DR&SS realizes thatt tneeds to have an effective linkage with this 
group. The linkage with this group is'essential: 

for a two-way communication on problems and opportunities in the
 
agricultural sector; 	 ,'( 

for trppsmitting informatian on terealistic requirements"o

research for resources;. 	

*/ 

- for transmitting information on what can be realistically excpected-,
from research and in.what time frame; ' 

- for transmission of information onprevious and potential impact of ~ 
government policies on agricultural research and production;4 

-for, the transmission of analytical information on the impact of 'other 
governmni~t policies onthe aJfption and'application of research 
results; '' 

- for the sharing of knowledge'and' information on the actual and I., 
I.. ~pptential achievements 'and impact of research. '<' 

These reasons,. anong others,,make It essential for DR&SS to develop and'
 
strengthen linkages with policymakers. .	 '' 

At' present this linkage is informal and not fully developed between
 
the Directorate of DR&SS and policymakers. Ti sdet h atta
 
Drse a noicio 'hti specifically. as signed responsibilities 'for
 

resarc
poicyarticulation, translation, and planniig. The"'discsin, 
with Government and other users .on policy~matters'takeplc' anl atsios 
the' level of Director, 'and'even 'then, th matmdesntpoinlea
 
an lyt'ic~l information for the. Director to. particIpate more effectively>

isisuch dialogues. This situation reinforces the team's recommendation
 
for the establishment of a Planning Unit in the 'Direccorate (see Chapter 

4).
 



for reerch iplanniii and proramnming~hol prvdeputsint he' 

-that- i, doing: so, thie Unit worksin.>close colab'iiion with 6e'E'onmic
 
Mwaad6ts Branch of 1LARRtaitalytical anidsttistiIc4<al
 

searvicg 'Inside and. outside Governmep,
 

~Dialogwc~wwith p~iymaker shouldbe seen-a a continual activity.
 
i i~ important hat research' should in addition t o Periddic 'verbaI7
 
d4ialogue' generate written mate' 'iala,(publca Itions) that qonpisely, present
 
-infofrmaion that t~uld. be usef'ul to policymakers.,n articulatinthei'2.
 
polircies and in presenIting lecase for researcIht t th&'~ardous 'eche'los'
 

policymakers and political leaders to researchlactivities in practil:j
 
situations would also go a long way in maintaining the dialogue andA
 
sustaining policy interest in research.
 

7.2 Extension and Technical Services
 

By far the mostdimportant catizgqry that should benefit directly-fromn~ 
the output of research and which assists research in the, testing, " 

dissemination, and application of its results are,-the extension and ~ 
Lechnical. services,' ThesC-services co'nstitute the mot pran le 
category because they. possess a 'cout rywide network of offcr an 
agents and are in direct contact with farmers and produc'ers.~ The,~~~.''~ 
Department of Agriculture~ Technical Services a,nd Extension (AGRITEX) ' . 

plays this important role in Zimbabwe. ' 

AGRITEX is the Department in'MLARR charged with'the espons~ibility
 
for 'providing extension and' technical to 6~ ,nd- produtcers
services '-ri 

in they communal, small-scale, and large-scale conierciaj e trs"of
 
agriculture. 'Wth"its' headquarters in Harare, it is organized intlo two
 
~major divisions of' Technical Services and Extension'Services, supported'' 
by an administrative divisioun'comprising administrative and executive 
officers at headquarters and in the-provinces. The'Director;is assisted 
by' three Deputy Directors: Deputy,-,Director'(Field), Deputy'Director 
(Technical.), and'Deputy"Director (Irrigation)$~ and by-Branch H.eads'and 
Subje~ct Matter Specialists.'(SMS)'and their assistants. AGRITEX has an 

extens'ive'nati'onal network of' field and technica1 services which is' 
organized on a provincial,'regional and district basis (see Figure,6). 
In total about 2000z'exteso workers provide fi'eld and technical-.> ' 

services to farmers and producers through this network. 

AGRITEX' depends on its Technical Services' Division to synthesize,,
 
.,Aistill, and disseminate research results for the tseof the fieldstaff'4 
in the techd~cal' and field services. It would,,therefore s'eem'appropriate,~y~f 
that this Division should 'be the one tobe more directlylinked through 
communication andi training with DR&SS, 'although' linkagesL'and~interactions,~4
 
with the' Field Services in testing'of technologies and training woulId be,'''
 
equally Important. 
 '''42'2 

DR&SS'recognizes that effective linkage with AGRITEX is fundamental
 
to the delivery of its. research output to the users 'of technolog'y 'and the'
 
primary producers in Zimbatwe agr~iculture. <Unt~il';a few years ago there,.
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was vry,closec liaison betweern both depeart~Ients with some AGRI$EX staff,
eapeciallJ,i'n the Technical Service s iii6n'(the SMSs and the'ir , 
as i'stn tabeing baied atth 6f erd the--	 ResearchCn ter'T 

~ oppoz'tunity for DR&SS'res'arch a aff.'o develop,-iose *r~oal"" 
2#relationships_ with their extension counteriprts'Th commodiy and-,ubjeiit 
'~~areas,,'and, for bo th: formal 'and ifim7al trnsis'sion.fi forat~on to''A

~~take, place.,fairly.im,,,ly Extehs ion, was able ;to link. diredtly.into''the ~ 
reerhpoces,,to become h'"deinan of,inovd.i testinghE' 

tehoois n ob in a position to bnntiuailyu date' its iessages: 4 ' 
f'fied'extension pers6nnel. and farmez s'':That arrangement was N~j~~
 
dicntne a fe'er ago and since "then, there have been spasmodic ~
 

~~>2'~ tt 's to bridke'the. ap between 'rese~arch and~e b aste

~2~~created',as'a result.', The claim that _AGRITEX obtains 'its new inputs 
 into
 

technologies extended to farmers from the annual reports and other 
scientificPpulications 6iVNPR&SS may not be well founded and seems 
unsatisfactory. First, annual reports are often very out of date, and'~>~& 

~~	most'of'what is published ln them and in other scientific articles 
published by DR&SS is not. in a f&rm'suitabe fo rnaainee 

' 

the greatest effort, into technology packages and extension messages. 
These reports are intended 'for A'different audience. j 

During the process of developing a c'apacity to undertake research-in~ 
communal area farming systems, many informalKink~agas were established,' 
between AGRITEX- and DR&SS.' All institutes in'7DR&SS undertaking on-farm ,
research have operated through the AGRITEX district netwo~rk qnd have~u'sed.. 
AGRITEX officers to assist with identifica'iionof: farmer,participans,,,, 1 

4 administration of~surveys, managemnit of on-farm trials,'Card organization

~of field-days and visits, On the other, hand, AGRITEX makes use of DR&S
 
expertise in its training and extension programs.
 

While these informal links have had problems at times,' they have 
contributed significantly to the development of ~amodel of kresearch-

Uextension linkage and are still very important to'both organizations.,
'KTbey promote understandinig'and respect' for the work of each department,.,


acid davelop considerable goodwill on which amore formal base is being 
''" 

In 1985, efforts were made by both departments to enter into dialogue';' 
to design a program that would bring about a two-w'ay flow of informationi 

onnwproductiontechnologies. The current World B~nik-IFADAgiutrl,
Extension and'Research Project has also'focused n'this~ interface between' ' 

research and extension in its evaluation. 'in11986; the ,Deputy Dirtr''~ 
(Field) was designated as AGRITEX' co'ordinator oii~research-extensioi, 

Slinkage, and both departments have identified "the need for d clos'
 
dynarnic, and Interactive relationship base'd on formal -ind~informal,

H;links.~'- ure 7 represents an approach which has been suggested by

AGRITEX for !nteraction at the national lee hog oittchia
 
committees, aty,,he provincial level through provincilpang

committees-, and' At the regional level throg reial iplentation . 

com~mittees.' This is designed to promote the permeation of research 
results to the extension contact point leading' to' appropriate' technica~l 
interventions 'at the 'farm level'. the setting up' of these formal 
arrangements miay be useful, and indeed ossentiall"foir strengthening:. 

-While 
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jresearch-extension likgsby plann~ing and ofein fficial, support~'for'~ 
interac.tions, there is greater need-Wn'resear'ch~-or an even more formal, 

Sinstitutional', arid periianent basis for interaction traini , and 
codimunicat don.d 

The Team noted ,that the effortsindicated above have in recent times 
led, to. los A cop asadevelopedromiaiso n betwen nd This. 
through the establishient of a joi C ommitbtee nOn-famResearch adh 
xtension (COFRE). This coimnittee hasabndngiven the responsibility for 

r i Al proposals hfoion-farm research, verification, and
deontration trials and for$ vecommending them for approval. The joint, 

evaluati.o of these activitieshas greatly facihitatedn cooperationt 
between 'tht two departments in the verification arni'promotion of improved 
technologies. In addition several institutes and units of DR&SS have 
provided inputs into'AGRITEX'training'oi its field and extension staff. 

6c 	 COFRE collects' research and demonstration projrct proposals each year
: :;, sbcomittes'S teeare ,I ithe --	 " --...... 	 ucomitndAR elqaired to'e vewor an. --..

f.rom all sources in DR&SSand ARITEX and compiles a 'directory.
 
Proposals are then divided o: a commodity basis and submitted to the
 
subcommittees for''evaluation and recommendation for approval, changes, or 
discontinuatinn.
 

Meetingo between DR&SS reseavchers anid AGRITEX staff in each province 
are organized to disc ss the research and extension programs and the '"A 
subcommittees' commeits. Subcommittees are then required to derive or 
modgfy technical recommendations from recent research results and in the 
process Identify and prioritize topics for extension or research' 
programs. COFRE orga~nizes monitoring questionnaires and tours of trial 
and demonstration site's to make recommendations *for mi'agement and' 
direction. In addition, COFRE' organizes joint AGRITEX-DR&SS' workshops to 
program on-farm research and demonstrations according to identified 

•
farming problems, national priorities, and departmental capabilities. 


COFRE has more recently moved into the areas of formally,putting 
improved technologies together (technology design with" inputs from'the 

- - various Institutes, Services,-,Urits and from AGRITEX). Arrangemenis arfp, 
being made to have'these technologies vcrified widely through the AGRITEX 
network covering the.various provinces, districts, and agroecological 
zones as appropriate throughout the country. <The first of such improved : ' 

technblogies to be tested will be tnat for maize production.' ' 

Future Development of Research-Extension Linkages
 

r ,' "The Conittee for On-farm Research and Extension has proved 'to be the .
 
beginninig of a successful model for research-extension~ linkage. The two
 
key devel'pments, ,n itq.evolution which have contributed most to its
 
success are: .-', . .
 

a) the penetration of, the. committee right down to the field workers in
 
AGRITEX which Is.achieved'by having provincial staff on commodity
 

*. subcommittees; .
 

h) 	the focus on real products of agricultural research which was 
achieved by requiring commodity subcommittees to draw up and modify 

V )"L"" 	 ' ' "'"l 

! ;':; I) ::., '::., , .::i i:.-i i:, .::..::-% ' ,:.,,,;-,:; 	 ,. ' .: " ' : ;.:''? I.i 
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production recommendatio~ns. -The activity ~is 'designed to '.tsure 'a, 

l rsubjandtbeotestinu
concreth:e 	 , ationand'demonstration. 

:i
the Future V ,ankoud:be6f ldeashouldexcha:gin rporatethe thes e two an t androi broaden 
S scopeof research extension likages beyond on-farm research soas to 
address the larger issuesuof clear p;ogram objectives and the development 
of appropriate products and techniologiesforbothr esearch and technology 
transfersytems. Thus, research-extension linkages would be 

' developments betwee two service aspects 

incorporated in to the grfild mechanisms in the, two departments. 
o iu ura ei ennb fi thatthe DarSS should build its intensive and 

more formal liaison with the extension services on this foundation. 
is proposed in Chap'ter 3that CURExwill continze these activities until 
the TACisset up and becomes fully operational. 'When TAC is 

' established, CURE, Including its AcRITeX members, would be reconstitut ed 
as a subcomittee ofIsAC and charged with the responsibility for 
research-j ,ctension linkages (Research Extension Liaison Subcommittee-
RELSCO). 'Zn reconstituting the subcommittee te role of the research 
stations located in the various natural regions will be taken into 
accotnt and their participation encouraged, since they are expected to be 
directly involved in problem diagnosis, technology design, trechnology 
adaptation, and technology testing in Che natural regionsdin whichothey 
are located. These research stationt will also play a principal role in 
field 'liaison with AGRITEX field sttff and In assisting with the training 
of agricultural extension officers and agricultural extensnon workers. 
Apart from research technical, and extennsion services representation, iZ 
will also be important to have expertise in the areas of" 
research/extrnsion communication and education, socioeconomics, and 
publications represented on the subcommittee. Ia 

The subcommittee's (RELSCOs) major responsibili ties will be as 
follows: 	 4I 

a) 	 to serve as a forum ";or the joint planning and supervision of tt 
design, testing, verification, and demonstration of technolen ies.r 


b) 	 to organize joint workshops, seminars and informal discussions for 
researchers, 'seni6'r extension staff and other. senior staff in 
agricultural development; ' 

c) 	to assist,',n the urganization, by AGRITEX, of periodic training 
programsi nd coursee n improved technologies for field extension 
workers, both at headquarters and at the research stations. in the. 
natural regions, and to ensure the inputs of DR&SS into such training$ 

d) to coordinate nd colla'\e research' results from the different 
-Institutes and Units of \PR&SS and present Oesein furms suitable for 
testing, verification, a'rd'dissemination as appropriate through the 
establishedorgans and mechanisms of AGRITEX; 

a) 	 in collaboration with research stations and AGRITEX, to organize and 
monitoil the demonstration of imprFoved technologies and provide 
feedback into technology development and technology adaptation 
research. 

' 

' 

V,-. 

4 
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as tesearhetninak~sdob.D&Si eeommiain asflon lin esge Thecomnal 
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Pror toIn dependence,o tdainti ory closeand producliveaniguf e 
a 

sec tr.Thes anige orntinaued c oe snot aer tibe atostrng 
adoito ofIX tHoe r, tprherie iseganization trecmmqde i stinrput 

The orattypesdeceoRf oldvr hadaintaacr inoted veqrclos andpod tie ai 

S~ ~ ~ 
Communarl Arfae sealch i als, the ftureni, ardsoumdveofab aive work.retohiscaiunf arciersop, but sucheraininhe havsae comajercimact 
o tecr slitrnsfger hascontifedbcbtodoesentappathe.~tr 

training of farmers a reuearensis. 

smai-canioffarers andests te
generally-the resposibity ofth 

esponsi
service. While it Is not being suggested that th is c lity,shou l
 

.nowbe taken over by thereserch service, it is tnevertheiess imrtant
 

( ~that '
the DUbSS stay in close, direct contact 'with'farmers ..Part'lciptio
 
-' , in farmer training provides an' excellent opportunity for "this. Ii..n !f :,.:% 

ofl the. -:)  ~~~general, DR&SS shoa-,d become more involved' in the icontinuwti . ;"> 
!': testing, verification, and dissemination of new technologies to" farme ''rs , .. 

ili~ii~iDR&SS will need to collaborate closely :with. AGRiTEX in these technology-, i)}i
~transfer processes. .. :.. : ... i .,,~i~~~ 

Training for farm-rs and producers should be supported by suitable
 
published information and demnnnltration materials, which would serve the
 
purpose of constantly updating the farmers on new and improved production
 

ai{ .technologies. 


DR&SS faust' recognize this group as one of its most important client
 
groups and constantly revJew and strengthen its linkage with it.
 

7.4 The Scientific Community a 

A research organization as part of the national and international'
sdientific community-mustpay specal attention to its relationship with
 

that scientific community. Again this is for a two-way flow of concepts ,%,a
 
a .information, and materiali. 


a 
 DR&SS.,is well linked to the acientific community through its annual 
reports,' its scientific publications, and other 'adivities such as 

a>'aaonferences, workshops", symposiaseminars, etc., at both the natiopal
 

and inter.ationai levels. It would seem that DR&SS has,,addressed itself 
more satisfactorilyto the scientific commu'aicy. than it has to moft of
 
its other -lients; this is commendable and should be further
 
strengthened.;Thi team recommends that greater opportunities be provided a£
 
for research personnel to interact more widely with the international .
 

' - : ...- "scientific 



io'e'ryt"' irat 
,
 

rapLd developments in science and technolog.'esewhere. :" 


communit b e ' W lth, 98 t benefit fromn, the"" 

Especialyimportant is the need forDR&SS toste ngthenoits links 
Withthe University of Zimbabwe. The presenlt informal exchangesandy 
interactions need to be formalized with significant potehntial benef'its to 
DRoSSein postgraduate traiing, researchcolaboration (via joint 
projecuts),research planniang, on-the-job training forpotentialoreearch

V scientists,n n othr ar teachingorh bfit oawimbabw, idihs o ulreciprocal eas and research supervisiovarrngements,,, 
etc. DR&SSshould recoisze the Facultycf AgrcultureatntheUniversity 

system~ and collaborate closely with it in addressing themajor research
 
problems of the country. Some tentative Areos in which DR&SScaued, ','
 

bnftimmediately from close collaboration with the Faculty are
 
agricultural economics, farming systems, pasture science, and
 
horticulture. 'Together, both'should be ablcto build'national -,apacities
 
in these and other areas for the benefit of Zimbabwe agriculture. rh,
 
UniebSate-sa-nerl -pr-o-th nionaltmen pultralreea,wrch rL 
rAnother important nEed for the DR&SS to develop closer contacts with 

the University of Zmbabwe arises inrelation to the future availability 
of highly'qualified scientists with a deep and direct insight into the 
problems of African agriculture, In general, the faculties of 
agriculture in the Sub-Saharan African countries are organized along 
academic lines with little direct involvement with the country's
 
agriculdtu, Few of theohaveevolved the research and service culture
 
and philosophy characteristic of the Colleges of Agriculture inthe
 
United States. These colleges, with their commitment to practical work
 
In relation to problems 6f agriculturalproduction,help to create a
 
reservoirnof scientific menpower -- highly relevant, committed, and well
 
informed,-- to rtu the country's future programs of agricul-turn, research
 
an development. hkind
This is the of scientific manpower which'would be
 
increasingly needed and it is in the interest of DR&SS to help the
 
University to produce this type of scientific manpower. The Fadlty of
 

_gricultureln Zimbabwe hw already shown a great desire tobe involved
 
in progIrams of agricultural research, and with further'encouragement from
 
DR&SS, It can be developed into a pioneer African institution of a
 
specially relevant'kind.
 

7.5 Private-Sector Research
 

Zimbabwe, unlikemost other developing couintries inAfrica, has ,the,
 
great advantage of well-organized private-sector research in the form of
 
toe Agricultural Research Trust,'seed companies, and agribusiness units
 
of various kind. Thisw s fortunate becauseauagriculture evolves, a
 
sigi research responsibility is normally taken over by
nificant part of the 

the private sector, This has been the history of agricultural research
 
in'the developed countries with' excellent results. In thesecountries ,
 

flthe private sector not, only pro-.ides a wide range of services and does a 
great deal of extension work, It also undertakes' a arge.part of the 
adaptive research and cofmn'ssions and supports some 'strategic research.' 
One important resuilt of this 'isthat the public-se'ctor research is,able 
to concen~rate on technology-generating' research of the applied and 
strateFic K'ind. Zimbabwe'must obviously take full advantage ofjits 
unique position. The'DR&SS should further strengthen its cooperative
research plograms in selected areas with the Agricultural Research Trust 

-. . : 'i .. . , . . i '.a':
 



~and other units, Thiswould help~ toIimaximize the spillover benefitsin: 
the comimunal ajeas'from the, private, sector researc h'IAs, the agro~nomic 
environtment in the cammutial areas improves with' the intensification of,, 
research in the field of soil and water management, some of the 
technologies developed for the more favorable 'areas would begin to find
 
application in the drier lands. ... . . .. 

7.6 P.2rtment of Vetbrinary Srie 

t pesent DRS linkage with Veterinar 

________he' strong collaboration that exists 

Services is larg 

between Veterina 

e r al 

s 
and DRMSS livestock research stations, dairy serivices, the farming
 
. ystem,: research unit,. and the chemistry and soils research institute........ 
Thicollaboration should be formalized and strengthened by having 
Vet~e,\nary Serv~ices personnel participating in all the relevant CR&SS 
p and in tho RELSCO. , 

7.7 The Public 

In general, DR&SS's public Image is good. This is probably due to, ? 
the general health of the food and agriculture situation in the country. 
However, DR&SS needs to interact more with the public, in.particular via 
the media, in order to present its latest findings and its contributions ,t: 
to the agricultural sector in simple and more concrete terms. The 
upgraded Information Management Unit would need to pay particular
 
attention to this aspect of'linkage and periodically produce and publish
 
materials that would sustain public interest, support, and goodwill.
 
DR&SS already has a strong tradition of holding or participating in field
 
days and other public events at its research stations and institutes. It
 
is important that this tradition be maintained in the future.
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CHAPTER EIGHT~~"~
 

CONCLUSIONS ANbJ REC0CNAENDATIOMS 

1) 	DR&SS has made con'siderable progress in adjusting its research effort
 
to meet of the communal farming areas, but the technologies

that are neefded to transform these areas are still not fully
 

Jo~~.... sent0, cltra-rsur.n teal 

shou),d be pointed 'out that. this is the' same rate of growth aghas
been targeted for the agricultural sector as. a whole during the 
prespnt Five Year rational Develd pment Plan 1986-1990, ' 

2) iThere are several arguments that can be advanced in support of the

creation of an autonomous or semi-autonomous ag icultural research
 
organization. However, at the present time we do not beli.eve that'.
 
there is a sufficiently strong case for the establishment of this
 
type of agricultural research'organization in Zimbabwe. 'It is, 

however, true that there are a number di administrative regulation's 

.. , 

and procedures which are particularly restrictive for an organization 
like DR&SS which needs to have considerable flexibility in its ' ' 
operations. Therefcre, the management of DR&SS, with backing from 
its parent Ministry, should make concerted attemptsto modify those 
regulations which are particularly onerous.,,,n the basis of .. 
submissions and representations to the appropriate government bodies. 

3) 	On the basis of 'adetailed examination of a wide range' fpossible 
organizational changes, it is proposed that the reorganization of 
DR&SS should comprise three major components: the rationalization of 
a network of research institutes and stations that will directly 
serve the natural regions through applied systems and adaptive 
research', the phased introduction of national research programs and 
changes in the functions and responsibilities of the directorate.'"
 
The main respons.,'bilities of the proposed nine research institutes
 
would be to generate and test improved technologies for key
 
commodities, factors of production, and production systems for the
 
country as a whole and undertake specialized service and advisory
 
'functions. They should, therefore, be mainly engaged in applied

research activities. The role of research stations in Natural
 
Regions I to IV would be in the area of adaptive and on-farm ,'
 
research. They will identify in collaboration wfth the research
 
institutes, the key research priority areas in each of the
 
agroecological zones in which they are located and to' adapt
 
technologies for direct use'by farmers This will require close
 
interaction with extension service personnel and farmers themselves 
 -


S-in on-'farm research and testing of improved technologies.
 

The research SLaLiu.n shoul be established or strengthened at Nyanga
 
and Chipinge for Natural R(gion I, Grasslands and Henderson for,
 
Natural Region Ii, Makoholi for Natural Region III', Matopos for 
 ' 
Natural Region IV, and Chiredzi for Natural Region,-V. In additionl. 



services and-a fo u aPintfor interact o grae ov e s 
and stations .oTepresent experimq.taton at ftoholi ,sJn 
fact, lcated in Natural, egion; Ibut is well, plrisd'to serve 
Nat ral Region III. The establishmenit of a resear6t statior'i' a 
more,centrallocation in NaturalRegion lII, probably at:IKweKwe 
should be.ioonsidered. 

101;J 

4) A more effective organizationaliarrangement for the Deo 
 t04d

-be to, comprehensively redefine the responsiblities of the astatDirectorareCe erl vdes eilzdrsac~n
Research 


Research. More specifically, there would be the'f~llowing thre~'
 
assistant director positions: -

Assistant Director r
(Crops and Soils)
 

Assistant Dirlc tor (Livestock and Pastures)
 

Assistant,Director (Regional Research)
 

Assistant Director (Reseach ServiSees)
 

The Director and the four assistant directors would have overall
 
responsibility for research policy,, planning and evaluation of all
 
research and service activities within DR&SS.
 

A viable alternative to this organizational arrangement would be to
have three ansistant directorates, one for crops and soilsi -one for
 
livestock and pastures, one for regional research, and a senior
 
research administrator in chargeof research services and
 
operations. Although this alternative.involves soie decentralization
 
for program organization and scientific leaderhipandaprovJides for
 

pclear inseniortmanagement wuld
reporting relationships, emphasis 

still be research policy , planning, evaluation, nd scientific'
 
leadership.q
 

5) DR&SS should develop eight national research programs, as indicated
 
in the Report, compriing multidisciplinary teanis of researchers
 
whicti. focus on specific commodities (or groups ofcommodities),

factors of production, and production systems. The nationally

coordinated programs are recomnmended as an instrument to mobilize the 
country's limited scientific resources for a selected number of
 
priority problems of agricultural production and to find technical'
 
solutions to them through collaborative research. They should help
 
to generate interinstitutional and interdisciplinary linkages both in
 
planning of the experiments and in their execution and they should.
 
provide a mechanism for joint evaluation of new technologies through
 
a common set of multilocational trials .eading to agreed-upon
 
recommendations for the new technologies. Each program will be
 
headed by a Program Coordinator who will have overall technicalI
 
responsibility for the elaboration of program priorfties and
 
o'
objectives,, the delineation of researchable problem areas, and the
 
implementation of the research projects which make up the program.
 

6) DR&SS should take immediate steps to introduce a comprehensive system

of resource management designed specifically to meet the needs of the
 

... • .
 



proposed nationaJ. reseArch programs. Te basis n 
reou r,cemanagIem ent system is a set of data' shnswih hn 

comleed objec.tives, "'""povdedeaiedinformation About rei.earch 
adlicipated impacts, andestimates oQf human, 'physical, and financial. : 
resource imputs. All data are coded which enables'ieweandsComputerized,
.1W.) o~t~&p oidedetapil,
research management 
to undertake rapidand precise analysiso the 

allocat or of resourcesoato all typesof activities0 
7)DR&SS needs to ldevelop a systematic framework'for,asessing past an~d' . 

pp~~d~seach A~sunbe..o~ativly-sophis ticated 'a~yj~~ 
cost benefit,melthodologies haveobe6er. developed to address these ~ 
questions..,However, in the Zimbabwe context theyare likely to have 
only a limited application, mainly because of insufficient data.h' 
Nevertheless,.other simpler: techniques '-nd methodologies could be 
used which would enable DR&SS toorHea objectively assess future
 
research needs and priorities. s
 

S 1 .8) A Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) should be established in DR&SS 

research programs and other research and service activities so as to
 
ensure that the Department's overall objectives are being fulfilled
 
as effectively as possible.' Membership of the TAC would include the
 
Director, Assistant Directors,
S 9):whicsou l meedato the Head of the Pla Unit (see

below), some senior researchers, some program coordinators, and the,,,
 

lesteveop simonithsie r ert e h v ie ri ii-i.: 
€,wh"chrshol eta lateeysxnh nordertoge i
Director or senior representative 'of AGRITEX.' The Agricultural
 
Rsearch Council should continue to play its important advisory ro e
 
concerning agricultural.research activities in Zimbabwe as a whole.
 

)'DR&SS urgently needs to develop amedium-term strategy which clearly

sets out its main research priorities and objectives and
 
corresponding resource requirements and allocations.*'This strategy

statement isrequired not just for internal technical/scientific
 
purposes but, equally important, to demonstrate to government-'and its
clientele that the Department has a clear sense of direction and thus ,* 
it will serve as a powerful tool in generating both political-and'
 
financial support.
 

10) The strategy,should be based on careful assessment of the correct,., 
' balance between applied and adaptive research activities. 'There i's a 
danger that undue emphasis may be given to adaptive research ,
especially as' DR&SS comes under increasing pressure from government 
and farmers to produce research results that can be adopted as !soon 
as possible. While this pressure is healthy,,it must be recognized 

'

that most of the technological advances that nre required in the-. 
communal farming areas (in particular those in the low-potential 
regions) can only be achieved by sustained, long-term applied 
research. Given the need to build up the capacity of the research 
srations in the natural regions (where the bulk of adaptive research ."i'l 
will be conducted) as quickly as possible, probably around 35-40% of 
all research scientists in DR&SS should be working at these centers 
by 1995, with the remainder engaged mainly, but not exclusively, in 
applied research activities at the other research institutes.This " 
has been proposed on the assumption that (a) with a 5% per annum real 
increase in expenditur'e,DR&SS will be able to employ about 195 
professional staff by 1992; (b) approximately one third of 
professional staff time will be devoted to advisory and
 



11 I agrg~eLema teTeam4Lrecumioenda thaL,,-at, leas L 707, of ~llK 73 

,~r4:4K~livestock researhrn DR&SS aho'ald be.,orietd,exp1icit1.y, to ' "' 

Imprvin livestock poutn sytm'n th'cmmunalfariniuig~ 
,aea.This, ieur~ ign~fcntn es'in the"'numbers ,of.,p4, '$ 

1ivestockresearchers working at re'search saton inomeath 
'communal farming areas.4' 39'4 J 

~12) 	A'inational farmi8gByqtem research., program should be establshed ai 
soon as pssbl. Th program should'be divided into five 
subpr'ogrmshich,.,would undertake systems research inieach of the ''i 

main natural, regions 9in Zimbabwe.? With the establishment of these, 
decentrhlized regionally based'teams, the present FSR Unit shoud~bei~~ 
reorganized. In view of the i±mportance of the national farming'
 
system programi, the Team recoun~nds that a full -time program 

coordinator be appninted. 4 

13) 	DR&SS should,' through an upgraded Human Resources Development and 
Management' Unit, continue to pursue its current training policies and '' 
provide detailed estimates of overall training requiremjents for~at 
least the next 5-10 years. In very broad terms,'approxiinately 15-25 
reiearchers ilil need to embark 'nmaster'sdegree progreims each year9 "A 
during this period.. Inaddition, considerably more high'4uality 9 

research, especially at the applied level, will?'need to be 
undertaken. Probably between 3-6 researchers each,,year should also 
start Ph.D. degrees so that in 15-20 years' time, at least 25% of 
researchers in DR&SS will have received' this, level of training. '~.~ 
DR&SS should continue to employ a group of foreign researchers 9with'< " 

p 	 the'appropriate experience and attitudes whose primary role will be' 
to provide assistance in the two critical areae-,,of supervision and 
on-the-job training. 9 

1li)	For researchers, the starting pitofthe main grades should be
 
designed so that the average researcherwill normally be promoted9
 

K ~after 5-6 years in'each of the major grades. 'This will 'allow steady " 

career progression for the researcher for a least 3-35 years. The. 
research technician of average ability should normally be promoted to 
senior research techniciaii after 10 years,' princi'pal research.
 
technician after 16 years, and to the proposed new grade of chief
 
research technician after 22 years of service. 


9 

''"9" 

15) 	There is a general need for DR&SS to strengthen its linkages with
 
clients and sources of research.. In particular, there is a
 
compellling need for th~e strengthening of the exis,ting linkages 'with' 
technology transfer'systems'and the establishment of formal linkages ~ 
with 	AGRITEX. This is"to provide 'astrong mnechanism for the 
 ' 	 9 

collation, generation, development, an trnfomtono esac
 
results into improved technologies, for, cnttinteraction 9 with ' 

9 ~extension personnel through communica'tion anid training," for the 
'planning and coordination' of joint testing of technologies, 'and for" '"" 

the imibibition' and transmission of feedb'ack',fromniextension and'-' 
farmers 'on technologies beinlg'applied and promoted~for adoption. ' 



Theeminoted the progress ua4;'-in-9xis .regard thpugh-'D8&SSt~andi
AGRIT9X c~J.rt6 iotl'on oi ea5~h4~ 

. &iExtns~io 4adreaonnuelnds e f0iri i X1slhenitv?'n 'A(COFJ E)

noAiokdae ReqarclPExtenstpn Liaison sub ouuie '(RrLSCO) tt, 

iite atcomorehen'iide terms 'of refe'rene to.::address the larger
K>p an t ' of" t 

eep ro e, he ;:r and tchnolo es forrthe research and technolog
S;h Thrs sefer ayste.Mfia i'4i ,omrtanitthee would be buil&on, the' 

><.-'"Q ' ui d charact of andi:succesipert&Peswaun eistics COFRE would becomerl

n,ejr.alirai" Withe programming mechanism in both Departments.oR 4 
2'-AnMpessoftiadut hi thiLch will support thebdeveiopment andJunctioningof -,thes anndn,,o nth W-k be tranedInforptmation Management Unit which 

Sis comedd fori pgrataing. ad .
 

aherneedts,. . 
Peeonmenrticipation in 'treiningtiprovides 

an, excellent opportDu ntfinth esseeial interaction with these 

.. , ar16 Jdh,&SShstreng tetn.its-inpts- to+ the- trainipg-of----; -

groups of clients., V ' '- ' ' ' 

17.'DR&SS should provide greater opportunities for its researchpersonnel' 
to interact more widely with the'national and international

'7scientific commnunity In order to become morte faiiar 'with, and''o
 
<benefit from, the rapid developments'in scien'ce and technology
 
elsewhere. 'Especially important Is the need for DR&SS to strengthn

its liids with the Universitydof Zimbabwe and the- Agricultura.l ' 

SResearch Trust. The present informal exchanges and interactions need 
to be formalized, with significant' poet4lbnft to DR&S3 in 
postgraduate training, research collaboration (via joint projec'ts),
research planning, on-the-job training for potential research 
scientists, reciprocal teaching and research supervision 3 

arrangements, etc.
 

18. The recommendations in this Report represent a vision of the 
 ' 

evolution of the Department in the medium to long term in response to
 
the needs and challenges of'Zimbabwe. Theirs adoption may be phased'
 
over a period of time so as to create a balanced major element 'of'an
 
effective and efficient national research system.
 

L. ,
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ANiEX A (Noverber It) - Dc.:-Inbr '), 198h,) 

S'lliay 16 NOv:,Mh''r : 	 Air iv l ai t u ISNAI( r-,n. 

'1on.li y 17 Niv,rin,b r: aililMe ti igs wit1h th,! 1)ir- tor aid (aha iirm i of tih 
las k Frrv. 

2 , I'.t;l.:pru l H,..,ti I ith t i ,. 

I'alusday 18 Novaii: : ,ur 'nt '.i') 1*!,, Ia',k Force. 

pin 'lT sk F(r,: A(;,lyou it qustionn iires. 

We:dnrsday 9 November: 31l "leet i ig l F)kl,,-.I 

Vli.si t to Ih l, ., i ;.:,rch Station. 

'hur.sday 20 November: M .ti I I:r,It;k 

Visits t, kmqi Institutes, larare. 

Friday 21. November: 	 Visit to Gr .slids [:s-arch Station, 
Ma rootlra 

Saturday 22 November: Revie:w at progtr :.;;wit I the Director of DR&SS 
tri Met in t., ISNAR Team.of h 

Monday 24 November: Visits to Rsi.; rf institutes and Services. 
Visit to A;RI FX. 

Tut!iiday 25 November : ia Visit t, 1'tli'.',rsity Of Z i1rbabwe 
pri Meet ill,,.;--Ion;;k ForCe. 

Wnlon,:sday 26 November: am Visit - inior of Ag rAiiture, Lands and 

Vi;it - I,:pal t.1-it. of Veterinary Services. 

Visit --- In o lHaLti on S: Vi CeS DiZ SSo 

T'hur.sday 27 November: am Visi It to AID Ago;,i 
Meeting with tIn: Iliuty S:,r,!t~ary. 

pr ,e t iee -- ;k ["ocn.rngs T 

Fr iday 28 Novesmber Vis it to MIa>kohol i k:sn: riichS tat ion. 

Saturday 29 Noveiler: Review of rielorts arid pi-grif'ss. 

onday I December: Visit to .ttropo; R;' ih StatWion (P.0'D). 
Visits to Rtus+Pontr i Inst ittu;, HIrare. 

Iuionolay 2 December: Vi :it to I,: 1 ;l,' 1(0,::,a1rh Stot.ion. 

Visit to R .:;,:,nh hit, itnt:; and Services. 

-,:nirr:w day 3 December: am Visit to .:; .,1 1I t';ti !t , all Services. 

Re view oft In, i :t' i, jr t: . 

pil Visit; to uIA 1.A:(:. 

rhursday 4 December; am Visit to ,w: ii. (",,muunol Arita. 
pm Visit to lnot IM-t Airil tural Engineering. 

M.uL itgs -- o, ot-:. 

Frinhay S l)ecember: Dettpart Irouilrlro. 
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,2, PROJECT TIME ALLOCATION Timen Project Ccde... 


S2.32 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

___- ': 2.42:'3"1 __FellwshipTraning__________ - p p;,,,:U:::, 

32, _____Mee___ng_ __broad-_____~.2.6 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -,, , : ":" * _ _ _ _ 

3 OTHER ACTIVMTES 
3.1 Felwsi-rann
 

>3.2 Study Thur
 
3.3 Mieeting abroad
3.4 Sabbatical leave :_______ 

3.5 Leave without pay . 
.!,3.6 Teaching-education : . . 
"3.7 Program. management : 
,3.8 Administration -

3..9 Others 

Total m/m
 
4 COMMWENTS
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SS;grature Signature 
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ANNEX C 

Product ion, 'oi;*in.pt iol, atd .oi, ign Tr'ade Data for Ma in Agricul tural
 
Coluwlti i t i es i Zimbahwe) .
 

I',bIt-, . . 'rodu,'Lion of Crops, Large-Scale Cotunercial Sector.
 
O000 toll,;
 

11479/80 	 1980/81 1981/82 1982/83 1983/84 1984/85 1985/86 

Cc rea tIs 

705 887 1713 1.121 576 817 1180
 
,,h,,( 154 t91 200 110 88 199
 
';o rghum 19 16 24 17 7 17 51
 
YII 1ey 211 33 33 13 

I1send 

Syihoon 89 '8 88 86 91 80 
t-vt ii't s I1 19 16 8 6 3 

,"[1:1 lower 1 .4 0.8 1.0 0.7 2 1 

)totln 14 5 88 92 105 143 170 

" I **.*OS 	 6 8 

10 11 10 

.S ites; 	 SiLtist ic-il Y,,r,-tok !985. Crnt al Stiti. ti I Office, 
(;OVOriflt. Pr int r, HIirare. 
Agrinultuiral Mirketii Ing Aunthority. Fconomic Review of the 
Agrinul turl Indus try in Zimblabwe, 1984. AMA, Harare, 
Septemnlhr I '08 . 

http:oi;*in.pt
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Tablt C.2. 	 Production ot Crops, Small-Scale Conuiiarcial Sector 
('000 tonls) 

1979/80 1980/81 1981/82 1982/83 1983/84 1984/85 1985/86
 

Cer ea Is 

Maize 35 38 97 70 23 12 68 

Whe.t 38 97 70 23 12 68 

Sorghum 1.2 0.9 0.8 0.4 0.3 0.5 1.2 

Syablan 	 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
;rorrmIdnutLts 7 9 4 1 1 2 
.unl lowers 	 i 0.7 0.5 1 1 

CoLton 	 7 3 2 6 10 

.'oures: Statistical Yearbook 1985. Central Statistical Office, 
Government Printer, Harare. 
Agricultural Market [ing Authority. Economic Review of the 
Agricultural lnluistry in Zimbal'we, 1984. AMA, Harare, 

September 1I8. 
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fib Ic i.. Product iWn o ii Crpqa, Colmrw Iharming Arcas 

1979/80 1980/4! 1981/8 2 1982/83 1983/84 1984/85 1985/86 

1,t i /.._ 
W4,'hl, 
.'h u 

Mi let 

420 
9 

30 

7 00 
9 

66 

95 
12 

100 

595 
7 

50 

285 
11 
41, 

4514 
16 
37 

1712 

81 

1; LIuIII 
Sou I ow 

ts 
r 

n.a. 
67 

2 
100 

1 
95 

7 

2 
22 

2 

3 
19 

6 

7 
46 
15 

Cott 150 27 26 70 11o 

+ incluldes sinall cominorcia .Sector 

So. r,s: Statistical Ye,thb'ok 19H%. Central Statistical Office, 
(overril nt Prin olt, Ha tFrare. 
Agricritur1 Ytrkt ing Authority. Economic Review of the 
Agricuiltural Induustry in Zimbabwe, 19814. ANA, Harare, 
Spl em ,r I 8-. 



libl C. 4. Arca in llecta rt:s (')000) ot M'lain Crops by St. tor 1984/85 

LSCS SStCS/AR)A CA Total
 
Couand i ty Ha % Rank fa 
 Rank Hta Rank Ha . Rank 

Mla,ize 200 52.6 40 I- 1 1018 6-3.5 1 1258 61.5 1 
Wheat 21* S.5 1 o(1.. 0().0 21 1.0 8 

o.. 1 
5 rg3.wi 1/ ,' .5 2 3.: 4 211 13.2 2 230 11.2 2 

1 )l:t 1 O22 11 2 (. 393 ).8 1 93 4 5 7 
1i,, (2.H '1 1.rd 0 0.0 4 

i. 	 n. (. 1 1 .t 6 a.a . n. . 0.05 114 

6 0.2 10 
(;r lndwilt 2 1i. 1.9 31 1 is 1.14 4 12,) 6. 1 14 
So 	 ,. '.1 to.1 1 1 1.6 6 2 0.1 7 4 4 2. 1 5 

.5 1112 2 3.2 4 130 1 .9 6 34 1.7 6 

1 2 	 I,0 l-.) 2 130 12.3 3 215 10.5 3 

, , I , 	 .(t I* 6 n.a. 5I ! 	 1.6 n.it. n.a. 0.25 11 
Lai (* ().H I l .; ll.; . n. it. n. it. n.a . n1.ia. 3 0. 15 13 

( 	 :ti 7* 1 .8 .al.it n.a . l.a . n.a1. I. it. n.i. 7 0.35 9 
Il ;)* 1.3 1 li.a. n.a. n.t. n.a. ll.a . ln.a. -) 0.25 11 

LtI Is 380 100.0 63 ()0.0 - 1602 100.) - 2015 100.0 

I'V82/83. 

.mct-s 	 Stat ist ival Yearbook 198 -. Central SLatistical Off ice 
(;(v tr inte, irarlre.o-rumenL 

Agr ictul t,-lal Mitrkt-t ing Authl,.i ty. Economic Review of the 
Agrit'ul lauval Industry in Zimbabwe, 1984. A.9LA,Htarare, 
S !p ter b F!ltl. 1 4.<HI 



'ihl (.C'. . 1xport.; )I Xa jor Agr icul tural (Coiin,dit it ($Z ii II ion) 

C'olumod i ty 1980-83 	 198/. 

Ma i ze 30.6 	 -
Bar ley 3.4 3.6 
Animal feeds 4.3 6.8 
i, 7.1 25.5 

Coft f 12.6 29.8 

OItton (lint & raw) 61.6 115.4 
rmouinUInts & oil 2.2 0.8 

ieed 2.4 2.2 

h"L 	 13.O 37.9 
itt I hide,; 4.5 	 11.6 

i, at 'o 	 193.6 287.3 
51.61ugar 	 56.0 

,Ue,;: 	 Statistical Yearbook 19 8 . (entral Statisltical Office,
 
(Gove.l-llIllA.:llt Pr'iliLe ' i;l ',lle .
 

Agril tural Mrket iu. AuthAt)ri ty. E-onomic Review of the 
AgrirliltaraI lhO,try in Zimbabw, 1984. ANA, larare,
Scutcdclr I '"). 
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Fable V.6. 	 ImijpirL.; ot Prin:ipal Agricultural Coiunod iteie
 
(Z$ mil Iio current prices)
 

Commod ity 1980-83 1984 

Rice 2.2 4.4 
Wheat 1.3 14.3 
Milk & Cream 13.2 59.9 
Rubber 3.8 5.3 

Sources: 	Statistical Yeiarbook 1N')8.Central Statistical Office, 
Government Pr iut(:r, lar; re. 
Agricultural Muarke.ting AuUtority. Encmu ic Review of the 
AgricultnralI Induu;try in Zimbal)we, 19814. AM'A, Hlarare, 
September 198. 
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lab1 C. 7. Projected Domes tic Demand* for Major Crops, 2005 
('000 tons)
 

1985 2005 % increase
 

C: t! a I s 

'h1atL 258.0 699.0 171 
Ri,& 9.8 28.5 191 

1969.2 3942.7 100 
Ba,,rley 9.8 16.1 64 
Mlil lt!t 203.9 409.1 101 

95.1 189.3 99 
(Lh,:r 3.0 5.4 80 

25.2 49.3 95 
t',,, 64.4 101P.' 129.2 


I,.s 28.2 54.3 92
 

; 57.3 306.1 95
 
I'ailalla 63.6 127.6 101 
lr it., 8.7 15.9 83 
V, ,i192.8 174.3 81
 

L) t,t 1.0 1.9 90
 
?".;1 3.8 6.9 81
 
"ilr 0.0 0.1 
k;lbb, r 4.2 6.2 48 

(:ottoil 12.1 16.9 40 
Fudlt r 52.0 102.4 97
 

* Based or intermediate projects used in SADCC Agricultural Study 

Sourcu: SADCC Agriculitura]. "Towards 2000". FPO, Rome, 1984s. 
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U.8.Uab Aimwial Di:t Pcjuitrtvl to Sustaii: the EXpetced 1nipulation of 
13.7 Milliori Puople in the Year 2000 

Ml I ion . Pe! Cai ta Requireimeit 
Cormrlud i ty toIIs Kgs /mil-un ca Iday Protein grams/day 

Ma i "'v .2I. 165 1587 32 
Mhc;t 0.1.78 35 326 10 
0 LIp: r r;i ;ii (). I1) 8 73 3 
)iI .,d 0.121 9 95 11 
Pl 0.068 5 141 3 

FruitL/Vtg.tr, 0lh[).601 ti 42 2 
V,fftW, u il 0.027 2 418 -
l)ir 
"t 

y Pra I s 0.451 
.260 

3:3 
19 

59 
124 

3 
11 

FactolI 4I. 3 2400 753 7 320 

SnOirIe: P.T.W. Murphy. lpolat rirm, Agricultural J))u1.'eh lelrLit arnd old 
Supl y, l'ali:r pinritl_.! at t Nati on l i iri oil Lil 
)iser linfitiiaL til C lization of tie 1 '982Popln at ii CeliS1.1; 
Dataa or [ eve I rpilri.t Clann ilig, 21l-2/1 .llaliri ry I 180, Ia rare 
Ininluo.
 



Tbdd e CC.. Projected Domestic Demand for Livestock Prouc, 2005 

1985 2005 % increase 

Beef 69.5 131.1 89 
iLtton 7.0 18.4 163 

Pork [1.2 30.5 175 
Poul try 11.1 28.9 160 
Mi lk 307.1 53.0 73 
Eggs 12.4 21.6 74 

, ' sn S iti,;tical Yearbook 1985. Centr l SLat ihtical Office,
 
(OVernilwio L Printro , Ilarart-.
 
AgricuIrtul .alrkot ing AutLhority. Ecmmmic Review of the
 
Agricultural lnduiorry in Zimbabwe, 1984. AMA, Harare,

Se.pt,,mh, r 1 i .
 


